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Safety, access buzzwords for four-lane
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Si If we miss this one, we're in for a long

State officials may have been
somewhat overwhelmed by the
massive crowd who attended a
public meeting Thursday night to
hear discussion on a proposed
four-lane highway that would
connect Cadiz to Mayfield.
More than 350 people
crammed into Freed Curd Auditonum in the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology at Murray State University to find out
more about the highway.
Jim Wilson. a representative
from the Kentucky Department of
Highways division of planning,
told the standing-room -only
crowd that the state is trying to
determine the most appropriate
extension to the Ky. 80 corridor.
Kentucky has been building
east-west routes to connect southern cities from Hazard to Bowling Green. One of the last phases
of the project will connect Bowling Green to Cadiz and Cadiz to
Mayfield.
"The state recognizes the Ky.
80 corridor as a regionally important corridor," Wilson said.
This Cadiz-to-Mayfield segment, which is in its earliest
stages of planning, has three
proposed routes, one of which
would run close to Murray.
The vast majority of the audience voiced support for that route
known as Alternate 3.
Mayor Bill Cherry asked if
Murray has some kind of communicable disease when it comes
to four-lane roads.
"If we miss this one, we're in
for a long haul:, he said.
Major thoroughfares such as
1-24 and the Purchase Parkway
by-pass Murray.
Anne Adams, director of Murray's Tourism Commission, said

...Mayor Bill Cherry
the city needs a four-lane access
because of Murray State University, as well as cultural and athletic events that are held here.
Other residents were also concerned with the safety of students
who travel Ky. 121 and 94 to
Murray State.
"If you would come in and see
the college kids who commute on
Ky. 121, I think you'd see a big
need on this highway," said Ray
Broach, a Calloway County resident who also drives Ky. 121
daily.
Joe Pat James said he thinks
the road should be built where it
serves the largest number of
people.
"If it doesn't come here it will
do little good," he said.
Mayfield resident and
businessman Gary Childress said
he supports Alternate 3 because
of access to the university.
"As an employer, I have 30
professionals at a corporate head-quarters and we spend a lo of
money with MSU on training.
Here is a service that would be
easier to get to." he said.
There were several people
from Calloway County who did
not support Alternate 3 because
of land loss.
Ruth klolland, who lives on
Ky. 94 E. said she moved from
Marshall County to get off the
four-lane.
"I'd like to ask the citizens
how many of your homes will be
affected?
"How many of you in Murray

11 residents
apply for
Calloway board

w•

Residents who live along Ky.
94 and 80 also told stories of
dangerous curves and serious
si.recks.
Wilson said the meeting was
• See Page 2

A special Calloway County grand jury has returned indictments
against Billy Barnett and his half-brother James Barnett in connection with the murder of Roger Dale Jones.
Billy Barnett, 25, of HUEl was indicted on charges of firstdegree murder. James Barnett, 21, of Almo was charged with hindering prosecution.
Both men were arrested Sept. 23 on warrants. They entered pleas
of not guilty during an arraignment in a Marshall County District
Court the following day.
Evidence was presented to the grand jury Wednesday about the
Barnett,' alleged involvement with the death of the 20-year-old
Hazel man who had been missing since May 28.
Authorities are accusing Billy Barnett of killing Jones and transporting the body to a secluded area of Land Between The Lakes in
Stewart County, Tenn.
James Barnett allegedly assisted in the transportation of the
body.
Circuit Court Judge David Buckingham will set another arraignment for the men in which they will again enter a plea.
The Barnet's are being held in the Marshall County Detention
Center in lieu of S250,000 bond each.

Murray route
could serve
u p to 3,600
By STACEY CROOK
Stet Writer

"I understand the people of
Murray's feelings, but you've
also got to realize Alternates 1
and 2 are more efficient," said
Marshall Countian Randy Lee. "I
can't see enough difference in the
roads to come way down here."
Hardin residents said their
town had been cut off by the
Purchase Parkway and U.S. 641
N.
Residents from both counties
voiced cOncerri about the safety
of existing two-lane roads.
"I went to Murray State and
my best friend died ia a wreck, on
121. We have a rush of students
trying to get here.
"How many lives do we have
to hurt before we do something,"
said Mel Dowdy of Mayfield.

Staff Repon
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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

• See Page 2

who made such profound statements will lose your homes''"
Holland asked.
Sherry Crittendon, who lives in
the Elm Grove community, said
she opposes Alternate 3 because
it will be the longest, most
expensive road. It will also take
more homes and farmland, she
said.
Marshall County residents, primarily from the Hardin and
Aurora area, were on hand to
show support for Alternate 1 or

Grand jury indicts Barnetts

Eleven residents have applied
for the two vacant Calloway
County school board positions.
According to Jim Parks, public
information officer for the Kentucky Department of Education,
said three applications have been
filed for the division one
vacancy:
'Tim Greg Stone, 31, of Murray, is employed at Myers Lumber Co. and is a part-time deputy
sheriff.
Parks said Stone indicated he
would resign as deputy sheriff
because a school board member
cannot hold a civil or political
office.
•Robbie Ann Hale, 45, of
Hazel, has served as a volunteer
in the school system for 13 years.
'Hewlett Cooper, 77, of Rt. 7,
Murray, has worked as a teacher
and principal, mainly in the Paris,
Tenn. school system. He has also
worked for the Cabinet for
Human Resources.
Eight have filed applications
for the division 4 vacancy.
'Kathryn Lynn Butler, 43, of
Murray, is employed at FisherPrice.
*Jeffrey L. Gordon, 41, of Rt.
3, Benton, is employed at Texas
Gas Transmission Corp.
'Linda Pittman Todd, 46, of
Kirksey, is co-owner of Special
Carriers.
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More than 350 people gathered to find out more about the proposed
Mayfield-Cadiz four-lane highway. Large aerial maps were on display to
show the three alternates.

Of the three proposed routes of
the Mayfield-Cadiz highway, the
"Murray route" is the longest and
will carry the second -highest
amount of daily traffic, according
to recent studies.
State officials gave information
about each of the proposed routes
as well as results from recent
studies.
Kenneth Lacey, an engineer
who is assisting with the road's
development, said the routes that
have been shown could vary up
to a half mile either way.
A large. aenal map was on display so that residents could see
more accurately where each of
the roads would be built.
The first alternate would follow closely to or on to of the
present Ky. 80, which runs
through Hardin.
The second alternate would run
close to the the Calloway Marshall county line. It would
cross U.S. 641 N. approximately
1.4 miles south of Hardin.
The third alternate would run
completely through Calloway
County, beginning parallel with
Ky. 94. The road would go north
of 94 near Ky. 732 and cross
U.S. 641 N. near Vanderbilt
Chemical Company. It would
continue across the county parallel to Ky. 121.
Lacey said Alternate 3 avoids
most of the heavily developed
II See Page 2

Short & Sweet
Colmcil adjourns in 15 minutes
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
In a flurry of committee meetings and suggestions, the Murray
City Council passed several
recommendations and adjourned
within 15 minutes
A full council was present at
both the finance and public safety
committee meetings that were
conducted Thursday night prior
to the council's regular session.
The finance committee met to
discuss the construction of an
addition to Station 2, located on
South 16th Street, to house a new
aerial fire truck that is scheduled
to be delivered in January.
Murray State University has
purchased the new truck with the

agreement that the city fire
department would man and maintain the vehicle. The city does not
have a facility large enough to
house the 105 foot truck that
would he readily accessible.
The city budgeted 525,(XX) for
the metal building. However, the
lowest hid was S39,00(1. Mayor
Bill Cherry said after discussions
with the construction company, it
was decided the city could do
some of the work itself.
The final bid came down to
sli.000. The committee voted to
recommend to the council a
budget amendment for S8,000 to
complete the building.
There was some opposition to
the building.

John Ed Scott said he did not
think the city should construct
this facility at Station 2 on South
16th Street because it will soon
have to build another substation
if the city annexes more property
in 1995.
Ruby Hale wants the truck to
be housed at the university or one
of the city's garages.
Fire Chief Pat Scott said that
idea would create several
problems.
"If you store this truck, someone will have to go out everyday
to check it...if we have a fire, I'll
have to designate two people to
go get the truck, unlock the
II See Page 2

Clinton takes health care plan on the road
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — President Clinton, confronted at a televised town meeting with wideranging questions on his healthcare proposal, asserted Thursday
night that overhaul efforts could
become "a tide that no one can
turn back."
Moving quickly to keep public
attention on the plan he unveiled
the night before, Clinton fielded
questions on a forum broadcast
by ABC and hosted by Ted
Koppel.
Clinton said he saw wide early

bipartisan support for what he
was trying to accomplish and predicted that — despite the complexities of the legislation — it
would pass Congress by the
middle of next year.
"The Public feeling for this
will sweep across America without regard to party, to region or
to age. The American people will
see this as a decent, humane
thing that we have waited too
long to do," he said.
"It will then be a tide that no
one can turn back."
The breadth of the questions
immediately showed the corn-

1

SPORTS

EVENTS

NOTICE

• Clty-wide Yard Safe will be held
RAIN OR SHINE Saturday from 7 a m to
3 p m More thin 80 yard sales are
scheduled Maps an be picked up at the
Murray Tourism COMMISSIOP office for
$1
• A Bicycle Tricycle Rodeo will
begin at 9 a m at the xpo Center
Events will be held for all ages and participants can enter a drawing for a free
bicycle

•Murray Water System oil conduct
maintenance irispecbons and Hushing of
fire hydrants beginning Sunday and continuing through Monday The flushing wit
begin at approximately 7 a.m. on the
north side and south sides of Main Street
and east of 12th Street. The southwest
Section will be flushed on Monday.
Clothes washing should be postponed
until Tuesday.

• • .•••••••••••••••••••••-•*"

• ••••••••••••-.........

plexity of the debate ahead.
In the first half hour of the
program alone, Clinton was asked
how his plan would affect therapy for a young boy disabled
after a near-drowning, how much
mental health coverage it would
provide, how it would treat Al/heimer's disease and what protections it would offer AIDS victims
without health insurance.
Clinton, sitting on a stool
alongside Koppel in the Tampa
Performing Arts Center, took
questions from those in the audience and from panelists
assembled by the network in Chi-

•A4SU footbaN looks for the by upset
Saturday when they meet No 4 Middle
Tennessee in Murfreesboro
• • • •
• Kentucky avoided a second straight
AM by turning back &WM carokna
21-17 Thursday night

Page 10

cago, Los Angeles and Boston.
In response to a question on
financing the plan. Clinton said
new taxes on cigarettes "a little
under a dollar" a pack and a
proposed small Lax on large companies that select their own
health -insurance purchasing
arrangements should suffice.
He said no broad -based tax
was necessary.
"I don't think we should raise
a big general tax on people to pay
for the uninsured when most people are paying too much for their
insurance already," Clinton said.

"There will be some losers.
But on balance, most Americans
will win," he said of his plan.
"Single healthy workers,''
employers who now pay little or
nothing and insurance companies
would be among the initial losers.
Clinton said.
When one man in the audience
questioned the wisdom of a higher tax on tobacco, Clinton said
smoking was always detrimental
to health while drinking alcohol,
for example, was only harmful in
excess.

II See Page 3
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Police hunt for gunmen; Yeltsin puts on pressure

4

•••
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reports said some of them were
hard-line army officers, but
police could not provide
confirmation.
The military has widely supported Yeltsin's move to disband
the Parliament, which is dominated by hard-liners. He also has
received broad 'support for the
international community: Russians in general have been either
supportive or uninterested.
Life appeared to be proceeding
normally today in Moscow and
other major cities, with people
streaminrto work and shopping.
Yeltsin moved to seize sole
control of the government on
. Tuesday, frustrated by 18 months
of acrimonious struggles with
lawmakers over how to reform

"There is a real danger of firearms being used in Moscow,"
Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzlikov
told a news conference.
The president's order came
after the Thursday night assault
on a military installation by gunmen clad in camouflage uniforms. A police officer who tried
to stop the attackers' vehicle was
killed and a woman living nearby
was killed by a stray bullet,
police said.
Police today arrested Stanislav
Terekhov, leader of the influential Union of Russian Officers, an
anti-Yeltsin group. Terckhov was
identified as one of the attackers
by witnesses, police said.
Police detained nine other suspects in the attack.- Russian news

MOSCOW (AP) — President
iions Yeltsin ordered his forces
today to disarm opponents
os•Jpying the parliament buildItIF and police hunted for gunmen
,Abo launched a fatal attack on a
i!Nary headquarters.
A presidential decree
instructed army and police to
ke measures to take away
tpons from the persons" holdparliament and to take control
Security at the building.
Army infantry, paratroopers
and at least 3.(XX) riot police were
.trdered into Moscow and police
patrols were being increased at
4,0.ernment buildings, officials
‘aid. Security forces were
tered to shoot to kill if
•' -catened. they said.

industry. Some accepted his offer
and left the building.
He also ordered Interior Ministry police to "secure" public
safety after his opponents .distributed dozens of automatic weapons to supporters guarding the
White House.
Yeltsin, answenng s:ntics who
accused him of seeking to establish a dictatorship by disbanding
parliament, called for early presidential elections next June.
Anti-Yeltsin leaders appear
desperate and isolated as their
calls for support have been
ignored by the people, the military and the international community. Lawmakers ordered the
president to "surrender to legitimate authorities or leave the

the economy and over whether
the president or the parliament
should rule Russia.
The attack on the military
installation came after Yeltsin
warned his opponents that he
would not tolerate their defiance
of his orders to disband and leave
the parliament building.
Yeltsin cut off hot water to the
building, stripped lawmakers of
some of their prized pnvileges,
seized their newspaper and disconnected most of their
telephones.
But the president offered to
reward deputies who obey his
order to disband. He said they
could keep their Moscow apartments, take home a year's pay
and find jobs in state-owned

been missing," Green said.
He said he personally supports
the southern-most corridor as
well.
Perhaps the biggest concern
anyone has is the loss of land and
homes.
Green said he feels sure state
officials will be as fair as possible and do everything they can to
affect the fewest people.
After the meeting, HT Marketing president and chief operating
officer Bob Jackson said he pre-

he available at that. time.
State Sen. Jeff Green said after
the meeting that Mayfield
,businesses and industries strongly
support Alternate 3. Mayfield has
a large industrial base that uses
highway transportation most
often to distribute its goods
"They feel like the best is
Alternate 3 because it tics Mayfield and Murray.

r'-)M PAGE 1
• productive and public corn-its do help with the decision
king.
I'd say it's a factor that is
, kghed equally with cost and
,
norimental impacts," Wilson
•a'd.
Within the next six months,
highway officials will conduct
another meeting to discuss where
the road will actually be built.
More accurate cost figures will

"It provides the link in our
transportation system that we've

sented Wilson with more than
200 letters from various businessmen, political leaders and concerned residents who support
Alternate 3.
Graves, Fulton. Trigg and
McCracken counties have all
expressed support for Alternate 3,
Jackson said. A number of business and community leaders
across the Purchase Area have
also indicated they support the
southern route.

Murray route...
the routes could be
• ROM PAGE 1

Department of Highways division
of planning, said construction of
a road such as this one is done in
several phases.

3,200 to

3,900 for Alternate 1, 1,900 to
2,200 for Alternate 2, and 2,500
to 3.,6(1) for Alternate 3.
Alternate 2 is the shortest
mileage route, measuring 29.6
miles. Alternate 1 would measure
approximately 29.8 and Alternate
3 is estimated at 34.1 miles.
Cost figures on each of the
proposals were not available.
Jim Wilson, with the Kentucky

•••

treas. There would, however, be
-,rne severance of farmland.
Officials plan for a limited- Tess highway with 40 feet
-pressed medians and 125 feet
ghts of way from the median's
liter line, Lacey said.
tic also said average daily
taific (ADT) projections for the
ar 2013 for areas along each of

U Calloway board
,OM PAGE 1

First, a route has to be
selected. Detailed environmental
studies along with engineering
and contracting plans will follow.
The work has to be approved by
federal officials before funding
can be allocated.
Next, the state will begin to

purchase rights of way and relocate utilities.
-finally, construction can begin.
Wilson said actual construction
could begin within the next two
years.
Wilson . said at this point, all
plans are very preliminary.
"We have no exact details.
Everything is still up for grabs,"
he said.

•••

'Richard William Paterson, 46,
-1 Rt 2, Murray, is manager of
-ikironmental education for
' VA's Land Between The Lakes.

and assistant vice president of
United Commonwealth Bank.
*James Ronald Talent, 55, of
Almo, is employed with the Kentucky Division of Forestry.

*Jeanie Jeffrey Carson. 38, of
Kirksey, is employed at the Bank
of Murray.
*John - Warren Nix, 27, of
Almo, is a self-employed farmer
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*Douglas Graham Tucker, 62,
of Kirkscy, taught in the Calloway County system from 1957
until his retirement in 1993.
Although he was unable to
indicate when the appointments
will be made by Commissioner
Thomas Boysen, Parks said the
process should be fairly rapid.
"We'll try to get to these as
quickly as possible, but nothing
has been scheduled yet," he said.
All applicants will be interviewed by a committee that will
make recommendations to the
commissioner.
The vacancies were created
earlier this month by the resignations of Garry Evans and Ray
Dunn because they no longer live
in the division they were elected
to represent.
That left the Calloway board
with only three members —
chairman Wayne Blackford, Rick
Murdock and Robert McDaniel.
All members must be present - at
future meetings in order to conduct business until the two vacancies are filled.
Although having two vacancies
on a school board is not usual.
Parks said it is not unprecedented
either.
"We've had a situation where
several school board members
filed for public office and had to
resign and a few other situations
where we have had two or more
members resign at once for unrelated reasons," Parks said.

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every thr:: months fully guaranteed???

Owner - Donnie Winchester
5.0 SkyIak
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More than 1,000 anti-Yeltsin
demonstrators remained camped
outside the parliament headquarters, known as the White House.
Small bands- formed self-defense
units and about a dozen earned
assault rifles.

vast
wou
bem
betti
evei
they
aboi
says

Yeltsin warned lawmakers and
their supporters that he would
punish those ignoring his orders
and those possessing weapons
without permits.

•Council...

ri Safety...

•••

country."
Deputies later convened an
emergency session of parliament
in defiance of Yeltsin. They voted to confirm an earlier decision
to impeach him and replace him
with Vice President Alexander
Rutskoi.

FROM PAGE 1
building. and get it to the lire and
I don't have the people," Scott
said.
The finance committee also
passed a recommendation for a
budget amendment that would
give an additional S5,(810 to the
park board so renovations can be
completed on its swimming
pools.
The park came up S10,000
short after a bid for new pool lining was S50,000. The park hoard
is asking both the city and county
governments for the additional
funding.
Charles Walston asked if the
county would also match with
S5,000.
"I haven't got it from the
judge, but I've had people talk to
him," Cherry said. "I feel sure
the county will come up with
their S5,000."
The committee voted to amend
the budget to provide the S5,(XX)
for the pool renovation contingent on the county's match.
The public safety committee
held a brief meeting in order to
declare a 1960 pumper fire truck
as surplus equipment and place it
for sale.
During its regular session, the
council approved the recommendations from the finance
committee.
The first recommendation to
allocate an additional 55,(XX) for
the park was appro-ved
unanimously.
The second recommendation,
which would allow for an S8,(XX)
budget amendment to build a
housing facility for a new- fire
truck, was approved 11-1. Hale
voted no.
Finally, a recommendation to
accept a revised bid from Adam's
Con'.'-uction Company to build a

Metal facility to house a new lire
truck was passed 11-1. Scott voted no.
The council, upon recommendation from the public safety
committee, declared a 1960 pumper fire truck as surplus and has
placed it up for sale.
Cherry announced that the lawsuit with Howard Anderson that
the city has been involved with
has been settled out of court.
Randy Hutchens, who was filling in for city attorney Don Overbey, said in accordance with an
agreed order. Anderson will have
until Nov. 25 to get all personal
belongings out of a partial dwelling, which is located at the corner
of Sycamore and lrvan streets.
The order also states the city
will have to clean up the lot at its
own expense.
Council members gave Cherry
authorization to sign a residential
anti-displacement and relocations
assistance plan for the North
Douglass Redevelopment Project.
City planner Don Elias said the
act basically requires cities to be
sure that the number of bedrooms
that will be demolished are
replaced.
For example, if three houses
with six bedrooms are destroyed,
the city has to show that six new
bedrooms have been constructed
in the city.
Elias said with this project, 10
homes with 26 bedrooms are to
be destroyed.
"We have already satisfied this
requirement." he told the council.
A resolution was also adopted
that requests the Department of
Transportation to reduce the
speed limit from 25 mph to 15
mph on Main Street between
Seventh and 10th streets when
the yellow caution lights are
flashing.

Appeals court boosts NAFTA
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal appeals court gave a boost to
the beleaguered North American Free Trade Agreement today, reversing a ruling that could have blocked the pact until the White House
reviewed its impact on the environment.
The appeals court ruled that the challenge to the agreement by three
environmental groups cannot be reviewed by the courts.
"If and when the agreement is submitted to Congress, it will be the
result of action by the president, action clearly not reviewable" by the
courts, said the ruling written by Abner Mikva, chief judge of the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
U.S. District Judge Charles R. Richey ruled June 30 that the White
House could not send the accord to Congress until it first prepares a
formal statement on its environmental impact — a process that could
have taken months or even years.

Investigators focus on barge
in Amtrak train derailment
SARALAND, Ala. (AP) — A runaway barge that hit a train trestle
minutes before Amtrak's Sunset Limited hurtled into a bayou may
have knocked the bridge's steel plates out of alignment, investigators
say.
The train had received an all-clear signal as it approached the
single-lane span at 70 mph in the nliddle of the night Wednesday,
John Hammerschmidt of the National Transportation Safety Board
said Thursday night.
Authorities have determined that a barge that got away from a tugboat operator in the foggy darkness had struck the 500-foot-long,
wood-and-steel span minutes before.
At least 44 people died in Amtrak's deadliest wreck: a search for
the bodies of three others presumed dead resumed this morning in the
bayou.
Investigators found that steel plates between the tracks and the
bridge supports had been knocked nearly 31/1 feet out of alignment,
Hammerschmidt said. But NTSB officials said they do not know
whether the plates were out of place before the trash.
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Clinton's plan: how some families would function
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efits consulting company, said expensive. She is at home with
workers with "wonderful bene- the baby.
fiu who pay hardly anything for
The Joneses now pay no insurthem now are going to be the ance premiums, but they spent
$3,000 last year for .the baby's
financial losers."
By forcing insurers to take all delivery and S1,000 for Don
comers, without regard to their Jones' medication and doctor visage or health. Clinton would its. They have put off taking the
drive up insurance rates for the baby to the doctor to save money.
young and healthy, while lowerUnder Clinton's plan, they
ing them for older, sicker folks. would pay- $840, or 20 percent of
Here are some possible scenar- the family premium: his employios suggested by Marilyn Moon, er would pay the rest. They could
a health economist for the Urban choose a below-average cost plan
Institute. She developed the fig- with minimal out-of-pcket costs
ures with support from the Kaiser and the option to go to his heart
specialist by paying 20 percent of
Family Foundation.
•
The people are fictitious. The the bill.
YOUNG AND IMMORTAL
figures are based on the White
Randy Rogers, 27, makes
House estimate that the average
S32,000 a year from his own
policy would cost S4,;!.00 for a
landscaping business. He is the
family and SI,800 for an
picture of health, seldom goes to
individual:
a doctor and has other uses for
UNINSURED FAMILY
—Aliteaiid-Won-Tones are young -his -disposable- ILK.Utile - than-buying health insurance. .1.1e. could
parents with a one-year-old
infant, lots of health bills and no buy a low-cost, high-deductible
policy now for S1.2(X).
insurance. Jones makes 528,000 a
Rogers would have to pay
year and works for a small business that provides no coverage. 51,8(10 or close to it under the
He also has a heart problem that Clinton plan, even if he chose to
makes insurance prohibitively enroll in the least expensrve

WASHINGTON (AP) — If
you've been skating by without
health insurance to make paymenu on your BMW, the Clinton
health plan could mean some big
new bills. But if you've been
unable to get coverage because
your child has a serious illness,
you could be in for some help.
President Clinton says "the
vast majority" of Americans
would pay the same or less for
benefits that would be as good or
better than most enjoy now. And
everybody would win because
they would never worry again
about losing health coverage, he
says.
But there would be individual
winners and losers by the millions if and when the nation
switched to Clinton's Health Security Plan.
Most of the 37 millign .uninsured Americans would be winners. A good many are workers
whose employers would have to
start paying most of the health
premiums for them and their
families.
On the other hand, Nancy Scola of Towers Perrin, a major ben-

Request by former speaker
to stay out of prison denied
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A
request by former Kentucky
House speaker Don Blandford to
stay out of prison while appealing
an extortion conviction was
denied.
A three-judge panel of the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
declined Thursday to find that
Blandford's appeal raised issues
likely to change the outcome of
his verdict or sentence.
Blandford is to report Monday •
to the Federal Correctional Institution at Ashland, his attorney.
Allen Holbrook of Owensboro,
said.
Blandford, who for 25 years
represented parts of Owensboro
and Daviess County in the House,
was sentenced in July to 64
months in prison. He was fined
S10,000 and ordered by U.S. District Judge Joseph M. Hood to
pay the cost of his imprisonment
— $108,000.
Blandford was convicted April
30 of attempted extortion, racketeering and lying to the FBI. A

jury decided the former speaker
illegally took 51,500 from a racing lobbyist.
Blandford had been scheduled
to begin his Sentence Aug. 16.
But three days beforp_ that, a
single appellate judge granted a
delay until Sept. 27 while a full
panel considered his request to
remain free.
Federal law requires a defendant making the request to present evidence of two things: Heis
not dangerous or likely to flee,
and his appeal raises "a substantial, question of law or fact" likely to result in a reversal, a new
trial or a sentence that does not
include imprisonment.
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All our current sale prices from
this week's circular!
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EXAMPLE OF SAVINGS
Stafford® Oxford Shirt
Reg. price.... 20.00
Sale price....14.99
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Barbara and Ben Boyd are
lawyers in their, mid -30s.
Between them they earn
SI90.000. He works .for a law
firm and she is an executive of a
trade association. They have no
children, and each has free health
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The Smiths can stay in an
HMO 'under Clinto's•
plan and
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he S740 a year, or less than S62 a
month.
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But Clinton said the smallbusiness subsidies included in his
program could help Morrison
trim his health care costs to 3.5
percent of payroll.
Koppel cited an ABCWashington Post poll showing
that people had been roughly
evenly divided on the plan before
Clinton's speech but supported it
by 56 percent to 24 percent after
the speech.

His job provides good health
coverage, but his employer pays
only 70 percent of the premiums.
The family has a choice of plans
They are in an HMO that costs
them $116 a month, hut leaves
them with few out-of-pocket
medical expenses.

insurance nos. through
- no premiums. no de•liistlis:,•,

4 Hour Sale

•Clinton...
Clinton said he needed to raise
money to pay for his program for
the first five years until deeper
savings took effect. "It seemed
to me that that was a fair way to
get some money," he said to
general applause.
In responding to Jim Morrison
of Tampa, Clinton sought to reassure one of the constituencies
most nervous about his plan:
small business owners.
Morrison told the president he
had 10 employers and now paid
100 percent of their premiums,
with the workers then paying for
to add their spouses and depen•
dents to the coverage.
Morrison said that cost him 4
percent of his payroll, and worried that Clinton's plan would
make him cover the dependents
and drive his costs too high.

delivery man and she earns
S9.(X10 from a 16-hour-a-week
job in a nursery school.

SATtiliDAY ONI\11

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
OP91IOtI 14 i016 I DAY SAT I 51.107
Hitft 14' SCO AT CtiMii

option, a health maintenance
organitation, and never darkened
its door. He earns too much to
qualify for discounts available to
small businesses and low-wage
workers.
WELFARE FAMILY
Ann Adams, 31, and her three
children get by on S9,000 a year
in Aid to Families with Dependent Children and are covered
under Medicaid. She has found
many doctors unwilling to accept
her family as patients, and has
had to take one son to a hospital
emergency room when he had an
asthma attack. She pays no premiums or deductibles now.
The Clinton health plan would
allow Adams to choose from a
variety of health plans at or
below the average cost. She
might have to pay SIO to visit 3
doctor, hut she would have access
10Tar MOM Aiictors Or 3 -health
maintenance organitation.
MIDDLE-INCOME FAMILY
Marie and Steven Smith have
one child. Both parents work,
earning a combined S43.000 a
sear. He makes S34,000 as a
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FROM OUR READERS
One board for all universities 'far better'
I koar Editor.
It's been a couple of weeks since a majority of the MSU Board
of Regents decided not to renew Dr. Kurth's contract and, in the
same breath, created their search committee. Since then we've been
treated with press coverage of the meetings that the search committee has held with various university constituencies to "help them
understand what the university needs in a president."
One has to ask, is it possible that a majority of the Board of
Regents don't know what to look for in a university president? The
sad fact is YES.
The reason for this lies in the very nature of the Board.. with the
exception of the student and faculty regents, they are political
appointees. They are appointed to this important position, not
because of their contributions to education, knowledge of academia
or convictions regarding academic excellence, but rather because of
their political connections with the current governor of our
Commonwealth.
To say the least, this system of governance for MSU has not
worked well and has been damaging the reputation of our region's
greatest asset. The following illustrates this point.
A. The Board has never stated the reason for their un-unanimous
decision not to renew Dr. Kurth's contract. The issues that they've
hinted at, enrollment and fund raising, raise two concerns. First,
they don't square well with the facts. Second, they project a perception that some on the Board are more concerned with enhancing
the local economy through the university than they are with improving the educational institution itself. Since the Board's hints of
criticism regarding Dr. Kurth were void of any academic issues,
one can only assume that either he has done a good job in these
areas or these areas are lower priority issues with the Board.
From all of this, one must conclude that Dr. Kurth will lose his
job because the majority of the Board members "just didn't like
him." Hardly the stuff great institutions are made of.
B. Board members (also search committee members) have publicly referred to community colleges as "black holes of education."
It is hard to imagine how anyone concerned with "the best interest
of MSU" could make such a statement in public. It is irresponsible
and once again damaging to the university.
C. Finally, the membership of the search committee raises serious concerns. The committee is comprised solely of Board members who voted against Kurth. Hats off to Faculty Senate president
Nancey France, who had the insight and courage to raise this issue
immediately with the Board and ask them to include more university constituencies on the search committee. However, in somewhat
arrogant fashion, the Board has chosen not to honor this request. In
doing so, the Board has created yet another public controversy for
MSU.
All of this leads to the perception that a majority of this Board is
going to do what they want to do with our state university without
the obligation of explaining why.
The Board of Regents continues to hurt MSU more than it helps
it. As long as regents remain regional political appointees the problems will continue for our university.
Other states have addressed this problem by having only one
Board for all state universities. While this approach is not without
problems, it is far better than the system that we are subjecting our
universities to now.
What the Board of Regents did to Dr. Kurth was very unfair, but
what the Board of Regents "system" continues to do to our university is intolerable. Sound leadership and direction .of higher education is vital to the long term success of our Commonwealth. It
should not be subjected to the ever-changing political winds that
we know as "Kentucky politics" or, worse yet, "West Kentucky
politics."
We have the right to expect more for our universities. More
importantly, we have the responsibility to demand more.
If there is a legislator that is truly concerned with improving
higher education in the Commonwealth, addressing this issue
would be a great start.
Until then, we'll continue to wonder who these individual boards
arc really responsible to, and whose "best interests" they are really
representing.
Dick Fotsch
Route 7, Box 172, Murray

Elected PVAs serve the people best
Dear Editor:
The Governor's Commission on Quality and Efficiency has discussed the idea of abolishing the 120 elected county property valuation administrators (PVAs) with regional assessors appointed by
the Revenue Cabinet.
Regional PVA offices could require property owners to travel
80-1(X) miles to receive services such as: valuation discussion, filing homestead/disability exemptions, or assistance with completing
personal property tax returns. Removing personal service in the
name of quality and efficiency is in the eye of the beholder — but
not the local taxpayer, state government's ultimate customer.
People trust government that is 'closest to the people. Regional
PVA offices would mean the loss of a locally elected official who
is held accountable to the county's voters by replacing them with a
state-appointed assessor two or more counties away.
The Kentucky PVA Association_ stands ready to work with
the
Commission on Quality and Efficiency. However, the recommendation to economize state government by regionalizing PVA offices is
accomplished on the backs and tires of the very constituents the
recommendations are intended to help.
Denise Harper-Angel, president
Kentucky PVA Association
544 Fiscal Court Building, Louisville 40202
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Attention Washington!
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U.S. REP, TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington DC. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
if.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Semite Office Budding. Washington DC. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Time running out for cable deal
Since I am used to the limited
selection of television programs
that my antenna can pick up, the
negotiations between the cable.
companies and local broadcast
stations don't have any impact on
me.
The only time 1 get an opportunity to use the cable system is
when I visit someone. Then, I
become the master channelchanger, flipping back and forth
at will.
The sheer power of having so
many choices signifies what the
United States is all about. We get
choices in food, clothing and
what type of entertainment we
want.
Now, our range of choices
stands in the middle of the negotiating table. Will cable subscribers continue seeing local programming or will they have to
hook up an antenna?
That is the award-winning
question at the moment. The two
industries have until Oct. 6 to
reach an agreement. After that
time, federal law will not allow
cable companies to continue carrying the stations
Why is this happening now?
The answer lies in the hands of
the 1992 Cable Act, which gave
local broadcasters the power to
decide whether they would con-

"'moue,'urs

tinue to be part of the cable
lineup.
Until the Cable Act, local television stations were prohibited by
law from collecting payment
from cable systems. Now, they
have the right to choose one of
two options: retransmission consent or must carry.
The stumbling block is the
retransmission consent option. If
local broadcasters select this
option, local cable operators may
be required to pay a fee for carrying the broadcaster's signal.
The -must carry option means
local stations may require their
signal be carried at no cost.
It seems to me that since the
local broadcaster's signal is
transmitted to antenna customers
free of charge, it should also he
free to the cable company.
After all, the greater number of
households the station reaches,
the wider the audience receiving
local advertising.

Besides, two of the primary
reasons people pay for cable is
because of greater picture quality
and guaranteed reception.
In addition, if cable companies
pay cash to the broadcast stations, it will definitely affect the
cable subscribers.
The FCC has stated that beginning in 1994 cable operators can
pass on any additional cost of
retransmission consent to the
subscribers.
What are the alternatives to a
cash payment'? Although no one
other than the two parties
involved are privy to the negotiations, possible compromises have
been made public.
For example, Comcast Cable,
which serves the Paducah area,
has reached agreements in principle with WPSD-TV (NBC affiliate) and KFVS-TV (CBS affiliate). An agreement with the ABC
affiliate has not yet been made.
Part of the agreement between

Corncast and WPSD calls for
WPSD to produce local news
updates that will air at specific
times on one of the cable
channels.
1 applaud the fact that agreements have been made and that
Paducah subscribers will continue
to receive local programming (at
least from the NBC and CBS
affiliates).
Now, isn't it time an agreement is reached between the
broadcast stations and CableviSiert, which serves Calloway
County, and Murray Cablevision,
which serves Murray?
True, this whole issue doesn't
affect me one bit because I live
in a rural part of the county that
doesn't meet the requirement of
20 homes per mile in order for
service to be extended.
But it sure is nice to get control of that channel changer, flip
channels and see something other
than snow on the remote local
broadcasting channels.
On a good day, I typically get
the NBC channel. Depending on
which' way the wind is blowing, I
can get ,the ABC and CBS
channels.
,Of course, when it's storming
outside, my best bet is to just curl
up with a book and forget about
electronic entertainment

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 18, The Times-Picayune, New Orleans, on censusoverlooked:
Saying that city and state governments have a lot riding on the
question of whether to correct the next census by estimating the number of people overlooked in the count is to belabor the obvious. The
current system's failure to reflect a more accurate decennial headcount has raised question in recent years about its credibility. ...
Urban leaders have rightly complained that the census overlooks
millions of Americans, may of them inner-city black, homeless and
Hispanic people. As a result of undercounting, which federal officials
don't dispute, the local officials maintain that minorities have been
victims in a number of ways — such as having their health risks
underestimated or their roles in crimes exaggerated. ...
Officials said the agency will conduct a test in 1995 combining
counting and statistical estimates to produce a single population figure.
The idea of a single-number census in 2(XX) was quickly endorsed
by a National Research Council advisory panel, which said it would
be cheaper and more accurate. But more important, the combined
count would be fairer to minority groups now being penallied because
many of their members have fallen through the cracks in the census
system.
These are people who can least afford reductions in federal finan-

cial support. ...
We believe the Census Bureau is moving in the right direction with
the 1995 test. An official single count based on scientific methods
would be in the best interest of not only the undercounted minorities
but the nation as a whole.
Sept. 19, Providence (R.I.) Sunday Journal on health
care:
The Republican alternative to President Clinton's health care reform
suggests that big changes ... will probably be enacted ... next year....
The GOP package contains considerable economic and political
realism as it designs a system that would, like the Clinton program,
extend medical coverage to all Americans.
Its biggest assets, compared with the Clinton plan, are: (I) It places
on individuals — not on employers — the obligation to obtain coverage — or be hit with a tax penalty. (2) It firmly opposes government
price controls. (3) Its foundation is the creation of many competing
"purchasing cooperatives" to enable individuals and small firms to
buy insurance at good rates. ...
All good. But the GOP scheme, while more fiscally responsible
than the Democrats' because it doesn't mandate new benefits to the
uninsured, and doesn't establish expensive new bureaucracies, also
contains its fair share of smoke and mirrors.

When it's health care, people listen
WASHINGTON (AP) — All
politics is local, the adage goes,
and the closer to home an issue
gets, the more people care about
it. None comes closer to ever>.
household than President Clinton's call to change the American
way of health care.
In that summons to Congress
and the nation, Clinton said it is a
badly broken system, in costly
crisis, and should be overhauled
within the year, "at long last,
after decades of false starts."
Those thwarted efforts stand
witness to the obstacles awaiting
a president — a Truman, a Kennedy, a Nixon, now a Clinton —
seeking reform in medical care
and insurance.
Indeed, Clinton said he'd been
told it would take an outright
miracle to win enactment of the
universal health care plan he
seeks. "Miracles do happen," he
told a joint session of Congress
on Wednesday night.
This is a Washington issue that
counts outside the Beltway —
right now and in the congressional election campaigns next year,
and on into 1996, when Clinton
is up' for a second term.
It is an issue people care about
and may vote about, to Clinton's
advantage if he can get it done,
even if the final version is markedly altered.
While some Republicans quarreled with his terms, contending
it would be too costly and too
intrusive, most praised him for
pushing the issue to this point on
the national agenda. So did
Democratic liberals who favor
iffore sweeping government
.health insurance.
Talk about projected budget
deficits or bureaucratic reforms
and eyes tend to glaze, but not
when the talk is about changes in
health insurance or the way a
family chooses its doctors.

PERSPECTIVE ON

pouri('s

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
"The health care debate on an
individual level gets specific very
fast," Hillary Rodham Clinton
observed. "Individuals say, well,
what do I pay now and. how much
will I pay in the future? ... They
want to get as specific as
possible."
They got few specifics in Clinton's 53-minute speech. He said
he'll seek higher federal taxes on
tobacco, 75 cents to 80 cents a
package. But he will spare alcoholic beverages in financing universal coverage "without enacting new, broad-based taxes." He
also will recommend "a modest
contribution" — a nicer term for
tax — from big corporations that
stick with their own health insurance plans.
It was, instead, the keynote to
a campaign, setting the themes of
secure health care for all, in a"
simplified system, with costs
controlled and choices assured.
Clinton spoke of policy and
principles Wednesday night,

likening the move for health care
reform to the creation of the
Social Security system nearly 60
years ago. Doing without it is
unthinkable now, he said, and
doing without universal health
coverage should be as unthinkable 40 years from now.
Divisive questions like abortion coverage were left for later,
for the hearings that will open
next week and run long into next
year, in at least 14 House and
Senate committees and
subcommittees.
Clinton said that "before this
Congress adjourns next year,"
health care reform should be law,
to phase in universal coverage
and guarantee health security for
every American.
That would mean passage in a
campaign season. with 34 Senate
seats and the entire House up for
election a year from November.
And that, presumably, would
work to the advantage of Clinton
and Democrats, since it has been
their issue. It was for Clinton in

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety
topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must he signed by the writer, with the
AnterS address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not he published). Letters must not
be more than SOO words. Letters should be typewritten and doublesinad if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to. Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
8: Times, P 0 Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

or

the 1992 campaign, and it had
been proven the year before in
the upset election of Sen. Harris
Wofford in Pennsylvania.
The message of his election,
Wofford says now, was that people felt insecure, fearing their
health benefits would be cut or
lost in the slumping economy.
George Bush paid scant attention to that election or to the
health care issue. Republicans are
signing on now, most disputing
the Clinton plan but most agreeing that Congress must do
something.
"For the first time in this century, leaders of both political parties have committed themselves
irrevocably to providing universal, comprehensive health carc
for every American," Clintdn
said.
And this time, Clinton's tone
was conciliatory; he said there
may be differences "about how
quickly we can do what," but
there is bipartisan accord on
principles.
That was missing when he
tried to operate on party lines,
shunning compromise even with
conservative Democrats on his
jobs package last spring. He lost.
He got not one Republican vote
for his economic program, which
gained bare majorities in Congress only after weeks of tradeoffs and concessions.
The lessons took.
Health care won't be won
without Republican votes.
Besides, as one of its architects
said, there needs to be a national
debate and a consensus to ready
the way to change.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R Mears. vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for snore than 30 rears
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Poet Ann Neelon will present
readings from her work on Thursday. Oct. 14. at 7:30 p.m. in the
main reading room of the Pogue
Library on the Murray State University campus.
Neelon is an assistant English
professarat Murray Stare. She has
previously taught English as a Peace
Corps Volunteer in West Africa,
was a member of the Boston College High School faculty, and a
Jones Lecturer in Poetry at Stanford
University.

II

:tion with
methods
minorities

Her poetry and translations have
been featured in several publications, including The American
Poetry Review,The Gettysburg Review, Ironwtxxl, Calyx, Petitoxi,
Poetry East and The Michigan
Quanerly Review.
Among her-honors are a Wallace
Stegner Fellowship and stints at the
Yaddo Anists Colony and the
Breadloaf Writers' Conference.
Neelon's reading is free and open
to the public. A reception will
follow at the MSU Faculty Club.

Woman says she endured years
of abuse before striking back

health

Ire reform
;t year. ...
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MANASSAS, Va. (AP) — A
woman who cut off her husband's
penis says she was driven to it by
abuse, but the final decision was
on impulse while she was in the
kitchen getting a drink of water
after having been forced to have
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The Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church Choir and pastor. the Rev.
Willis Chesney, conducted a musical service tor residents of West View
Nursing Horne on Sunday afternoon, Sept. 19 Special selections were
by Patsy Hutcherson, activity assistant at West View Choir members
present were, not In order, Raye Hornbuckle, Ann Hornbuckle, Anna
Cheaney, Barbara Muskgrow, Lewis Hudspeth, Florence Hudspeth,
Wanda Greer, Eddie Brandon and Rosa Hudspeth

•

"I was crying. and I just wanted to get a glass of water
and I just turned, I was drinking
the water and the first thing I saw
was the knife," Lorena Bobbitt,
24, told ABC's "20/20" in her
first interview since the incident,
which took place in June at the
couple's home in Manassas, Va.
The interview was to be shown
tonight.
She said she had endured years
of sexual and physical abuse
before striking back, and sometimes feared he would kill her.
"He would be on top of me ...
and he would use his two thumbs
to actually choke me, and every
time he did that he hit me," she
said.
"It felt like there's no air any
more. I kind of feel like I was
going to pass out, and everything
was white... He choked me again
and that's how he forced me into
sex."
Bobbitt, faces trial on a Malicious wounding charge stemming
from the incident, to which she
has admitted her involvement.
Her husband of four years,
John Wayne Bobbitt, 26, has
been charged with marital sexual
assault — a charge he denies.
The incident grabbed international headlines and provoked a
media debate on relations
between the sexes.
In the "20/20" interview, Mrs.
Bobbitt described a pattern of
fights and beatings that she said
drove her to the mutilation.
"He told me that that kind of
sexual, sex, forced sex excited
him, and I would just cry."
She settled in the United States
in 1987, met John Bobbitt and
married him in 1989. Troubles
began almost immediately, she
said. On at least one occasion, he
was arrested and charged with
assault and battery for hitting his
wife in the face. They reunited in
September 1992 after one year's
separation.
The Ecuadoran-born Bobbitt
said that after she told her husband she was pregnant he said
she would not be a good mother
and suggested she get an abortion, which she reluctantly, did.
She said she felt her husband,
a former Mirine based at Quaati-

„

co, Va.. used hand-to-hand combat training on her.
John Babbitt declined to be
interviewed for the program, but
his attorney, Greg Murphy, said
his client absolutely denies abusing her.
"He is not known to be a person who is easy to anger,” Murphy said. "There is nothing there
other than her saying that this
went on."
Lorena Babbitt said that on the
night of June 22, she had packed
her bags to leave, but spent the
night at the house. She was
asleep in bed with her clothes on
when her husband and a friend
came home after a night out
drinking, she said. The friend
went to sleep on the living room
couch, she said, and John Bobbitt
went into the bedroom and forced
her to have sex.
Afterwards, "He said, 'I don't
care for you," she said.
Asked what she was thinking
at the time, Lorena Bobbitt said:
"Things about the abortion. That
I am not going to be a good
mother... So many things. He torturing me. Whew he was beating
me up, when he had forced sex
with me. Everything, it just came
so fast."
Then she went back into the
bedroom with the knife, lifted the
sheets back and cut his penis
completely off, she said.
She added that after she drove
away, she discovered she was
holding the penis in her hand,
and threw it out the window into
a field.
An emergency crew later
recovered it, and it was reattached in a 9% -hour operation.
He faces a jury trial on Nov. 8.
Her trial is set for Nov. 29. If
convicted, both could serve up to
20 years in prison.

BLOOD PRESSURE
PILLS ONLY WORK
IF YOU TAKE THEM.

—'-____-s

300 cloud-to-ground lightning
strikes during their two-hour
airplane flight.
The airplane was flying near
the top of anvil-shaped thunderheads, said Sentman, and the
unexplained light flashes
extended far above them. He estimated that the lights were 50 to
60 miles in height and up to 30
miles wide.
"Electrical energy may be
what is dnving them," Sentman
said of the flashes. But he said
"they are much different than the
usual type of lightning."
The lights formed in, the shape
of a carrot, said Scntman, with
the pointy end down.
Rcpons of mysterious flashes
far above thunderclouds have
been reported as early as 1886,
but Scntman said that, until now,
the evidence has been only
anecdotal.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A
pair of scientists say they've videotaped huge flashes of light high
above thunderclouds but can't
explain what causes them.
Davis Senunan of the University of Alaska's Geophysical Institute in Fairbanks said he and a
colleague, Eugene Wescott. captured video pictures of 19 unexplained flashes July 8 while flying in a NASA laboratory jet
beside a line of thunderstorms
40,000 feet above Kansas, Iowa
and Nebraska.
. "This is phenomena . in the
upper atmosphere that we don't
understand," Scntman said in a
telephone interview.
He said the flashes appeared as
bursts of glowing light that lasted
just a fraction of a second. They
seemed to be associated with
thunderstorms that were in full
fury nearby, sending more than
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Neelon to read selections
from her work Oct. 14
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Scientists unable to explain
light flashes far above clouds

MSU alumni, friends will
gather for Tent City Oct. 9
ent City ," state Jones. "The people
Murray State University alumni
really seem to enjoy them."
and friends will gather for the fifth
New additions this year include
annual Tent City, hosted by the
University on Saturday. Oct. 9, as two special events. The Student
Government Association will host
part of Homecoming festivities.
The event, which takes place an alumni reception for all former
from 11 a.m. to approximately 2 SG A, University Center Board, Senate, Judicial Board members and
p.m., will be held in the grassy area
north of Stewart Stadium . In case of student workers. In addition, the
rain. Tent City will be moved to the Class of 1963 will be holding a
West Kentucky Livestock and Ex- reception in celebration of their
30th anniversary.
position Center. •
"We had over 2,000 people atSixteen tents will be featured this
year, sponsored by the academic tend Tent City last year," Jones said.
"It's grown every year."
colleges, the bookstore, athletics.
continuing education, Clan Murray
According to !ones. a variety of
Society-and Fricad.s of Oakhurst. In commercial vendors will be selling
addition, the Student Alumni Assofood. including T.J.'s Bar-B-Q,
ciation - will sponsor the Kiddie
Country Crossroads. Temptations,
Coral where returning alumni may
Diunplin's and Papa John's..Several
leave their children to be supervised
of the academic colleges will also be
at no charge, while they visit with
providing food, such as the college
former classmates. Games, colorbusines, selling funnel cakes,
of
will
activities
ing books and various
be provided for children of all ages, while the Center for Continuing
Education sells popcorn and cotton
according to Patti Jones, assistant
candy Coffee„•hot chocolate and
director of .11.1.S.0
apples will be provided by the
mcnt special events.
college of education, and brownies
Also,a new tent sponsored by the
and cookies will be availablt by the
Pi Kappa Alpha Kentucky Lake
Friends of Oakhurst. The college of
Alumni Association will be featured
humanistic studies will again be
this year.
bratwurst and sauerkraut, in
serving
availbe
will
station
A first aid
able in case of any accidents dr------.addition to hot fudge ice cream
sundaes.
emergencies.
"We are expectiog a good turn
Providing musical entertainment
at Tent City will be the Alumni All. out. said Jones. "Everyone's in.
vited --- graduates. students and
Star Dixieland Band Plus Some.
I nends of Murray State."
-They lend a festive type of music to
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Senior Citizens' Day at LBL
Senior Citizens' Day will be Saturday, Sept. 25, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. LBL will welcome all visitors, 62 years of age or older to a
special day at all educational facilities. The Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium, The Horneplace-1850 and Woodlands Nature
Center will open their doors free of charge to all persons, 62 years
or older.
David Rainertoosof & T,mes pnoio
This quilt, donated by Mrs. Audis Byers, wiN be given away at Hazel
Calibration Day on Saturday, Oct. 2. Tickets at $1 each are being sold
by members of Hazel Woman's Club. The quilt is now on display at
Dees Bank of Hazel. The quilt wiN be given away during the Car Show,
one of the activities of the Hazel Calibration Day. Pictured are, from
lift, Sharon Ray and Janice Wilkinson, members of Hazel Woman's
Club, with the quilt to be given way.

Farm Bureau Women
to sponsor two events
Each year Kentucky Farm
Bureau Women support youth
achievements in scholarship and
entertainment by sponsoring
competitions at county, district
and state levels.
Kentucky youth whose parents
are Farm Bureau members are
eligible to compete for prizes.
The
Bureau is ow accepting applications for the Outstanding Youth
Contest and Variety Show.
Also a scholarship award is
given in early spring.
These are Special activities
designed to promote involvment

Oaks'Ladies'
fall golf play
on Saturday
The Ladies' Fall Golf Toumamem at the Oaks Country Club
will be Saturday, Sept. 25.
Sue Lamb and Grace James,
hostesses, have released the
lineup and tee off times. Others
wishing to play may come and be
paired at the tee. All tee times
will start on Hole NI.
The lineup is as follows:
9 a.m. — Pam Williams, Vicki Oliver, Mary Atkins. Vicki Herndon,
9:20 a.m. — Della Miller, Sue Wells,
Laura Parker, Lou Darnell,
9:30 a.m. — Shirley Wade, Irene
Woods. LaVerne Claxton, Bronda
Parker.
9:40 a.m. — Joanne Honefanger,
Carolyn Darnell. Susan Fisher, Linda
Paw.
9:50 a.m. — Linda McKinneyh,
Claudean Epps, Debbie Rooker, Jodi
Manning,
10 a.m. — Sue Lamb and Grace
James

in County Farm Bureau activities
and to recognize their leadership
achievements and awards in their
homes, schools and communities.
To participate in Youth Contest, rules are as follows:
Must be 15 years old, but have
reached 19 by Dec. 9, 1993;
Complete an application form
which includes a certified copy of
your school grades for the past
two years;
Submit the application form to
Farm Bureau office no later than
Oct. 1, 1993;
Must be a member of a Farm
Bureau family and must enter the
contest in the county where membership is paid.
To participate in the Variety
Contest, rules are the following:
Must be 6 years old but not
have reached 19 by Dec. 10,
1993;
Must be a member of Farm
Bureau family and enter the contest in the county of membership
is paid. (50 percent of any group
must meet this requirement);
Must not have paid professional performance experience;
Submit the application to Farm
Burcar office by Oct. 1, 1993.
The Variety Act may be in any
performance area: vocal, instrument, dance or drama.

Ladies' Guild plans yard sale
The Ladies Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will have a yard
sale on Saturday, Sept. 25, starting at 8 a.m. The sale will be at
Gleason Hall at the corner of North 12th and Payne Streets.

Fortes' reception on Tuesday
Bill Forms who retired from U-Tote-Em Grocery at Hazel after
40 years will be honored at a retirement reception on Tuesday,
Sept. 28, from 7 to 8 p.m. at Hazel Community Center, Barnett
Street, Hazel. The public is invited to attend this special event. For
more information call 492-8796.

Food Round-Up now in progress
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Garrison

Thweatt and Garrison
wedding vows are said

Miss Renee Dawn Thweatt and Mickey Garrison were married on
Saturday. July 17, at University Church of Christ. John Dale officiated
at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Diane Thweatt of Rt. 7, Murray, and
Larry Thweatt of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Willie Orr
• and -the late Milburn Orr and of the late Eunice and Elburn Thwcatt.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Garrison of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Linda Stubblefield and the late O.K. Stubblefield and of Mrs. Kay Burkett and the late Jim H. Garrison.
Miss Felisha Lamb served as maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Linda Thweatt, sister of the bride, and Mrs. Thema Young Gibson.
Megan Futrell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Greg Futrell, served as flower girl.
Jeff Garrison, brother of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were Chad Stubblefield and Terry Thweatt, brother of the bride.
Ushers were Terry McCallon, Carey Alexander, Kirk Pinska and
Chuck Adams.
Kenny Orr was ring bearer and Brady Orr carried roses to give to
the mothers. Both are sons 01 Mr. and Mrs. Dale Orr.
Raybo Dunn and Wendy Parker provided singing and the music was
recorded by Brian Murky.
Presiding at the guest register was Mrs. Joanna Orr. Jason and Britannic Scarbrough welcomed the guests.
Mrs. Jennifer Stubblefield directed the wedding.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Refreshments and decorations were provided by Peggy Futrell who
also designed the flower arrangements for the tables.
Serving were Carolyn Orr, Marianna Stubblefield, Manlyn Starks,
Terri Thwcatt and Peggy Futrell.
For application forms, see
The new Mr. and Mrs. Garrison are residing in Murray.
Jamie Potts at Calloway County
The bride is a 1989 graduate of Calloway Countyliigh School. She
High School Agricultural Departis attending Murray State University and is employed by Corn-Austin
ment or the Calloway County
Co.
Farm Bureau office at 310 South
The groom is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High School and
Fourth St., Murray.
a 1992 graduate of Murray State University. He is currently teaching
The County Contest will be
at Calloway County Middle School.
The groom's parents were hosts for a rehearsal dinner held in ComThursday, Oct. 7, at 7:30 p.m. at
Cafeteria of Calloway County
munity Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
High School, College Farm Road.
Bndal events include the following: A family shower given by MarFor more information call the
ianna Stubblefield, Carolyn Orr, Peggy Futrell, Anna Arant, Faye
Farm Bureau Office, 753-4703,
Childress, Marilyn Starks, Carolyn Wilson and Clara Stubblefield; a
and ask for Martha Broach.
shower given by Mary Davis; a shower given by Felisha Lamb and
Thalia Young Gibson; a shower given by New Concord Church of
Christ.

Karen Nicole Worley is born
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Worley Jr.
of Rt. 6, Box 47, Murray, arc the
parents of a daughter, Karen
Nicole Worley, born on Sunday.
Sept. 12, at 7:34 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds eight ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is

the former Tonya Pace. A brother
is Ralph Worley III.
Grandparents are Larry and
Lynda Pace, Rt. 2, Hazel, Ralph
and Virginia Worley, and Roy
Colson, Murray, Leon Pace, New
Couglas, Ill., Ed and Mae Thomason, Hamlin, and Bill and
Nancy Worley, Duck Hill, Miss.

The annual Food Round-Up for Kentucky Baptist Homes for
Childro/Pis now in progress at several churches in the area. Churches across Kentucky are being asked to collect commercially
canned foods, mixes, potatoes, flour and sugar during September
For use at KBHC facilities across the state. Volunteers driving two
tractor-trailer trucks will begin picking up the groceries during the
first week in ,October. Various churches in Murray and Calloway
County are participating in this drive. The truck will pick up items
from the local churches at First Baptist Church, Murray.

New Mount Carmel plans homecoming
New Mount Carmel Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, Sept. 26. The Rev. George White, former pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service with a basket lunch served at
noon. A gospel singing featuring The King's Sons will be at 1:30
p.m. Revival services will begin Monday and continue through Friday with the Rev. Bill Miller as speaker at 7 p.m. nightly. The Rev.
Randy Kuykendall, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Ladies' Day at Glendale
Ladies' Day at Glendale Road Church of Christ will be Saturday,
Sept. 25, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The featured speaker will be
Galina Koval, a native of Leningrad, Russia. For the past several
years, she has worked for World Christian Broadcasting in Nashville, Tenn. Prior to that, she was a university professor and an intourist guide in her native country of Russia. A brunch will be served
and a supervised nursery will be provided for children, 5 and
under. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Hospital RoWees will meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Sept. 25, at 10 a.m. for breakfast at Log
Cabin Restaurant. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at
492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Republicans to meet Monday
Calloway County Republican Organization will meet Monday.
Sept. 27, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Homer Bullard, president, urges all Republicans and other interested persons
to attend.

Adult Great Books Group to meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday. Sept.
27, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Gary Schroeder
will lead a discussion of Faust Part 1 by Goethe. All persons who
have read the book are invited to take part in the discussion.

Creative Arts Group to meet Monday
Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday, Sept. 27, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. A workshop on
"Chriswtmas Table Top Trees" will be led by Toni Hopson. Hostesses will be Laverne Ryan, Frances Brown and Marion Poole.
Department officers are Lois Sparks, chairman, Vicky Holton, vice
chairman, Mayrelle Clark, secretary, and Toni Hopson, treasurer.

Aurora reunion on Oct. 2
A reunion of people who attended old Aurora School in Marshall
County will be Saturday, Oct. 2, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Majestic
Restaurant, Draffenville. Reservations are not required. Anyone
who attended Grades Ito 12 in the yars, 1922 to 1941, and spouses
or children have a special invitation. For more information call Joe
Jones, 1-527-1209, or Marilyn Brown, 1-443-4166. CCHS

Mason baby boy born here
Scott and Christine Mason of
Benton are the parents of a son,
Wesley Cole Mason, born on
Thursday, Aug. 26, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents arc Betty Mason,

Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Murray, Indianapolis, Ind. Greatgrandparents are Farris Mason
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shupe, all
of Mayfield.
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Calloway County High School Commitrie on Restructuring of
School Day Schedule will be Monday, Sept. 27, at 2:45 p.m. in
Room 400 of the high school. All members and interested persons
are invited to attend.

Training Class scheduled
The Murray Association of Life Underwriters will sponsor a Life
Underwriters Training Class (LUTC), titled "Personal Lines,"
beginning in October. This qualifies for 24 continuing education
units upon completion, as well as advancing you toward your
LUTCF designation. For more information contact Sharon Worster,
Public Relations Chair at 753-4199, Tracy McKinney, LUTC Chair,
or Michael White, Education Chair at 753-9379.

Old Salem Cemetery needs funds
Old Salem Cemetery, one of the oldest cemeteries in Calloway
County, is in need of funds for the upkeep of the cemetery. A trust
fund has been established, but with the interest rate low, more
funds are needed to pay for the upkeep. Vandalism of tombstones
about three years ago caused extra expense for the cemetery trustees. Persons may mail their donations to Jack Dodd, Rt. 8, Box
910, Murray, Ky.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

Salo Starts Monday, Saptinnbor 27
404 South 12th • Murray, KY • 753-5242
-Frl. 10-4; Sat. 10-2
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Volunteer opportunities and
after school classes offered

CALENDAR
Friday, Sept. 24
Murray Christian Women's Club's Dm
ner of Champions/6 10 p m /Murray
Woman's Club House

Murray City Schools will offer after school enrichment classes
again this fall.
Classes will include Spanish, French, chess. Chnsunas gingerbread
houses, tennis, and a college preparedness workshop especially for
high school students and their families.
Announcements will be sent home via students on Monday or Tuesday. Sept. 27 or 28. Also the letter listing volunteer requests for the
year will be sent home via students on Wednesday or Thursday. Sept.
"."4 and -30 Parents are asked to watch for both forms

IK

Siagks Orgastitallowal Society (505)/7
pm /Chamber of Commerce to go to Bog&mown for dancing Info/Jeanne.
753 0224, or Linda. 437-4414
AA and Al•Anon open to newcomers/8
pm /American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple, Murray Info/753 8116
or 435-4314

Murray Country Club dinncr/7•11.30
pm. For reservations by Thursday night.
75.63

Main Street Yeeth Center, 205 North
Fourth 61 /open 6-11 p.m Info/
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Mr. and Mrs. Lanis Phillips

Murray couple celebrates
68th wedding anniversary

L yart
be at
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Robert M. Korolevich M.D., standing, spoke to a packed-filled room at
the August mating of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American
Association of Retired Persons. He spoke to the group about "Arthritis"
as to symptoms, caums, cures, helps, etc. A film was shown by Dr.
Koroltvich, assisted by Kathie B. Pierce, Health Promotions director at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A video on "Osteoarthritis" was
given to each one vaunt. The chapter will meat Tuesday, Sept. 28, at
noon at Holiday inn with Pat Latimer, vice presidint and trust officer of
Bank of Murray, to speak about "Investments." Robert Hendon, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.
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Mr. and Mrs Lanis Phillips celebrated their 681h wedding anniversary earlier this month.
The celebration was held in the activities room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Long Term Care Unit where Mr. Phillips has been
a resident since 1991.
Both originally from Murray. Lanis and Beatrice have llt grandchildren, 34 great-grandchildren and three great-great-grandchildren.
They had five children. Earl. Essie, Bessie. Robert. and Louise, all
of whom arc deceased.
Mrs. Phillips IS 3 homemaker. Mr. Phillips worked in road construction for Tennessee Valley Authority before working at Murray Division of Tappan Company from where he retired.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
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School Lunch Menus Sponsored by

home1r pasVed al' it 1:30
;h Free Rev.

9ounG -otheart Inc.
Children's Fashions
Sizes infant Thzu 14

408 South 12th • Hwy. 641 • Murray • 753-0005
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Sept. 27
to Oct. 1 have been released by
Joanna Adams, food service
director, and Judy Clark, food
service coordinator, for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject -to occasional change, arc as follows:
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Calloway County
East, North, Southwest
Broakfast
Monday - biscuit with butler and jelly, Tuesday - pancakes and sausage
on a stick, Wodnesday - scrambled
eggs. toast. bacon, Thursday - breakfast pizza. Friday - sausage and bis-

onday.
er Buliersons

cuit Milk, juice, cereal and toast are
available daily

Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets. Sloppy

, Sept.
iroeder
who
ussion.

Joe sandwich, grilled cheese, chef
salad; Tuesday - pizza, fish and
cheese sandwich, peanut butierolly
sandwich, chef salad; Wednesday taco salad, deli beef and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese chef salad:
Thursday - sack lunch - ham and
cheese sandwich, hot dog; Friday chili/cheese baked potato, hamburger,
chef salad, grilled cheese. Fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts, milk and fruit
drink are available daily.

ay
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n, Vice

Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - ham and cheese on English muffin, Tuesday - muffins. Wednesday - sausage and biscuit,
Thursday - breakfast bagel; Friday apple fritter. Cereal, donuts, juice and

-3sUrCr.

arshall
lajestic
knyone
pouseS
all Joe

milk are available daily.

Monday - pizza, peanut butter/jelly
sandwich, Tuesday - taco salad, deli
turkey, Wednesday - vegetable soup
w/tuna salad sandwich or grilled
cheese sandwich, Thursday - sack
lunch - submarine sandwich, hot dog,
Friday - sliced turkey, hamburger,
sandwich bar Fruits, vegetables, chef
salad, salads, sandwiches, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily

Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit.
Tuesday • breakfast pizza. Wednesday - scrambled eggs, toast bacon,
Thursday - cinnamon raisin bagel'
cream cheese. Friday - sausage and
biscuit Cereal lruti, donuts. juice and

r a Life
Ines."
ucation
4 your
Worster,
7 Chair,

milk are available daily

Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets barbecue sandwich: Tuesday - pepper
steak with onions, chef salad Wednesday - spaghetti w'meat sauce
baked potato. hursday - sliced turkey, chef salad, Friday chicken and
dumplings, hot ham and cheese in
gym Hamburgers cheeseburgers. pizza, deli line chef salads fruits vegetable., milk and fruit drinks are avail•

alloway
A trust
v, more
ibstones
:ry tnis8, Box

1-1141

RObartson
Breakfast
Monday - waffles, Tuesday French toast sticks, Wednesday peach turnover. Thursday - sausage
and biscuit Friday - cake donut Cereal, toast, fruit juice or milk are available daily
Lunch
Monday hamburger. fish sandwich
w/cheese. Tuesday - pizza. thuckwa.
gon sandwich Wednesday - hot dog.
taco salad Thursday - hamburger,
grilled cheese sandwich, Friday - pizza, chicken pattie Peanut butter and
jelly sandwich, fruits, vegetables, juice
and milk are available daily
Carter
Breakfast
Monday - waffle sticks wisyrup,
Tuesday • scrambled eggs toast and
jelly: Wednesday - cinnamon biscuits,
Thursday - breakfast pizza 'sausage
and gravy", Friday - donut Cereal,
toast, fruit juice and milk are available
daily.

Lunch
Monday - cheeseburger, chicken
pattie. Tuesday - pizza, nbette, Wednesday - taco and salad, grilled
cheese sandwich; Thursday - footIong
hot dog. Sloppy Joe sandwich. Friday
- chicken nuggets, grilled cheese

able daily

•

Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes; Tuesday Poptarts. Wednesday - Honeybuns.
Thursday • sausage, egg. biscuit. Friday - coffee cake Cinnamon toast.
cereal, toast, assorted juices and milk
are available daily

Lunch
Monday - chicken patty sandwich,
ham and cheese sandwich, pizza,
Tuesday - spaghetti w(French bread,
grilled cheese sandwich, hamburger,
Wednesday turkey and gravy and
rolls, ribette sandwich, pizza. Thursday - chef salads, corn dog, hamburger. Friday - foot-long hot dog fish
sandwich wicheese peanut butter
sandwich Fruits, vegetables, fruit
drink and milk are available daily
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday • peach turnover, Tuesday
sausage and gravy.,pizza, Wednesday blueberry or bran muffin, Thursday - sausage and biscuit. Friday cinnamon raisin biscuit Cereal, cinnamon toast assorted juices and milk
are available daily
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets ravioli
casserole w/corn bread, Tuesday taco salad bar, Mexican pizza, Wednesday - turkey and dressing, nbette
sandwich, Thursday - meatloaf sr/
rolls, grilled chicken sandwich Friday
- sack lunch- ham and cheese peanut
butter or pimento choose sandwiches
Hamburgers. cheasisburgars. pizza.
French fries, assorted vegetables, fruit
mice and milk are available daily

PENNY PUMPKIN PATCH
Just Oft Airport Rd. 3.5 Mlles From Town
'Indian Corn
•Goursts

Three newborn admissions anddismissals at Murray-Calloway
County —.Hospital for Tuesday.
Sept. 21, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Adams baby girl, mother. Joyce
Cavanaugh. Barkley Manor ,,,kpt E.
Cadiz.
Helms baby girl. mother Brenda,
P0 Box 1222. Murray,
Primecias baby girl. parents Lynn
and Joseph. RI 1. Box 258E
Farmington

Dismissals
Ms Mane Garza, Rt. 6. Box 1968.
Murray, Terry Lee Walter. RI 5, Box
389A, Benton, Clifton James McCal.
Ion, At 7, Box 618, Murray,
Mrs Edith Sus York, 713 South
Fourth St. Murray. Truman Dale Whitfield, At 1. Box 70, Murray. Mrs Annie
R Peal, Rt 2, Box 219. Hazel,
Charles B Downey. At 1. Box 64,
Cottage Grove, Tenn . James P
Davis. P 0 Box 84, Farmington,
Daemon Osbron, P 0 Box 534
Murray. David G Fitch. 1701 Keenland. Murray. Randal H Read, Hardin
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Sept. 22, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Lindsey baby boy mother Teresa
Watson 910 Walnut Benton

Dismissals
Mrs Kimberly L Johnson and baby
boy. RI 3 Box 2160 Mayfield. Mrs
Cathy SueFeagir Rt I Box 279
Mrs Glenda Elkins Box

44, A/mo,

Mrs Beverly Renee Williams. 320
Muirheld. Princeton, Ms Anne D
Maimborg. 120.North.11Ih SI. /Away.
Mrs Shelby Lynn Carroll, 408 Wind-

haven, Apt 5, Mayfield. Ms Dawn W
618 La Follette. Murray.
Mrs Rita Kay Handley. Rt- 3. Box
43. Murray: Miss Tracy L Marvin,
1709 College Farm Rd. Murray.
Miss Candace Fain, At 2, Box
166C Murray, Mrs Florence Waddell.
Rt 1 Box 73, Dixon, Audrey Wilson
Simmons, 919 Sycamore St. Murray
•

•

•

•

-

One nev.born admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
Sept. 23, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Alton baby girl parents Roxanne
and Timothy

Rt 2 Box 102 Hazel

Dismissals
Miss Brenda Helms and baby girl.
P0 Box 1222 Murray Mrs Lynn NImicias and baby girl Rt 1, Box 258E,
Farmington,
Ms Dorothy Patterson. At 6. Box
324. Murray, Jay Smith, P.O. Box 454.
Murray, Mrs. Debbie Kendall, P.0 Box
1312, Murray.
Ms Martha Morris. 509 South 111h
St Murray. Mrs Tammy Hitchcock.

753-TEEN.
Mele9flal Baptist Church crews include
G A 's Kick Off Rally/1 p.m
First Presbyterian Church events include
Korean Study Group/7 p m.
First f'hristias Church events include
Singles/6 pm /Psalm's
St. Johe's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 pm
Murray High Seismal events include FHA
Region 1 at SISU., Vanity football learn
hosts Russellville/7'30 pm Ili Y spun
toted dance after game.

callow., Calmly High School Laken
played football game at Union
County/7 30 p m
MSE Chien' International Society
movie. 'Raise the Red Lantem"fl 30
pm /Corns Center Theater Admission
free
%array Art Guild open 10 am 4 pm
Games for members only/8 pro /Murray
Moose Lodge
Blage/7 pm /National Guard Armory.
sponsored by Murray Shnne Club.
Bingo Play/7 pm al Wishing Well.
Aurora. for Jonathan -Aurora Action
Group Public invited
Murray Coentry Club dinner/7 8 30
pm Reservations needed
Saturday, Sept. 25
Freedom Fees:13 city wide yard sale/1
ans-1 pm
Bicycle and Tricycle 4-11 annual
rodeo/9 11 30 a m /West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center
Ladles' Day/9 am -12 30 pm /Glendale
Road Church of Christ Public invited
Senior Citizens at Weaks Center holding
yard sale/8 a m
Coldwater t ailed Methodist Church
yard sale/8 a arl ichurdx
Retires of Murray-Calloway Cointy
Ilospital/breakfast/10 a m /Log C;bil
Restatuant,
_
Oaks Country Club ladies' Fall Golf
lournament/9 30 p m
Single TOO/5 10 p m /JCPenney parking
lot to go to Patties Restaurant ar Grand
Rivers InforWynnona, 751 7845, or
S
hilneigiles
527
()rg
91a
7n
7lzallonal Society (0S)/6
pm /Chamber of Commerce to go to
Steve's house for hart& and cookout
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437 4414
Kentucky Paralegal Ass-ociation/9
am /Village Inn at Kentucky Dam State
Park.
AA and AI-Anna/open meeting/8
p m /American Legion building, South
Maple Streets Info/151 RI Ifs or
4S3"5"1an1d4
43
Murray High School events include
Cheerleading Clinic/9 a m , Marching
Band at Ohio County, Girls Soccer hosts
Ion Knox/I0 am.JV and Varsity Boys
Soccer at Madisonville
Calloway Comely High School events
include Marching Band at Bowling Green,
Boys Soccer hosts Fort Knox/3 pm.
Girls Soccer hints Evansville/1 pm

PICK YOUR OWN IF DESIRED
Owners Ellen, Rob & Hunter &wilts

-Strew
'Corn Shacks

Saturdas, Nept 15
Merray Meese Lodge Dance/11 pm :
I
ensdnagist

Male Skeet Yesok eater, 20% \onh
Fourth St /open 6 II p m lot
753 IFFY:
Weather West Kentudis Museum/open
10 a ni 2 pm
National Scouting Museums/open '4
am

41(1

it
1(1tWitt
p me the Lakes esents include
Saws Citizens Day/9 am 4 pm. Butter
Making/2 pm • Vluzileloading Rifle
Match/24 pm , Iron industry/10 10 a in
and I 30 p m /1Iorneplace. Deer t p
Close/I0 am • Snakes and 1 unit., I p ni
Eagles lip Chne/2 p mc_
.1 11
and
Coyo4es/3 pm , ()als,i pm Aaiun- Cen
ter, Planetarium shouil 1 am
:and I
pm /Visitor/ Center. lust segment otbrei
Archery season opens
Sunday, Sept. 16
Murray 5', stir `.41ilern hcgin
and flushing or fire hsdranis st•rting
approximarels 7 a ni
Coldwater Baptist Chursh
today
New Mount Carmel Barris' Chu', h
homecoming today.
Chestnut Street General Baptist Chursh
homecoming sodas

•

Svgs. Veseiritaphsr-titurch
mg today

District Methodist workshop hs Ilerb
14111er/2 9 pm I tro I nitcd Methodist
Church. Murray
First Amendment meeting I
p m /Calloway Counts Public I ihrais
Info/751 9592 or 751 Milk
AA sad Al-Anunkloscd mcciingo/ m
and 4 p m /Amcrisan I egion fluilittno:
South Sixth and Maplednio.?75 5 5156
435 4114
N Woos! Scouting Museum ,ipcn
12 10 4 10 pm
Hogs Jaw School reunion,l p rii
area across Irons Hultalo Range in I III

We are p ease to announce
(/1(11 Tracey Tern, bride -elect of:
Sean Kelly, has made her
domestic and houschold scicc
toms

through

our

hrz(h41

registr.s..
Tracey. and Sean will hi.
married Norco.her

1503

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

-VAN

GRAND

Rt 2, Box 72. Wingo. Brian Maynard.
P0 Box 799, Benton,

Jonathan Walks, 2115 Southwest
Dr . Murray: Mrs Gola Robertson, 802
South 17th Si.Murray: Ms. Dathel
Wilkerson, At 1, Box 231 A.
Farmington,
Frank Oliver. 100 Fox Meadows Lot
Al2. Murray, Mrs Pearl Allison, West
View Nursing Home. Murray
• • • •

AT OUR NEW LOCATION
mi.
West of Murray on Hwy. 121
2

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPT. 24-25 9 A.M.-9 P.M.

sandwich Fruits, vegetables peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, juice and
milk are available daily.

Lunch

ring of
in
yrsons

ler

Murray City
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SPECIALLY FOR WOMEN

"HEALTH ISSUES
FOR WOMEN IN

0

THE

Selling A Complete Line of
Handcrafted, Solid Wood Furniture

:47

One Hour FREE Lecture Series
;me VJrraJ.,
Featunng
013/( AN/Infertility

Sponsinul fry Pinellike Medical(;enter

Tuesdav, September 28, 1991 7p,m
Conimuntrv C4 mierence Rrx1M

• Mantel Clock
• $15 Dutch Essenhaus Gift
Certificate
.Doo• res ro be ye,-rwas

Join Dr.Jirak as he discusses various health
concerns of women th the years ahead.
For moir mformanon rw to regtster call 502-251-4545

PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER

4

1099 Maid Censer(irk. Masfivii Krneucirs12066

HEALTH MUST
INC nrarkawn.....

Upholstered Furniture
Blacksmith Crafts
Gift Items & more!

0.

Register to Wir
• Oullt Rack

(:Ft )R if V. JIRAK. Mil

Kentucky Kay Participating mosrOsti
OPTION 2000 Cannock's; r•akena
Prowdwrst Prelerren Neves.%
KenNeky Teacher Rserarnent Syste—
Center Cam Prietwon.

HERITAGE
FURNITURE

•

el

ALL FURNITURE
• ON SALE DURING
THIS EVENT!!
ORDER NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS!!

4111:10 753-5981
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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SEASON
PASS
PRIVILEGES

1993/1994
SEASON SCHEDULE
Of Mice And Men
October 1, 2,8,9, 10, 15, 16 ,1 7

Babes In Toyland

December 3 4 5 10, 11, 12

Death Of A gal•sman

Februa_ry 4,5, 11, 12, la, 18, 19, 20

Play It Agpaln Sam

• Soo Mx Playhouse productions for the pricie of
fly.
• Soo any production a second time for
half pric•
• 10% discount at some of the area s finest
restaurants
• 10% discount on all Playhouse workshops and
classes
• Fro* admission to all Staged-Readings
at the Playhouse
• $2.00 off the pric• of your 1994
Summer Season Pass

March 11, 12, lff, 19.2Q 25, 26, 27

WestKentucky PlaywrlQhts Festival
April 15.16. 17, 22. 3, 24

SINGLE TICKET PRICES
$6.00 - General Adults
$5.00 - Senior Citizens
$4.00 - Students / Children

SEASON PASS PRICES
$30.00 - General Adults
625.03 - Senior Citizens
620.00 - Students / Children

MeDuN7TO
Afflocilccm YiNsaPiTs

1993/1994 SEASON PASS ORDER FORM
Please complete this form and send it with your check or money order, payable to:
The Playhouse In The Park;P.O. Box 952; Murray,Kentucky 42071
I wish to order the following number of passes at the prices indicated:
General Adult Season Pass ($30.00 each)
Senior Citizen Season Pass ($25.00 each)
Student/Child Season Pau ($20.00each)
ADDRESS

NA/A
CITY/STATE/ZIP

WORK PHONE

HOME PHONE

OF MICE AND MEN

DEATH OF A SALESMAN

By John Steinbeck

By Arthur Miller

George and Lennie
are two wandering
farm workers who
share the dream of
owning their own land
and making their own
future. In Depressionera California, their
dreams may finally
become a reality.
Share their struggle in
this gripping drama by
Nobel Prim-winner,
John Steinbeck.
Parental guidance is
recommended.

(/)

0

This Is the play about
a defeated, aging
drummer who has
come tothe end of his
rope,no longer able
to pretend toa
debonair
cheerfulness on a
shoeshine and a
smlie.' This drama
has been more
widely successful in
the United States and
abroad than any
other serious play of
our time.

BABES IN TOYLAND

PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM

By Victor Herbert &
Glen MacDonough

By Woody Allen

Filled with delicate,
gentle melodies,
mellow marchesand
dreamy waltzes, this
celebrated musical
hasbecomefamous
world-wide. Set in
the magical realm of
Toyiand,andpeopled
4itailialftlefwith characters from
' Mother Goose,it has
remained a classic,
andchiclhood
favorite since 1903.

THE SIXTH ANNUAL
WEST KENTUCKY
PLAYWRIGHTS FESTIVAL

The sardonic shade of
Humphrey Bogart
looms helpfully over
this comedy that tells
humorously of a sexstarved movie critic
who is a great Bogart
fan and calls in the
spirit of his hero to
be his guide,
philosopher,and
friend in conquering
&
his timidity and
Inferiority

Different plays each weekend
For six years,the playwrights of Western
Kentucky and Tennessee have brought
variety of comedies and dramas to the
Playhouse stage. The Festival has received
national recognition by such publications as
U.S.A. Today and Southern Theatre magazine,
and a number of the works first presented in
Murray have gone on to be produced at other
theatres throughout the country, and many
have been published professionally.

SAM

Don't wait! See them here first!

,
42414

P. N
Playhouse programming is funded in part by grants from the Kentucky Arts Council,
a state agency of the Education, Arts and Humanities Cabinet
This page is sponsored in part by these local businesses.

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY,,
502 Maple St., Murray • 753-4646

WAL-MART
•
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Hwy. 1141 Nona - Murray
on -Sal. 54 Suet. 104
Open
Phernwecy Open MM.Alt 44
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HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL SAVINGS
SANK
& Main./Amy,

9
753-7921.

syme Alta(
.4
..,1)1xletand Ctr.

zzo

753-MEAT

WEST KENTUCKY PROPERT1ES
"

4.101‘
Hoffinart's

14155 Main St. • Murray
Steve Durb4n. Brake.'/Owner
Bonnie Chambers. Sales Associate

, wy. 94 East-A--J". 75945129
.H

Compliments of

KOPpERUD

753-6656}

1
.

759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

( We support the Playhouse!

7hectire
ris
enterprises

Entertainment For Conventions,

Banquets & Special Occasions.

e

Murray
Tourism
Commission

•

,
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

kr't

RACER
FOOTBALL
Woodmen
Ilk Insurance Society
!Some Mike: Oumba 'irbrasio

John W. Hammons
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Moan, Murray
759-9730

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

_

In his 17th season as a collegiate head coach, with the last 15 at Middle Tennessee, James
"Boots" Doenelly has compiled a 120-66 enriching record A three-time Ohio Valley
Conference Coach of the Yasii,he has led his teams to five conference championships. one at
Austin Pay and four at SITSU Donnelly has compiled a 106-59 record at MTSU after leading
Austin Peay to a 14-7 record from 1977-78 A 1965 graduate of MTSU. Donnelly prevrtousls
served as an assistant coach at Vanderbilt in 1976 Ile is 12-4 vs Murray State

Speed Ups

516 S. 12th

SE:

LG:
C:
RG:
RT:

753-9131

TE:
FL:
QB.

CAR WASH

FB:
TB:

* OPEN 24 IIOURS
* ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 DAYS
A WEEK FROM 8 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
* NO WATER
SPOTTING
* FOAM
BRUSH
* HEATED
FLOORS
* 3 SELFSERVE BAYS
759-1544
* AUTOMATIC
Main St.. Murray
BAY
From OW

WASH

omi

(Across

753-9525
c—) Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal-Mart
Mon.-Fri. 6:30.6 p.m., Sat. 6:30-2 p.m.

2
84
77
69
73
75
68
67
55
75
79
69
42
128
36
4
8
16
37
45
17
22

Matt Hall (6-4, 195. Jr.)
Norman Mason (5-8180. Fr
Thomas Janes (6-1, 300, Fr.)
Jason Delgato (6-2. 230.. Sot
Marcus Kimbrell (6-2, 275, Jr.)
Marshall Hill 46-1. 2814. Fr
Ezra Wise (6-2, 220, Fr.)
Scott Harlon (6-2, 240, Jr
Norman Mints (6-3, 245, Sr.)
Marshall Hill (6-1. 280. Fr )
Mike Cutter (6-3, 285. So.)
Jason Delgato 46-2. 210. So 1
Xavier Shepherd (6-3, 245, So.)
Ku'. Minnich (6-3. 240, Sr 1
Timmy Bland (5-11, 185, Jr.)
Sheldon Smith 11 Justin Crouse (5-9. 165
Butch Mosby (6-1, 175, Sr.)
Cory Rodney (-541, IX r —l-rt
Dave Cos (5-11. 215, Sr.)
Jon Ross 1641. 225. Jr
Waynee McGowan (5-9, 170, Jr.)
170. Fr)
Tim Scarborough r

Defense
LE:
IT:
RT:
RE:
LLB:
1111,B:
R LB.

Touch Down at Big B for
all your cleaning needs.

LCB:
RCB:
SS:
FS:

o

o

o

o
CS1

GOOD
LICK

46
56
51
50
87
71
89
53
1
49
26
56
32
35
28
9
23
38
34
11
14
24

Jeff Flornak (6-1, 220, Su.)
Dane 1 tiller (6-0, 255, So )
inc Lepsis (6-5, 245. Sr.)
Dane Fuller (64), 255, So)
Bill Christmas (6-5, 250, Jr.)
Dan Fora (6-2, 285, So /
Anthony Hutch (6-4, 260, So.)
Carlos Ranse% (6-1. 2115.1r 4
Allen Johnson (6-2, 185, So.)
Willie Corbin (6-1. 195. Ii/
Martin Diehl (5-10, 2(15, Jr.)
JimmY Stratton ((,41, 225. Jr)
Chad Gann (5-11, 195, So.)
Tern Anthony (6-1. 215. Fr /
Larry Kendall (5-10. 180, Fr.)
limo Edwards (5-7. 175. So )
Jermaine Scott (64), 18(1, Sr.)
William Hampton (6-1. 175. Fr)
Beau Brown (5-10, 175, Jr.)
Andrew Henry (6-2 176 SO )
Reuel Shepherd (6-2, 18(4, Fr.)
Elliott Dunn (6-0. 180. 1r /

753-5142
900 Sycamore - Murray

1"

LT:

C:

66
61
64
7e,
55

RG:

65

RT:

FR:

62
70
85
42
4
IX
12
Iii
35

TB:

41

LG:

Si,

TE:
FL:
QB:

Defense 2`)

LT:
LG:
RG:
RT:
RE:
LB:
LB:
CB:
CB:
FS:

UNIVERSITY
TIRE AND AUTO
1406 MAIN • MURRAY

Murray State has added a 111C4% V•rniklc ot
soils to its feta:lying corps speed
ConYerted tailhack Tinuny Bland is cspeetcd hi make his saeond consecuine start
at flanker tonight while freshman Norman
Mason will sec OM Mg time at split end
I tland caught two as for 15 yards against
Southeast Missouri. while Mason, making
his first appearance this season aller a-co:kering I WM-a knee noun, hauled in-a 22-yard
utelith twit isa-ts
Both piayers got: MS11 a much-needed
deep threat to complement possession reSign Hall and Xs:4er Shephard

753-4994 Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. am.-Noon

We Sell
Life Insurance, Too

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Shell
622 South 4th

Purdom,
Thurman
McNutt

...,,

Dan 31(Autt, AA/
STATE
Insurance

AUTO'
ie,

407 Maple • Downtown Murray •7534151

mos-

Good Luck
Coach Nutt
On Your First
Racer Season!

Demetrius Nlostilkr (5-7, 160 Fr.)
Dennis Minims (5-7. 1(4. Jr I
Burt Talley: (6-3, 285, So.)
Amid'. Massey (6-4, 2711, Fr )
Dusk' V.atuin (6-4. 235, Jr.)
Shane 1 lahcriy e6-2. 245. So )
Mike LaFkur (6-2, 252. So.)
1heron 14can (6-1. 285. So )
James (ounce (6-1, 255. Sr.)
Scott !taker 16-1. 285. 11 1
Pat Hicks (6-2, 275, Jr.)
Jars is Jolley (6-6, 400, It I
Anthony McCord (6-0, 230, Fr.)
Kenneth Pope (6-1, 212, Fr )
Cory Simpson (6-0, 195, Jr.)
Curt Watkins ((H. 180, Sr 1
Kelly llokomb (6-3, 178, Jr.)
Brian Davis. -46-2. 192, Fr 1
Robbie Rolserts (5-10, 195, So.)
Carlo, Wyche (5-10 216, Jr
Kippy Bastes% (5-8, 165, So.)
Brigham !Aims (5-10, 172. Sol

40 Danny Lawrence (6-0, 190, Jr.)
25 Vince Akridge (6-0, 2()8. So )
92 Mike Jordan (6-4, 250, Sr.)
9.1 JclT I.cc (6-2, 245. Jr )
97 James McKenzie (673, 270. Sr.)
95 final) Yorston (6-1. 221. Si.
96 Preston Sensabaugh (5-10, 26(1, So.)
914 Caned Kimpsrm (6-1. 258. Jr F
99 Trent Young (6-6, 235, So.)
57 Mike lilies 16-2, 215. Jr )
49 Sean Luckett (6-2,-108, Jr.)
19 Derrick Carroll (5-11, 190. Fr )
9 Shingo Weems (5-11, 210, Sr.)
50 Anthony Mitchell (5-10 211 So/
53 Anthony Hicks (6-2, 208, So.)
51 Anthony Franklin (64), 240, So I
2 Adrian Owens (5-11, 180, Sr.)
2% Desmond King (5-11. 174, It
3 Markee Tate (5-11, 175, Jr.)
Emmanuel Hanks 15-11. 185. Jr
P.J. Johnson (5-11, 170, Fr.)
16 Darrell lAwklcs (6-2. 210. Jr 1

WAI:MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Bullet Special
Fri. 8. Sat.
4:30 to 8:00 p m.
All You Care To Eat

- $6.95

I.
• - 1§51ror-a

r

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Fried Chic ken,
Fried Catfish & Country Ham
Indades Food Bar, Saw, Bar
Dessert Bar & Drink

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Punts:
Kickoffs:
FG/PAT:
Punt Returns:

6
6
6
7
4

KO Returns:
Long Snaps:
Holder:

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

21
85
65
10-

Garth l'etrilh (5-9. 150, Jr)
Garth Petrilli (5-9. 150, Jr )
Garth l'efolli (5-9. 150. Jr)
Dennis Minims (5-7. 164, Jr 1
Cory Simpson (6-4). 195, Jr 1
Cory Simpson (64), 195, Jr )
Rodney Shelton 16-1. 200. Jr )
Anthony McCord ((.4). 240, 1.r )
James Counce (6-1. 255. Sr )
Brian 1)avis (6-2, 192. Fr I

Murray

753-0045

Good Luck MSU!

IlingNills
urser

Specialists

6 Ink Lombard (6-1. 175. So 1
Punts:
Kickoffs:
7 Chris Dill (5-1(4, 175, So)
7 Chris Dill (5-10. 175. Sol
FG/PAT:
Punt Returns: 17 Waynce McGowan (5-9, 170, Jr )
KO Returns: 39 Timmy Bland (5-11. 185. Jr
17 WIRTICC MeGov.an (5-9. 170. Jr
98 Bart Cruin (6-1. 215. So)
Long Snaps:
5 Hain Bona (64). 190. So)
Holder:

BUCK'S
Body Shop

SE: -

LE:

Specialists

o

Keiiy Tires

Offense

Offense

IT:

Hwy. 641 S.

'Firestone

Middle Tennessee State Depth ('hart

Niurray State Depth Chart

'Service is our business"

24 Hour Towing Service

State Is M-75-6 all-tune in Fairies
..MUIM•
played in September, a 527 V111111111E4 palitagc lhat breaks down to a 51-27-2
September home record and a 21-48-4 mark
in September road games
MS11 won its lust 11 September games
before falling 14-13 to .11ennessee Lech in
1952

AS Murray Slates captains tonight are Timmy Bland, Bill Christmas,
Chad Gann and Marcus kimbrell.

MSU suffered three 'Nunes of consequence Saturday against Southeast Missoun, losing
three starters to various ailments The most senOus was a knee injury suffered by defensive
tackle David Leaven Offensive tackle Sean Coleman (fool) and safety Reuel Shepherd
(ankle) were evaluated early in the week and are considered day-to-day.
Starting center Mike Gossett. who was felled with a knee injury against Marshall, is still
recovering on schedule

Shell

GO RACERS!
illilDGESTORE

Tonight's Racer Captains

MSU Personnel Update

Maul Box Store •
Carrying Everything
You Need To Move

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

Boots Donnelly

Murray State and Middle Tennessee State have met63 times on the gridiron, with the Blue
Raiders holding a 33-27-3 senes advantage MSU has emerged victorious in 12 of the 12 games
played in Murfreesboro, with two tics
Middle Tennessee won the last four meetings in the series and the last its games played at
Murfreesboro The Racers last win against MTSU came in 1988, a 21-22 win st Murray the
Racers last win at Murfreesboro came in 1979, a 29-8 decision

641 SUPER SHELL

RUTHIE'S
UNIVERSITY BP STATION

Racers in September

- House°. Nun is 1-2 in his collegiate football head coaching career alter taking over thc
Racer program on Dec 15.1992 A 1981 graduate of Oklahoma State, Nun came to MSU from
Arkansas, where he was an assistant coach in charge of recovers and the passing game from
1990-92 He previously served six years (1954-89) coaching quarterbacks and receivers at
Oklahoma State and one spring (1984) as quarterbacks coach at Arkansas State He began his
coaching career as graduate assistant coach at both Arkansas (1983) and Oklahoma State
(1981-82) Nutt ts a veteran of seven bowl games,one as• player He played m the 1978 Orange
Bowl and coached in the 1982 and 1991 Independence Bowls, the 1984 and 1985 Gator Bowls,
the 1987 Sun Bowl and the 1968 Holiday Bowl

$15.95

•Tune Up... Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings• Brake*• Universal Joint Work • Fuel &
Water Pumps• Radiator,Heater Work • Drive Shaft
• Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires • Full &
Self-Service Gas • Make Service Calla

Saturday, September 25, 7 p.m.

The Series

619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831

5 Qt. Oil• Filter
Oil Change

(2-0,0-0)

Houston Nutt

of the World

Services We Offer

Murray State Racers (1 2, 1-0
at
Middle Tenn. State Blue Raiders

Woodmen offers a wide variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax deferred interest features
To find the plan that meets your
needs. contact
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Creative Landscaping
Garden Center • Gift Shop
753-1725
407 N. 12th St.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

200 N. 4th
Murray, KY

753-6377
Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years

1
PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Stmet

,iiras‘-.amssraramis

40,

TRANSMISSION

Trans-Tune Special
Fluid Change - 21 Pts.
Inspection - Pan Gasket
Any Applicable
Adjustments
(raw Not Included

Best of Luck MSU!
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SPORTS
No. 1 Racers hit road to protect OVC lead
Middle ready to defend crown
By DAVID RAIAEY
Staff Writer
Currently, the Murray State
Racers stand at the top of the
Ohio Valley Conference.
But there is no question who
the king of the Valley is. And
they reign from Murfreesboro.
Middle Tennessee, ranked No.
4 in the current Sports Network
Division I-AA poll, will host the
Racers Saturday at 7 p.m. at
Iloyd Stadium in Murfreesboro.
the Blue Raiders have won or
shared three of the last four Ohio
Valley Conference titles. They

are the favorites to take this
year's crown, and are coming off
a 70-13 win over NAIA member
Campbellsville last week.
MTSU is 1-1, after falling at
Division I-A Hawaii to open the
season, and last year in Murray,
they jumped on the Racers 42-0
at halftime, and crushed MSU
66-6.
And Racer coach Houston
Nutt, whose Rae-en rallied to
defeat Southeast Missouri 17-14
last week for their first win, says
the Blue Raiders are more of a
challenge than No. 1 -ranked and
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defending national champion
Marshall, where the Racers lost
29-3 earlier this month.
"We're playing an excellent
football team with tremendous
athletes," Nutt said. "To me, they
look a little bit better than Marshall. When you look at the film,

Butch Mosby ttirew for
220 yards
and two TD's
last Saturday
against
SEMO

you sec speed in a hurry. Their
whole team is explosive.
"If you base a big-time Division 1-AA program on Marshall,
to me, Middle Tennessee is better. I'm not trying to hurt anybody's feelings, but that's the
way it looks to me."

Era ends with Ryan's retirement
Tall Texan ready for vacation
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer

Assocated Press photo

Nolan Ryan did as much for the game of baseball off the field as he
did when he threw his 100 mph fastball past opposing hitters.

ARLINGTON, Texas
Baseball doesn't produce oldfashioned heroes like Nolan
Ryan anymore.
This long, tall Texan is one
of a kind, .from his blinding
fastball which produced seven
no-hitters to his aw-shucks
modesty.
He drove pickup trucks
instead of sports cars, said
"Yes Ma'am" and opened
doors for ladies, wore cowboy
boots instead of Nikes, and
defended his honor code with
his fists, like a wagon train
boss.
He didn't stay out late at
night unless he was at a baseball game, fiddle with drugs or
alcohol, chase women or get
paid for beer commercials.
He never failed to show for a
game, question a manager's
authority or give 100 percent
effort.
He didn't throw firecrackers
at fans, spray bleach on reporters or knock over a food table
in a clubhouse rage.
He never renegotiated a contract after he signed on the dotted line for what he thought was
fair.
He stayed around after tough
losses to take the heat and
unselfishly gave his teammates
credit when he won.
He sat patiently for hours in a

Eastern Kentucky
seeking win No. 1

Lady Tiger soccer
blanks St. Mary 2-0

The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky resumes its
.earch Saturday for a victory.
The Colonels lost 15-10 to
Western Kentucky and 40-14 to
Northeast Louisiana, and then
had an open date last Saturday.
[hey entertain Ohio Valley Conlerem-e rival Austin Peay (1-2)
this weekend.
"I believe the open date was
good for us for two reasons,"
said Eastern Kentucky coach Roy
Kidd "First, it gave our young
team a good chance to brush up
on its fundamentals and

Murray High girls soccer
won for the second time in a
row Thursday night, beating
St. Mary 2-0 in Paducah.
Ellen Uddberg put Murray
up 1-0 in the first half with an
assist from Taryn Hansen.
Sara Fitts scored Murray's
second-half goal after taking a
pass from Samantha Hogsed.
Murray outshot the Lady
Vikings 11-9 and Lady Tiger
goalkeeper Emma Shaw
recorded nine saves. St. Mary
is 5-5-1.
Murray, now 7-3, hosts Fort
Knox on Saturday at 10 a.m.
before traveling to Madisonville later in the day to play
the first game of a MurrayMadisonville girls/boys
doubleheader.
CORRECTION: In last
Thursday's 4-1 loss at Reidland, eighth grader Samantha
Hogsed scored the Lady
Tigers' only goal. Murray's
Sara Fitts was incorrectly credited with the goal in last Friday's paper.

EARN
5.75%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTF.ED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARMS APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As LILA.

iV

a 753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

techniques.
"And then, perhaps most of
all, the off week gave our players
that had been out with injuries a
chance to heal up."
The loss to Northeast Louisiana proved costly as junior quarterback Ron Jones suffered a
season-ending injury by breaking
his left arm. Redshirt freshman
Greg Couch will get his first start
against Austin Pcay.
Eastern Kentucky has won 31
of the 34 meetings between the
schools, and the last 15 in a row.
Other games Saturday involving state teams have Texas at No.
24 Louisville, Alabama Birmingham at Western Kentucky, Morehead State at Tennessee
Tech, Murray State at Middle
Tennessee, Centre at Washington
& Lee, Kentucky State at Lane,
Rhodes at Kentucky Wesleyan,
Franklin at Thomas More,
Georgetown at Lindenwood,
Mount St. Joseph at Cumberland
and Campbellsville at Tusculum.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Dally & Weekly 12.•ntals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

hot sun signing hundreds of
autographs during spring
training.
On road trips, he told fans to
line up outside his hotel and he
signed autographs. Nobody ever
went away disappointed.
Ryan was from a small town
in Texas, yet he was America's
baseball star. Nolan belonged to
us all. Everyone claimed him,
from Maine to California.
He never let 'cm down. He
was our role model', whether he
wanted to be or not. Nolan did.
For almost three decades,
fathers took their sons to see
him.
They knew their sons never
would learn to throw a baseball
like Ryan. They just hoped they
would learn to act like him
when they were grown.
Sometimes they would see
him make baseball history, like
his 5,(XX)th strikeout or his
seventh no-hitter.
Sometimes he would fairand
not retire a hatter, like he did
three times in his career. He
handled success and misfortune
with the same class.
He was a man's man and the
fan's favorite.
He could he as tough as the
cactus-dotted land he ranches in
south Texas.
Young Robin Ventura of the
Chicago White Sox tested the
• See Page 11

Nutt's first concern is stopping
MTSU's running game. They
rolled up 492 yards in rushing
against Campbellsville, and
although the Racers are first
against the run in the conference,
Middle Tennessee presents a different type of challenge than
SEMO did. The Racers held the
Indians to 62 yards rushing last
week.
MTSU tailback Kippy Bayless
is averaging 117 yards per game,
and almost seven yards a carry.
Quarterback Kelly Holcomb is
solid (II of 11( throwing on the
year), while the Blue Raiders are
deep at every position.
MTSU coach Boots Donnelly
said he's worried about the

Racers.
"Murray State, at this stage of
the season, appears easily to be
the most improved team in the
OVC," said the 15-year veteran.
Donnelly's top concern about
the Racers is the defensive line,
led by Anthony Hutch and Joe
Lepsis, which is making big plays up front.
"Their defensive line, in particular, causes us some concern,"
Donnelly said. "They've got
some talent and they scramble to
the ball like crazy. But Murray
States team has improved just as
much in almost every other phase
of the game, too. We'll have our
II See Page 11

Patient Kentucky steps
over Gamecocks 21-17;
program gets crucial win
By PETE IACOBELU
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBIA, S.C. — It's been
a step-by-step process for Kentucky to learn its option offense.
The biggest step, though, may
have come from junior Randy
Wyatt, whose 64-yard touchdown
run started a fourth-quarter comeback and ,lifted Kentucky (2-7,
1-1 in the Southeastern Conference) to a 21-17 victory over
South Carolina on Thursday
night.
"They may play it perfectly
six times in a row and you look
like you're doing nothing," Ken-

tucky coach Bill Curry said. "All
of a sudden, one step and I'm
Randy Wyatt and nobody catches
me."
At least nobody on the Gamecocks (2-2, 1-2). They've held
10-point leads heading into the
final 15 minutes in three games
this season but have squandered
that margin each time.
"Sometimes I think we're a
team controlled by momentum,"
South Carolina coach Sparky
Woods said. "That's a case of
maturity."
The Gamecocks still led 17-14
II See Page 11

Braves top Expos; Phils next
MONTREAL (AP) — The Atlanta Braves are taking their successful road show to Philadelphia for a likely NL playoff preview.
The two-time National League champions made it two out of
three in Montreal on Thursday night with a 6-1 victory oser the
Expos, the team with the league's best record at home.
The Braves maintained their I -game lead over San Francisco,
which beat Houston 7-0, but Atlanta's magic number to clinch the
NL West dropped to eight.
The road win was Atlanta's 51st — the most in the majors —
and breaks the franchise record set in 1957. The Braves are 27-5 on
the road since July 23 and have won 16 of 20 games overall to tie a
franchise record with 98 victories.
The latest came against a pitcher they almost had, as Greg Mad dux beat Dennis Martinez. The loss dropped the Expos six games
behind idle Philadelphia in the NL East and cat the Phillies' magic
number to five.
Maddux (19-9) won his seventh straight decision and leads the
majors with a 2.42 ERA. He allowed six hits and two runs in eight
innings.

HALL OF FAME
MSU set for Oct. 7 induction
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State athletics hall
of fame will add few new members on Oct. 7, with the addition
of tennis player Mats Ljungman,
football player Eddie McFarland,
shooter Pat Spurgin Pitney,
women's coach Dew Drop Rowlett and athletic administrator
Chad Stewart.
Their addition swells the hall's
membership to 80 Murray State
standouts in either athletic or
administrative excellence.
"This year's class of inductees,
as every year, is extremely distinguished and deserving," Murray
State director of athletics Mike
Strickland `said.
"We are all saddened by the
passing of Dew Drop prior to our
ceremony in October, but heartened by the fact that she was
aware of this most deserving honor before her passing," Strickland
said.
Ljungman set an NCAA record

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Holland Motor Sales

Call 7534563

East Main St.
753-4461

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

BANQUET
• Murray State's Hall of
Fame Banquet will be held
Oct. 7 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
Tickets are $15 each and
can be acquired by calling
the athletics office at
762-6184.

McFarland was perhaps the
most decorated MSU gridiron
star ever. A swong safety since
midway in his freshman year,
McFarland is the only Racer football player to earn All-OVC recognition three consecutive years
(1975-77). He led MSU in tackles
(94) as a sophomore and finished
with 12 pass interceptions, which
stands as fourth-best all-time at
the school. In addition, he is the
only Racer to be named Academic All-America (1976), and is one
of four to receive the NCAA
postgraduate scholarship, an
award he received with only 32
other college football participants
acress the nation in 1978.
McFarland studied medicine at
the University of Louisville,
where he was a member of the
Alpha Omega Alpha honorary
scholastic fraternity. He later
received orthopedic training at
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

with 150 singles wins from
1980-83, and twice won Ohio
Valley Conference No. 2 singles
championships in 1980 and 1982.
The 1982 saw him record a 41-4
singles record, an MSU record
for a No. 2 seed. As a doubles
player, he was a three-time OVC
champion with two different partners from 1981-83. After his
junior season, he received the
prestigious OVC Scholar-Athlete
Award, which is bestowed upon
those conference athletes who
excel in both athletics and
•See Page 11
academics.
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•No. 1 Racers hit road...

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Stable Sydney edges risky Beijing
MONTE CARLO, Monaco (AP) — Stability prevailed over
political risk when Sydney edged Beijing for the right to hold the
2000 Summer Olympics.
In selecting Australia's picturesque harbor city, the International
Olympic Committee returned the world's biggest sports spectacle
Down Under for the first time since the 1956 Melbourne Games.
Beijing, considered the favorite, led in three of four rounds of
secret balloting by 89 IOC voters. But as the competing cities of
Istanbul, Turkey, Berlin, and Manchester. England. were eliminated, votes swung to Sydney and enabled it to defeat Beijing
45-43 on the final ballot.
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Tide saddled with NCAA investigation
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — The NCAA will investigate Alabama's football program over allegations that former player Gene
Jelks was paid to play for the school.
David Berst, the NCAA's assistant executive director for enforcement, wrote university president Roger Sayers of the inquiry.
Sayers said the school will cooperate.
Bcrst said his staff has been reviewing information about "possible violations" alleged in a series of newspaper articles in November 1992
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FROM PAGE 10
hands full."
Meanwhile, the'lkacers will try
to use the same ball-control delay
game that they used at Marshall.
Even though MSU is averaging
60 yards less in total offense than
the opposition, and has been outscored 77-37 on the year. Murray
State has kept the ball 96 minutes
to the opposition's 83.
"We've got to shorten the
game a little bit," Nutt said. "It's
going to be tough. We're playing
against a defense that is strong

Minn., and at the Kerlan-Jobe
Clinic in Los Angeles. He also
served as a member of the University of Florida faculty, where
he was a team physician. He most
recently was appointed the first
chairman of the orthopedic sports
medicine department at Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Md.
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Pitney was an eight-time First
Team All-America in rifle, winning the award four times in both
air rifle and •Smallt)ore competition. She was NCAA Individual
champion in air rifle in 1984, and
came back the nut year to win_
the national individual championship in smallhore. In 1987, she
set NCAA Championship records
during the team portion of the
championships, leading MSU to
its most recent team title after
also shooting on MSU's 1985
national championship team.
Pitney was selected 1984 OVC
Female Athlete of the Year and
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46-year-old Ryan this summer by
charging the mound. It was Ventura who pitched the no-hitter as
Ryan clamped him in a headlock
and delivered blow after blow in
a hard lesson learned.
Dave Winfield had given Ryan
a rough time once and Ryan vowed never to get the short end of a
ruckus again.
Yet, the man with the gunslinger look in his eyes when he took
the mound was a puppy dog
around his wife, Ruth, who stole
his heart in Alvin High School.
Ryan loved his kids and always
felt guilty because he was on the
road so often. He felt he had it
easy just pitching baseballs.
"Ruth did a great _job raising
'em," Ryan would say. "She's a
great mom. She was the one who
had the workload."
Ryan's baseball foundation
was Ruth. She once said, "I
knew I'd have to choose baseball
or a divorce. I chose baseball."
"It's been a good run and the
no-hitters have been great, but
I've paid the price by missing
time with my family. It will good
to be able to take a summer
vacation."
Ryan will get those summer
vacations now and let him enjoy
them in peace.
As Bob Hope said: "Thanks
for the memories."
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also was an Olympic Gold
Medalist that year, becoming the
first American woman to win a
gold in Olympic shooting. In
1987, she was one of six charter
members to receive the Woody
Hayes Academic All-America
Award.
Rowlett made contnbutions to
women's athletics that extend far
beyond the campus of Murray
State. Rowlett was an outstanding
athlete in high school and at
Freed-Hardeman Junior College
and Murray State, earning allstate and all-conference honor.
After a 30-year career as girls'
physical education teacher and
coach at Murray High School,
Rowlett accepted a position as
assistant professor of health,
physical education and recreation
at Murray State in 1965. While at
MSU, she also coached women's
basketball for 10 years, leading
MSU to four regional tournaments and four runner-up finishes
in AIAW district tournaments.

"We've got a lot of little things
that can be corrected," Nutt said.
"It's just too hard on our offense.
I've told them: 'Hey, if you want
to call plays, come here and try
to call it second and 18 and third
and 19.—
The Racer offense is coming
off a better effort against SFMO,

and Murray rState quarterback
Butch Mosby won OVC Player of
the Week honors for his 14 of 19
passing game against the Indians
Mosby also thinks the Racers,
who were picked last in the
league's pre-season pool, can
make a big statement Saturday.
"In the OVC, there's not a lot
of talk about us and the rings,"
Mosby said. "Eastern (Kentucky)
is down, and Middle Tennessee is
the team right now. But I think
v.C *1,C got a good shot at winning
the rings."
One MSU concern is insures

Starting safety Reuel Shephard
will miss Saturday's game, while
two starting offensive lineman
(Sean Coleman and Mike Gossett) and starting defensive tackle
David Leave!l will also not make
the trip.
Nutt udmits that although the
Race
ace a challenge in Murfreesboro (MTSU has won 10 or
the last 12 meetings), Murray
State is gaining confidence.
. "We have a lot of confidence
right now," Nutt said. "The kids
feel good about themselves We
just have to keep going."

FROM PAGE 10
after Wyatt's score, but Kentucky
put together an 81-yard scoring
drive that consisted of 11 runs,
the last a 1 -yard burst by Michael
Woodfork with 4- 55 left.
'It's hard to stop an offense
like that when it gets under

Stewart served some 30 years
as professor and chairman in the
university's department of health,
physical education and recreation
01PERi. A former football player
at Murray State, he was selected
Outstanding Scholar-Athlete prior
to his 1957 graduation. Stewart
returned to Murray State in 1962,
and served as head men's tennis
coach in 1964. leading the team
to the ()VC Championship. In
1965, he began an eight-year
tenure as coordinator of the
15-sport men's and women's athletic programs at the university.
ts1SU won ()VC championships
in baseball, basketball, cross
country, golf an tennis during his
watch, all while he sill served as
.instructor in the HPER
department.
Stewart was instrumental in
planning and renosating old facilities at MSL, including Roy
Stewart Stadium (named after his
father). outdoor recreation facilities, tennis courts, archery/golf/
baseball ranges and a large
indoor recreational facility.

way," Curry said.
It hadn't gotten under way
very much this season, with 251
total yards against Florida and
233 yards against Indiana.
However, the Wildcats churned
out 303 yards rushing against
South Carolina, 269 more than a
week ago.
Held in check for most of the
game, Kentucky rolled up 161
yards on its two fourth-quarter
scoring drives.

"It's called execution, that's
Woodfork's score.
all it is," said Kentucky sophoKentucky's comeback started
more quarterback Antonio after the Gamecocks broke tree
O'Fcrral, who replaced injured from a 7-7 halftime tie with
starter Pookie Jones. "The offen- Brandon Bennett's second 1 -yard
sive line, when they execute it, touchdown and Reed Morton'.
it's pretty hard to stop us."
.21-yard field goal.
South Carolina found that out
Wyatt, a junior who had onls
as Kentucky gained at least 5
yards on sewn of the 13 running 22 yards rushing this season, took
plays on the final drive. a pitch from O'Ferral and went
O'Fcrral's 24-yard keeper 64 yards around right end to cut
through the right side set up South Carolina's lead to 17-14.

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

A Special Health Service For Men
Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in men
A second leading cause of cancer death in men
A symptoms are usually present in early stages
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early
This is a quick, painless and free blood test.
No insurance will be filed.
CAU. pow TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT FOR SEPTEMBER
SPONSORED

30.

Local:
753-0604
In Kentucky:
1-800-599-9240
Out of State:
1-800-755-1248

BY:

A H S Jackson, M D
A Dianon Laboratories

SCOREBOARD

300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray. Kentucky 42071
502 753 0604
Call Monday Friday, 9 a m -4 p m

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next so Century

21)

753-9627

I •••1

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
AN Dews CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Cilvitien
Pot
Os
W
579
1111 64
Toronto
542 5 4
70
Ni. Volt
63
539 11
Baltimore
12 70
513 10
74
711
Boston
$13 10
78 74
Detroit
477 154
73 BO
Cisvelen0
425 21'4
Monat•se
15 U
West Division
t. Pct. GB
W
87 65
572 —
Chicago
Si
533 $
71
Tesas
513 9
74
78
Seattle
78
510
75
Kansas City
447 19
lorrsai
m nimsoi
Ca
88 114
64 II
421 23
Oakland
63 55 - III 24
Tlioredey's
Oakland 2, Kansas City I
Chtcogo 7 Caltortsa 1
Toronto 5. Boson 1
Onty game schoduild
Friday'. Dames
lAlvrauks• (Veranda 4-51 st Clevetand (Mesa
10-12), II 05 p m
Ni. York (KIS/ 17-5) 11 Toronto (Guzman 1)-3),
6 35 pm
Detr011 (Doherty 13-11) at Badmore (Moyer 12-7),
63$ pm
Minnesota (Erickson 1.19) st Boston (Damon
15.11), 635 pm
Tessa (Brown 14.11) V Chicago (Betcher 35)
7 06 p ni
Catalonia (Mayans 311 is Kansas City (Picherdo
6-11). 735 pm
. Oddand (Karim 2-31 el SWIM (Boot 9-11) 935
pm

NADONAL LEAGUE
East Dnonsort
Pet
W
Prs loop',4
612
93 59
143ntres
$7 65
572
70
IQ
539 11
St IWO
74
79
5.6 14
Chicado
toh
461 21
70 52
62 90
401 31
Flonda
342 4
Ni. Poi
52 100
Shot D.sirson
W I
PO
GB
Allar,ta
641 —
55
CIO
57
95
125 2 .
Si" F!gnomic°
74
79
516 19
Houston
7$
74
513 10
LOS A veins
455 2$s
14
70
Ctnonnet
4,6 14
64 DC
C010,460
316)9
59 94
Son Clasp
Thursday s Games
CinOnnati 11 Los Anoves 2
Atlanta 6 Montreal 3
San Franoso, 7 kculson
Ono, darnse 61410410
Friday a Games
St Loos IC Contiso 7 6 al t ord. Hammond
11 11) 6)5 pm
Atlanta (GlevIne 20-5) V Phladettrus (Gies*
15-31 635 pm
Chicago I Hilsto/t1 13 w at Pmsturgn wai
1213) 435 pm
lAon1roal IliabrioN 7-I) at Ni. VOW (Jones 2 3)
6 40 p
Cmonnan (Avid 6.9)11 CoOtoc10 Mum* 021 $0$
pm
Homo", (K,14 157) V Los Anortise I/lags:so 1 3
935 p
San Obsco (Sinews 3 27 it san Pomo. ,sr,
Dotson Ii) 935 pm

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

MURRAY TAE KWON DO

** GRAND OPENING **
Saturday, September 25 • 11 a.m.-1 p.m.

Tae Kwon Do
Demonstrations
-Breaking
-Sparring

_a

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

CALL TODAY!! ou
(502) 753-6111

FREE OFFER
Video Child Identification 1 p.m.-3 p.m.
Bring your child in and provide us with a VHS blank tape and we will videotape
your child for free We will ask your child to state his/her name,parents & other
important information on camera This will safeguard your child's future in the
event of an emergency.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.

of the
honorary
He later
lining at
bchester,

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantees
, FREE ESTIMATES

1992 Ford F150
White, flare side, one owner, local trade-in, super
sharp, 25,xxx.actual miles.

We invite everyone to ship by
during our Grand Opening this
Saturday. We are proud to offer the
child video identification program
for our community and encourage
parents with children to take advantage of this opportunity.
TUNG DINH
Ownertnstruetor

$

3-1111

•

III Patient Kentucky...

•Hall of Fame...
FROM PAGE 10

and tough."
One area that could help the
Racers is cutting down on penalties. Murray State has been penalized 26 times in three games so
far in 1993.

CALL
753-7020
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory

-

This directory Is made possible by these firms who
have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
AD VENT!STS
SE. ,
Son. r
Vi•rolltp

1ST
r S •i•
Sat 1100 ass

BAPTIST

1.1r r,

We would like to invite you
and your family to worship
with us this Sunday..

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
"Communicate Before You Medicate Ask CHARLIE
Charlie Aaams Pharmacist
753-4175

Glendale At Whonell (Across From Ledger & Times)
Closed Sundays

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

Carroll F.
Tire Inc.

elm

1105 Pogue

753-1489

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
(8iiD
LINCOLN
701 Main St. Murray

753-5273

Celebrating 17 Years In Business

VicTo-Rs
753-7715

1301 Main St.

CdMpftments Of

EQ9"

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller St. • 753-0212

BbOOD RIVER
Iderning Worded,
1100 a.m
evening Werth*
140 pm.
CHERRY CORNER
%Ma, &Mel
10 ea.
Worship
11 • m •5 pm.
Church Tnuning
6 pm.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHESTNLT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday Scheid
1400 en
Morning Worship
11 00 • m
COLDWATER
Morning Warship
1100 • al
Evening Services
600 p
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday Scheel
45 • m
Morning Services
11 00 •la
Evening Services
600 pm
COMMUNITY BAPTIST
CHAPEL
Walsh,*
900 • m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
630 p re
Wednesday Ser.1000 a.ai
Sunday Schaal
Worship Service
II 00 em
600 pm
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Motrung Worship
1100 am
Evening Worship
545 pas
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100•m
Everting Worship
630 pm
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 a.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
600 p
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 •in
Wershlp
1045am & 7 pre
Church Tnining
600 p.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000•ea
Morning Worship
1100 am
645 p.m
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
945 • m
*situp
430
. 11 •a. p.ia
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH'
1000 •
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a.
600 p.m
Evening Worship
V.edneaday Evening
730 a m
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
9304 10 30 am
Sunday Schaal
9.30 a..
Evening Worship
6 pm
Wed Worship
7 pm.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
I I 00•es ,
Sunday School
10 00 •la
Church Training
600 p.
Evening Worship
600 pm
1it ednesday Even ng
7(10 pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 •m
Norship Service
11(10 • m
Evening Service
530 pm
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
7 30 pm
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
S..inday School
10 00 •
Preach.ng
1100 •m •
600 p.
Wednesday Night
700 pm
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST
Worship
11 an, £6 pm.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning 'A orship
11 00•m
Evening Worship
700 pm
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lot Sunday
200 pm
3rd Sunday
200 pia.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning thorship
10 50•re.
Evening Worship
000 p
MOUNT 1105Uell
FREEWILL BAPTIST
S,nday School
9 30 • wi
isorship
II 00 • m
NEW MT CARREL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 •In
Evening Worship
6.00 pm.
NORTIISIDE
11 00 elm
Morning Worship
700 pm
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
10 00 • m
Sunday School
Preaching Sara
11 -00 • ni

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Worship OAK GROVE
sa,..„ ii... & 7 pm
Sunday

Hoffmant
A.
Gorden Center, Gift Shop, Landscaping

Hwy. 94 E.

Murray, Ky.

759-4512

OWENS CHAPEL"' a ut
1000•m
Sunday School
00 :
a
pp re
I-reaching
1 65
1 13030
Prayer Sernce
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10•m
Su
v.or
ndsre,
syipSchool
1i.rn Lip.

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Warshrp
11.00•mi
Evening Worship
7 15 pim
SCOTT) GROVE
Warship Sarno.
1100 eat
Evening Worahn
600 pm
5151(150 SPRING
Morning Werskup
1100 • ma
Evening Warship
5000 pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
1000 • m
Morning Worohip
1100 a.
Evening Worship
646 pm
Tnirung Union
600 pm
ST JOHN
Morning Warship
9.30 •si
Sunday Schaal
10.46 a.
&MU& CREEK
Morning Worship
1100 cm
Evening Worship
146 pm
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday &hod
10.00 •m.
Marnina Warship
1100 •m
Evening Warship
GOO pm
WEST PORE
Morning Warship
1100..
Sunday Evening
441111 pon.
Wednesday Evenmg
700 p.m.
WESTSIDE RAY T1ST CHURCH
Sunday School
0 30 m
Worship
1030 a m •6 pm
7 pm
Wodneeday

CATIIOLIC
ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
500 p.
Sunday
900 • m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Mew*
ismhla..
Holman Education
9-25 a.m.
$OO Saturday

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sin* SOmil
930 ta
anew
1045 am
LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN
Warship
1100..
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Warship
1030 • en
1919.10- SEIM.
9-30•sr
Evening Senna
600 p

CHRIST= SCIENCE
SCRIMS
16.34 Main St., Murray
Sunday
10 30 • re
Sunday School
10 30 • m
2nd Wed.
7 30 pm
laanal Ian Ivry list 13-3 pa

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Scheid
9-00 sai
Morning Warship
1150 cm
Evening Warship
900 pm.
COLD WATER
1016 a.n
Marring Warship
Evening Warship
6.00 pm
DEXTILB
Morning Worship
10 50 •is
Evening Worship
600 p
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday Schaal
1000•at
Morning Warship
11130 am
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1000 aaa
Morning Serino
10 45 am
Evening Warship
600 pm
Wad Worship
730 pm.
HAZEL CHL'RCH
CHRIST
OF
Bible Study
1403
Morning Worship
9150
Everting Worship
600 pm
Mid.Weeic Worship
700p.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OP CHRIST
Sunday Bible Chios
9 •m
Morning Worship
1000 •la
Wednesday Night
7 p.m
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10-00 •la
Morning Worship
10 50 •m
Evening Worship
7 p.
(Sunday & Wednesdays:
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 •in
Morning Worship
11 00 um
Evening Worship
600 p
NEW CONCORD
Worship
950.. Lip.
Bibla Classes
9•s
W idneeday
7 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Sernc•
450 •sa
Evening Sanwa
600 p.n.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10-45 am
Evening Worship
100 pm
SECOND STREET
Morri,ng Worship
1045 • m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's 0

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

Pi991Y wiggly
OPEN IA011.FRI 21 MOORS A DAY: SAT. & SUN 7 A.K•MIDNIGHT
HWY. 6-41 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

Compliments
of

OPPE UD

UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
1100•et
Worship
1003•m
100 p
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050•se
Cesium Wenhip
100 p.m
W/LLIA313 CHAPEL
Manua'
POO •m
Evening
IMO pas
740 pm
Wailmeadep

=MN AIR
NISSIINANY MAN=
ALLIANCE MRS CHURCH
Mena,
Ihriamisy Saha.
9:15 a..
Ihinday Worship
1030 a..
Weds Prayer Sr.700 p.m

711 Main

753-1222

Sheila & Mansfield Farmer

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N

121h

Call In Orders 753-7101

Murray
Ledger & Times

EPISCOPAL

am

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 •ni
Sunday School
1000 • m
Evening Worship
600 pm
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday Scheel
945 •in
Morning Worship
1045 • rea
Enning Worship
600 p.
Wednesday Warship
6.30 pm

PENTECOSTAL

-111111011311111011r
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
030 a.m.
Simsday Scheel
Nernst Worahti
10313 a.m.
NEW LIFE CIIRISTIAN CENTER
1419 Martin Chapel Si
Sunday Scheid
948 am
1100 a.re
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

71:11111111IMIST
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9a.i • m
Putthr Talk
10 30 stm
Watchteerer Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School •
POO • m
BOA. Clas•
1215 am
Welsh!

GRIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9.30 cm
Sunday Scheid
1030 a.m.
2nd & 401 Sun Night 600 pm
kiPX3K'5 CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday Scheel
1000 a.s.
Morning Warship
1100 it. .
III & 3rd Sun. Night 700 pa
COLDWATER
1100 •ai
Worship
Sunday School
10.00 am
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
WcraN4 Sinai
950 11.111
Sudsy Sited
450 ma
DEXTER HARDIN UNITED
Sunday Scheel
1000.,
Worship
11 00 • ai , 6.00 pia
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
1050 •ni
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Warship Berme
1100....
Sunday Scheel
10 00 cm
GOSHEN METHODIST
Choral. Scheel
1000 • at
Warship &Irvin
10.
Evening Ser War
5.30 pm
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday Scheel
1190 a.n.
Worship
1000..
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
I000 a.
Morning Worship
1100 •la
ICIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday Scheid
1000 •si
Morning Worship
1100 a as
Evening Warship
6.03 p.m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9- 46 •si
Church School
10 45 • m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL
Warship Serale.
930•ni
Sunday School
10.30 a.ia
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday Scheel
1000 sm.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
1000 • m
Worship
Suncley Schee
11 00 • re

uNrreo

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 • m
Worship
II am &7pra
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship
It em & 6-30 pia
DEXTER HOLINESS
.
CHURCH
Sunday School
1000• m
Worship
. 11 am •6pm
7 pm
Saturday
THE CHURCH OP JESUS
CHRIST•Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 00 • rs
Worship Sanwa 11 ant. Lip.
FAM1 APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2200 Coldwater Rd
Sun Sir
10-11 • m -700 pm
PAITH TABERNACLE
3 mid. east
Alma
Sunday School
10 00 • as
Worship
II.... £7 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OE 000
930 cm
Sunday Schaal
Warship
10.30 •no & 6 p
Wodnaiday
700 pm

a(

IHGHER PRAISE WORSHIP
CENTER
Sunday Scheel
9 45 • mi
Worship
1030 & 6 pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
700 pm.
Worship
ant & 7 pm
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
10 00 • m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 00 • ni
1100 am
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday Scheel
1000 •in
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10.00 • m
Worship Sari
11017.30 pm
LAKE LAM) APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Sarno's
10-00 •en
100 pm

taao

FOIST PRESBYTEIGAN
Sal* Sdiol
930 an
1045 am
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 •m
Warship Service
II 00 • m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Warship
II 00 • m
Ensiling Worship
700 p m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 • m
Worship Service
II 00 • m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10.00 • m
Wanes
Somr*
OCarn •7pni

GALLERIES
Hwy. 641 North

Firms BLOCK 8

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. - 759-1400
'Your Plumbing Specialist"

HGEE PLUMBING
753-3008

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
111 North 401 Murray. K1

READY MIX CO.
st•

.•7„,

759-4522

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weakends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

TI 1E LORD'S CREATURES SHOULD
BE TREATED WITH KINDNESS

Haiel, kl

Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete
East Main Strati.
7534544

401

Y
%%e ins ite sou and sour lamils to
oor.hip v. ith to. thu. Sunda.

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
Saturday 8-Noon
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

NION-SAT
8 AM TO 7 PN1
623 S. 4th Street

759-1144

BLALOCK-COLE1VIAN
Keith York, Kelvin York and Jame. Coleman.

713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

SIRLOIN
1RPSTOCKADE
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

THE FOLLOWING MERCHANTS
URGE YOU TO ATTEND YOUR
CHOSEN HOUSE OF WORSHIP

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Great Selections...

Bibles and Bilale Covers
READMORE •Bible
Index Tabs
NH*
•Bible Lesson Planners
Chestnut Hills •Precious Moments Bible
FPFF imprirtir.w. With Purchase
Murray
Near and Used Tires * LoAest Prites!

PRESBYTERIAN

WOODWFTEI(
IS

Arbls

y

TEMPLE IIILL UNITED
10 00 • re
Morning Worship
11 00 • m
Sunday Schaal
ASAYNEN CHAPEL
ARE CHURCH
1000 • m
Sunday Scheel
I I 00 • es
Merrung Sorrows
Pratt
Pastor

901 Coldwater Rd. • 753-8741

KFC

tt YiiitF,"

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
046 • m
Worship
Sunday Schaal
II 00 • ra
SOUTII PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
0 45 •na
Morning Warship
1Q45 • ra
Leaning
600 pm
STOREYS CIIAPEL UNITED
Morning M orsh p
11 00 • an

Hares 14.7 80
10 a ia
%May &hal
II..& I pa
Warship
7 pm
Wedriseday

ST JOHNS EPISCOPAL
1120 W. Main
Hely lisellariat
14.30
Daily Evening Prayer 5.15 p.m

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Fish Dinners, Shrimp, Steaks, Chicken

PALESTINE UNITED
10 00• m
Sunday Schaal
I I 03 a m
noon.,

ClittiC11 Or COI

CHURCH OP JESUS CHRIST
OP LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 5 16111 Sc.
Ilacrament Mist
1000 • m
Sunday Scheid
II 20 a es
Relief Society and
Prieethord
1210 pas

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753 2380

/41 ILEHRUN
Worship
1000 • ra
3.nisy Sew&
10.

HURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Mersang Worship
1000 a.m.
Evening Weruidp
600 pa

MICR OF
MIST sr LATTER
RAY SAINTS

REALTY

.
or Fish Shack or
1108 Chestnut
753-3314

CILLSDALE ROAD
CHURCH OP CHRIST
Worship
9a
Babas Study
10 a m
Evening Warship
6 pa
Wed Bele Study
?p.
UNION GROVE
Marling Wership
10 50 an
Everting Weenkip
100 pm

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

753-5312

Warehouse
Tire
400 Industrial Rd. 753-1111

•age

•MI

• 0.

GA1 I FRY
301

7.7.1veralty Sara

IlLzray • 75;-1:19

sp
SIC
Or

Murray Appliance
212 E. Main St.

G.
Sc

753-1586

SOUTHERN STATES (30
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

ar- ane eramics Teache
.custorn Orders
& Gift Shop
-Supplies
HOW'S: Tues & Thur

9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
8 6.30 p.m to 10 m.

Rt 1, Murray
753-2540

Ru y s
"A Taste of Home Cookin."
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 am.-9 p.m.
Cowt S uare

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
MAZDA-NISSAN, INC.
West Ky Economy Car Center
ROO Chestnut St
753-8115G

641 SUPER SHELL 4,
Open 6:30 a.m. - Close 1n:00 p.m
Sunday Open 7:00 am.-Clos± 9:00 p.m.

South 12th

Phone 753-9131
75
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Speakers and music for Sunday services are released by churches

ble
3-57I9

IAN

3-6800

1E.

3-0440

ITS
UR
HIP

NT

ER

ins...
Covers

:ners
. Bible
Purchase

5i-1:19

nce

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday. Sept.
26, as follows:
University Church ol Christ
Services MN be at 10 a.m. and 6
pm liamp W Brooks will speak at 10
am. service. Assisting will be Sherrill
Garous. Barry and Seth Grogan. Bobby and Cory Levan, Green Bailey. Max
Cleaver. Charles and Dante Wawa,
Heroic! Grogan, Vernon Gantt. Medi
Harris, Billy Pritchard and E.C. Wallin
Bible classes wiN be at 9 a.m.
Memorial NOM
The Rev Jim Simmons. pastor. will
speak st 10 50 a m. and 7 p.m. swoon John Wood will direct the music
with Tonya Simmons and Kathy
Thwisatt m accompanists. Assisting
• be Wayne Cathay, deacon of the
week Sunday Schad will be a1940
a m and Children's Choirs at 6 p m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev Lawson Williwnson, pastor will speak at 11 a m and 6 p.m
services The music will be directed by
Arvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
Cindy Sanerwhito as accompanists
Angela Fononar will bring special music during the morning hour. Michael
Morton will servo as deacon of the
weak Sunday School with G A Ward
as director will be at 10 a.m.
First United Methodist
Dr Jerry Jeffords, minister, will
speak about 'Good Intentions with
scripture from Matthew 21:26-32 at
830 and 1050 a.m services. The
:iturgist will be the Rev. Rs Stockard
The Chancel Choir will sing The Gift
of Love' with Kim Black as director
and Bea Farrell as organist. Acolytes
will be Meg Farrell and Brooke Lanai
Church School will be at 9-45 a.m.,
Herb Miller workshop at 2 p.m., and
UMYF at 5 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev. Timothy N. Huffman, pastor, will speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m
services_ Assisting will be Tom Holderby, song leader, with Rhonda Boom
and Mildred Lassiter, accompanists,
the. Rev Randolph Allen and Charlie
and Julia Graves Sunday School will
be at 10 am
First Presbyterian
The Rev Ann Marie Montgomery,
co-pastor, will speak about 'Acting on
Out Beliefs' with scripture from Matthew 21.23-32 at 1045 a.m. service
The -Choir will sing an anthem. All
Things Bright and Beautiful' with Pat
Bombs as choir director and organist
Assisting MN be Don Fleming, liturgist.
Ciell Peterson and Charles and Anna
'Adler Church School will be at 9 30
m • and Harvest Fist at 230 pm
Westside Baptist
The Rev Glynn Orr, pastor, will give
the ordination address at Deacon Ordination Installation Service at 10 30
a m Tommy Scott will direct the music
with Patsy Neale and Sharma Scott as
accompanists Special morning music
will be solos by Martha Ellen Butters
and Jon Gustafson and selection by
Choir The pastor will speak about
'Conversion. Consider the Change'
with scripture from II Corinthians
5.14-21 at 6 p.m. when Shannon
Houpt will sing a solo. Jim Neale and
David Smotherman will serve as deacons of the week Sunday School will
be at 930 am
Glendale Road Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about 'Handling Guilt' with scripture
from I John 1:5-7 at 9 am service.
and about 'Encouraging the Disciples
While Opposition Grows' with scripture
from Luke 8 19-21 at 6 pm service
Assisting will be Curtis Darnell, song
leader, Randy Young, John Paul Nix,
James Gibson, Jimmy Allbritton. Ron
McNutt. Dal Barrett, Lenith Rogers,
Fred Douglas, Charles Olree, Ronnie
Sills, Jamie Potts, Dudley Burton, Bobby Galloway and Hardiman Miller
Bible classes will be at 10 a m.
New Concord .Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
a m and 6 p.m. services. Bible Classes will be at 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Wayne Carter, evangelist,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services, and at revival services at 7
p m., Monday through Thursday. Music will be directed by Don Smith with
Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie Burkeen
as accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship Training and Junior and Youth Choirs at 6
pm
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Tim Adcock, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m and 6.30 p.m. services. Music will be directed by Gene
Orr Miller with Karen Adcock and
Gwyn Key as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 9•45 a.m. and Discipleship Training at 530 pm

South Pleasant Grove Meth.
The Rev. Bob Saywell. pastor, will
speak about Viotti Out Your Own Salvation' with scripture from Philippians
2 1-13 at 10 45 a m servica Doug
Grafton will dwect the music with Tommy Gaines and Kathy Erwin as accompanists Assisting will be Poe and
EOM Sthry, Jerry Veazey. John Machlei. Bill Phillips and Holmes Dunn
Acolytes will be Emily Thomas and
Holly Barnes. Sunday School will be
9 30 a m., UMYF and Bible Study at 6
p m and Choir Pracace at 7 p m
Grace Bapbst
The Rev Joe W Eaton new pastor.
will speak at 8 30 and 11 am and 6
p m services Kevin Ruclicil will direct
the music with Dwane Jones and
Susan Jones as accompanists Mr
Ruclicil will bring special music James
Rosa wall be deacon of the week Russell Gholson is youth director Sunday
School will be at 945 a m and Adult
CNcior at 5 p m
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Red James H Cain. pastor.
will present a lesson at 10 a m
preaching/leaching session EvanoaMac service will begin at 6 p m
Si. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p m Saturday
and 8 and 11 a m. Sunday with Fr
Peter E Hughes as pastor
Gositan United Methodist
The Rev Bob Dotson, pastor, will
speak about Are We Making A Living Or Are We Making A Killing?'
with scripture from Exodus 32 1-14 at
11 a m service Mike &unn will be
song director with Pat Brunn and Donna Parker as musiaar.s Assisting will
be Joe Lawrance lay assistant, Jo
Lovett, Children's Church, Renee Doyle, Dale Parker, Tom Villallor. Eric Villabor and Nathan Doyle.
Kirtimy United Methodist
The Rev Dan Leslie, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
as accompanists Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Christian Science
Services will be at 10 30 a m. Sunday and 7.30 p m each second Wadnesday. Reading Room will be open
from 12 noon to 3 pm on Wednesday
and Saturday
Now Ufa Christian Canter
The worship team with Gary Evitts
on bass guitar, will lead praise and
worship services at 11 a m The Rev
Mark Watch will give the sermond
Sunday School will be at 10 a m in
new location. 1619 Martin Chapel
Road
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev Van Russell. pastor:, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 630 p m sewvie's. Children's Church will be at 11
a.m W.A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gala Edwards and Cindy Cosmy
as accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev Eugene Burkeen. pastor,
will speak at 11 a m service Rex
Smith will be song leader and Jimmy
Wilson as pianist Beverly Wilford will
direct children's church Sunday
School will be at 10 am
Murray Church of God
The Rev William T Geary, new
pastor, will speak at 10 a m service
Marie Lipford will direct the music with
Danny McGrew as pianist
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev Par-yin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 2.45 p m service Bible
Study will be at 2 p m.
Palestina United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. service. Mary Conner
will direct the music with Faye Childrotas as pianist. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWhorter, pastor
will speak at 11 a.m. and 630 pm
services. Shea McWhorter will direct
the music with Carolyn Allbritton and
Jane Buchanan as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m
Libarty Cumbarland
The Rev, Don Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Good Shaphard Methodist
The Rev. Richard Denton will speak
at 11 a.m. services. Musicians will be
Diana Tatlock, Margaret Kennedy and
Betty Poole.
Tempi* Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Donald Bowers, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service. Janna
Hopkins will direct the music. Sunday
School will be at 11 a.m
Russell Chapol United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 945 a m. service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist Sunday School will
be at 1045 a.m

33-1586
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New IN. Carmel Baptist
The Rev George Whit* wilt speak
at 11 am homecoming service Sunday School will be at 10 am • a basket
meal will be served at noon, and gospel singing featuring The King's Sons
will be at I 30 o m
New Providence Baptist
The Rev WM Colson, pastor, will
speak at II am and 6 p m services
Sunday School will be at 10 am
Independence United Methodist
The Rev Donald Bowers, pastor.
will speak alit am silence with Patricia Lassiter as pianist Sunday
School with Howard Coy as superintendent will be at 11 am
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rind Steven L Douglas. pastor.
will speak at 11 a m swims The
Chou will sing with Karen Coes and
Sharon Myatt as accompanists Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Flint Baptist
The Rev Ronnie McPherson. pastor. will speak at 11am and 6 45 p m
services Tilghman Barrow and Joe
Dale Curd will direct the music with
Gina Brandon and Karon Johnson as
accompanists Sunday School will be
at 10 a m and Disciple Training at 6
pm
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev John W Penney, pastor,
will speak at II am service Sunday
School will Co at 10 am
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn. evangelist, will speak
at 10 50 am and 6 pm services
Song leader will be Ray Cummings
Bible classes for all ages will be at 10
am
Salem Baptist
The Rev John Sheppard. pastor,
will speak at II am and 7 p m services Bobby Fain will direct the music
with Denise Windsor and Shirley Lamb
as accompanists Sunday School will
be at 10 a m and Discipleship Training at 6 p m
First Assembly of God
The Rev Jerry Henley. pastor, will
speak at II am and 6 p m services
Sunday School will be at tO a m
Sugar Creek Baptist
The Rev Bill Miller, pastor, will
speak at 11 am homecoming service
Jack MAIM will direct the music with
Patty Harris as pianist Karen Kelso
will have children's church Sunday
School will be at 10 a m basket meal
at noon and gospel singing at 1 30
pm
Hazel Church of Christ
Jeff Frame minister will speak at
9 50 a m and 6 p m services • Bibie
classes will be at 10 am
Highway $O Church of God
The Rev Allan Stokes, senior pastor, will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
services Sunday School will be at 9
am
Alliance Bible
Kerry Lambert. pastir, will speak
about 'Christ Our Healer' with scripture from James 5 14-16 at 10 30 a m
service

Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley. pastor, will
speak about 'Angels. Servants of God'
taken from various Bible passages at
10 15 a m service Assisting will be
Alice With, organist. Louis Berberich,
Skip roger', Mel Witte and Gary Pnbnow. Sunday School with Pat Bray as
supwintendent will be at 9 a m
Community Baptist Chapel
The Rev Charles Anderson, pastor.
will speak at 9 a m and 6 p m
services
St. John Baptist
The Rev William Hornbuckle. pastor. wilt speak at t045 a m and 6 p m
service.
Greater Hopi Baptist
The Rev W E Cheaney. pastor, will
speak at 10 45 a m worship service
Sunday School will be at 9 30 a m
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 8 and 10 30 a m services
with Fr. Andre Trevathan as celebrant
Sunday School classes will be at 9 15
a.m.
Hardin Baptist
The Rev Ricky Cunningham,-pastor, will speak at 8 30 a m and 10 30
a.m and 6 p m services Darrell Gibson will be song leader. Fran Beale
Sandra Lyles, Martha Lou Lawrence
and Shaba Clark will be accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 9 30 a m

REVIVAL

First Baptist
Dr. Greg Eanvood, pastor, will
smak at 10 45 a m and 7 p m sec.
vices Sieve Litdeheld will direct the
music with Margaret Wilkins and Janet
Finch as accompanists The Sanctuary
Chow we sing 'Surlily the Presence of
the Lord Is in This Place' and Gals
Vinson will sing a solo, 'I Quietly
Turned to You' at morning hour
Assisting will be the Rev T H Garvin
associate pastor, and Keith York, deacon of the weak The proposed budget
presentation and vote will be at evening hour Sunday School will be 9 30
a m , Mission Friends at 10 45 a m
Library open 8 30 a m and 6 30 p m
Adult Handbells at 4 30 p m • Acteens
at 4 45 p m , Prayer Chan at 5 p m
Youth Choir, GA, and RAs at 6 p m

Trinity Christian
The Roy D R Babes/ pastor will
speak at II am and 6 p m sarvices
Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Dexter Baptist
The Rev Paul Bogard. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Sunday School will be at 9 45 a m
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev Heyward Roberts, pastor,
will speak at 11 am and 6 p m serviats Sunday School we be at 10
am
First Christian
Dr David Roos. pastor, will speak
about 'Human Vs Divine Justice' with
scraikpture from Matthew 18 21-35 at
10 45 a m wince Dr Ken Siplay will
direct the music with Mary &play and
Debbie Ferguson as accompanists
Ms Ferguson will sing a solo 'I
Should Have Boon Crucified • Assisting will be Doug VanderMolan, Howard
Titsworth, David Poynor. Jo Craig.
Ray and Rosana Slater. Billie Burton.
Gary and Jim White, Nannette Durham, Charmer)* Lamb, Scott Mann
William Hobbs and Jay Zirbel Singes
Fellowship will be at 9 15 am , Sun•
a m • and Youth
School
yuS
Glo
d
0t 5 pm
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FROM THE PLATTER PARSON'S SCRAPBOOK
by James H. Coln

gr,

I. Difficulty is an excuse others never except.
2. Every man has a right to his opinion, but no inan has a right to be
wrong in his fact.
3. There is nothing so easy but that it becomes ddlicult w hen you do it
with reluctance. Terence
4. The greatest difficulties lie where we are not looking for them.
5. Even in a push-button age, the button that gets ahead is the one with
the most push.
6. Few men have the natural strength to honor a friend's success without
envy.
7. The leader who can enlist cooperation and respect, without having to
pull rank, has power of the most positive kind.

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. - (502)674-5530

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
ii CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22)(22)

$3,725 2' 2 CAR (24x24)
$4,925
$4,425 LARGE 2',2 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

Worship With Us
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

Transportation Available • Call 753-5019 after 4

p.m.

Every Sunday, We Are On

WSJP Live 6:00 p.m.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

7
'
YWerni.e4,25, 19.93-11

One monthly payment

.9:00 a.m.-12:30
(Coffee, Juice & Fellowship

for all your
Shelter Insurance policies

fear
Galtria Kairof•
arming Story,\

9 00-9:30)
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FROM RUSSIA TO AMERICA — FROM ATHEISM TO CHRISTIANITY

•Electronic Funds Transfer automatically makes payment for you.

Elm Grove
Baptist Church

•You choose day of month when
payment is made.

September 26-30

•islo service charges.

Ask us for details on the

Pastor of Ohio Valley Baptist Church
Ledbetter. Ky.

Monthly Pay Plan
and how you can get started.

Pastor - Rev. David Brasher
Song Leader - Don Smith
Services:
53 8850

pm

New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev James E Lewis, pastor.
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev Richard Drinton. pastor,
will speak at 9 a m service Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Camellia Eldridge as pianist Sunday
School will be at 10 am

8

•Budget your insurance premium
payments for two or more policies.

Guest Speaker - Rev. Wayne Carter

r 4. X14
r
0
4
4
4/

Praise
The Rerirg Clete, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 pm. services. Sunday School will NI at 945
am
Baptist
The Rev David Cunningham. pastor, will speak at 11 am. and 6 pm
61111118288. Sunday School will be alto
a m.
Ughthousa Baptist
James D Fox. pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. and 6 p m services
upthouse Christian
Phillip Rows, minister, will speak
at 11 a.m servo:*
Calvary Temple
The Rev Darrell Young. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6.30 p m sof.
vices. Sunday School will be at 10
am
Bed* United Methodist
The Rev John W. Penney, pastor,
will speak at 9 30 a.m. and 6 p m services. Wanda Sayiots will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as pianist Sunday School will be at 10 30
•M.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev H D Hudson will speak at
llam.and63OPm wormers. Jimmy
Key will direct the song service with
Jennifer Billingtion as pianist Sunday
School will be at 10 a m and Youth
Group and Choir at 6 p.m_
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norval', pastor, will
speak at 8 30 and 11 a.m. homecoming services Mark Hardison will direct
the music Sunday School will be at 10
a m , potluck meal at noon, and gospel
singing at 1 30 p m
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev. Eugene &diem, pastor.
will speak at 9:30 •m servios. Judy
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawford will be in charge of children's
church Sunday School will be at 10 30
am
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rm. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m and 7 p m. **(vices
Danny Cunningham will direct the
music with Wynnona &inn and Jule
Stone as accompanists Sunday
School with David Booker as director
will be at 10 am
Colas Cathgotound Methodist
Bowers, pastor.
The Rev.
will speak at 8 50 a m *antics with
Samantha Hall as song leader and
Dean Stephenson as pianist Sunday
School with Jerry Lassiter as director
will be at 9 50 am
Cherry Comm Baptist
The Ray John Danham, new pastor, wilt speak at 11 a m. and 6 p m
services. Hoyt Roberts will be music
director with Anna Requarth and Lucy
Ann Forrest as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 am
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev Odis Shultz, former pastor, will speak at 11 am. homecoming
eirvicii Bobby Manning will direct the
music with Marge West and Mary
Geurin as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 am, a basket
meal at noon and got* singing featuring Rimice at 1 .3 pm
Northside Baptist
The Roy Scott !Swifts, pastor, will
speak at 11 am. and 6 p.m. services
Jack Marvin is music director. Sunday
School will be at 10 am
Ledbatter Baptist
The Rev R J. Burpos, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. services
Tommy Bogard will be song ',Mar
and Germ Sheppard, pianist Sunday
School will be at 10 am.
Faith Apostolic
The Rev Dwight Wyant, pastor, will
spook at 11 a.m. service Sunday
School will be at 10 am
Victory Baptist ,
The Rev Slave Todd, pastor, will
speak at II am and 6 p.m services
Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Chestnut Sinai G. Baptist
The Rio Jerry Bradford, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. homecoming service
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m., a
basket lunch at noon, and gospel singing featuring The Faittimisn at 130
pm
Union Grove Church of Christ
Henry Hargis, minister, will speak at
11 a m and 6 p.m. services Bibb,
classes will be at 10 a.m.
Dealer Softness
The Rev. Elijah Galantine pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m. services Sunday School will to at 10

11 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.
Sunday
7 p.m.
Monday-Thursday

SHELTER
IN/MIRAN( I

Everyone Welcome!

Harold "Jack" Romaln•
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0973
401 S. 12th St. - Murray

•
MAW Well
always be there for you.

3-9131

Sheer Insurance Cal . Home OlIke 1517W Nroackway. Cokenbla. MO 66218
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HEAVEN'S GATES &

September 23, 1993
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept bids to purchase(2)two dump trucks
with trade-ins to be considered. Bids to be
returned by 1:00 p.m.,October 12,1993. The
Fiscal Court reserves the right to accept or
reject any and all bids. Specifications are
available in the office ofthe Judge/Executive
in the Calloway County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky.
George H. Weeks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

Take 121 South to
Tenn State Line Will
be 1 mi on right

HELL'S FLAMES'
•• Dawns UM LOtIllemmus

IN THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY FISCAL COURT

10/11 Wet ifilliFT•
rlArE0 arm demur chaos
CAST OF MY
SCUM) NO ICHTAIS WWI

In the matter of the petition of Judy
Young Richardson and Terry L. Yarbrough
and wife, Cindy A. Yarbrough for discontinuance of a road under K.R.S. 178.070 and
K.R.S. 178.320 in Calloway County, Kentucky.

SEPTEMBER 3, 17, 3, 1913
SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
7:00 PA PIGMY
First
Assembly of God

NOTICE

Hwy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
hold a public hearing on apetition by Judy
Young Richardson and Terry Yarbrough
and wife, Cindy A. Yarbrough to close an
unnamed,dedicated street lying north oflot
44 in the Fairview Acres Subdivision, Unit
11, to wit:

'Nursery rribieZed'
Fres Ticket Intimater Call

(502) 753-6695
10%, FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436-2701

1. The County has never established the
street. The street would not provide
access to any property other than the
lots which border it and are currently
owned by the Yarbroughs.

CALL Nicky Ryan at
753-5273 on Wed. This, Fn
and wish him a Happy 50th
Birthday on Sat. Sept 25th

2. Notice of proposed road closing and a
written report of the findings of (2)
two reviewers and the Calloway
County Road Engineer will be performed in accordance with K.R.S.
178.070.

CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls,
slats, drives, walks Colwed 8 stamped concrete
Free esbmates 474 8338

3. The petitioners further state that
closing this abandoned road will,in no
way, inconvenience the public.

LET Video Production Specialties rangier your home
movies to video tape NOW
and save 10% Cal Donna
Damell 759-9246 Offer expires 9/3093

The public hearing will be at 1 p.m.,in the
office of the Judge/Executive George H.
Weeks in the Calloway County Courthouse
during the meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court on October 12, 1993.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

Dated this 22nd day of September, 1993.
George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

021)
Notke

VACATION TIME AT
PIZZA MAGIC, AURORA
Closed Sept 20 for a two
week vacation RE-OPEN
OCTOBER 6 AT 5PM AND
OPEN all year Wed 1hru
4 74 - 8 1 1 9,
Sun
1.800-649-3804

Repair - ‘II
BR %NUS

Ward Elkins
753.1713

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
'Ave kcal claim monioe

America s Second Car

MRS. THERESA, Reeder
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

Duckling

MEER13312211
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

MUMS FOR SALE Beautiful colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road. turn right, 1st house
on right 435-4020

Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 SO. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

MUSIC DJ. Dances, parties. weddings, all musical
styles 753-0343

MURRAY
SHOE REPAIR
106 N.4th St. Murray
759-1983
HIS.: 9-5:30 M-F

"Ir

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates. benefits. and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies

NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE

3 companies

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNU MES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above Insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

ATTENTION
LADIES
Bikini
Contest at
THE HILL!
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$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
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29R
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SERIOUS wntirs and/or
poets intwested in being
published Considering
staring monthly publication
if enough people we interested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
token Send responses to
Survey. PO Box 592, Murray, KY 42071

x xxxxxxxxxxx
x
ADULT
x BOOK STORE
Rear of Doll
House
X Novelties
X
Hwy 79
Peri*, TOM
X
X

X XXXXXXXXXXX X

$100 • 1st prize
$50 - 2nd prize
September 25th
TAO Band Playing'
SMALL congregation looking for a budding suitable
for worship services, hold
up to 60 or 70 peopie Also
seeking land to budd a
church Phone 753-6356 or
753-2454
STRESSED OUT? Thor&punt massage relieves
tension, relaxes sore muscles, assists weight loss,
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753-3801
$35thr, house calls only.
Licensed Massage
Therapist
025
Pentanes
DEAR R Your message
received and appreciated
The next time that I am in
town I would ike to say hi
C-Ya, S

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
trailer
tractor
drivers. Must have
minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience, excellent
pay, major medical, dental & eye
glass and 5 year
vested retirement.
Home weekends.
1-800-782-8759

EXPERIENCED body man
needed. Crouse Body
Shop, 800 Chestnut St
Murray. Apply in person
FUU. time jannonai
midnights Call Service
Masters 9am-5pm
502-443-8146

Immediate opening
for advanced administrative assistant,
heavy bookkeeping
duties, computer
knowledge & experience required.
Send cover letter,
resume, references
to:
Gaye Luber

EASY work! EXCELLENT
pay! Over 400 companies
need home workers/
distributors NOW! Cal for
amazing recorded message 502-329-1217 ext
101 Get PAID FROM
HOME!

Exec. Director
LBL Association
100 Van Morgan
Drive
Golden Pond, Ky.
42211

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Management Trainees * Day Help
Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chickcn restaurant, EOE/M/F

KFC
LOST 5 pigs m Providence
area 759-1218
nFn
Waited
3 PROFESSIONAL Sales
Positions Leading to management We have unusual
sales opportunity with base
MOTO + commission .
bonus. Complete benefit
program Only quality men
and women need apply
Send resume to Attn Judy
Law, 3000 Ahoy Park Dr
West, Suite 117, Owensboro, KY 42303 EOE fkF
BRICKLAYERS needed
immediately Must have a
crew Large number of
scattered-site housing
1-800-928-1234
CABLE Ad Sales Account
Executive Pans Cabknnsion e looking for a motivated, professional sales
person to represent our
company in the Pans. TN
market. This position is responsible for selling, producing and scheduling
video commerciais tor local
businesses, in addition to
the planning and execution
of marketing and promotional activities for the cable
system Sales experience.
organizational skills and
computer experience are
required. Public relations
and promotional experience will be considered
Video or audio production
experience is desired but
not absolutely necessary
This position requires the
use of a personal c,and a
drug screen will be required
before employment
Please send or deliver a
resume to the Pans Cablevision office at 508 E
Washington St, Para, TN
38242, by October 1, 1993
No phone calls please
Paris Cablevision is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer
COUNTER help needed at
Boone's Cleaners Apply in
person 753-2552
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hops for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 Ihru
21 fist we not kit erne high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 800.m 300pin
We we an EOE The pro
lest a furekt by the West
em Kentudiy Private In
dustiy Council JTPA

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Moors open at *CO

'

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 24 west to Johmy Robertson Rood,
lot& to Sq. Hie Road, nes on Sq. Hate Rood Ira mile
753-0.36r,

EMS
PS.
Also
Cole

26s per word 85.00 minimum let
day. for per word per day for each
additional tonsecutive day. $1.75
sutra for shopper(Ti..... Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

PO Box 10 31

l'.1t.rray

WOOD WORKS

0(Si

116

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience in advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission,excelent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray. KY 42071

Take a Giant Step
For Your Career!

Shoe Sensation
STORE MANAGER
Looking for local person with retail management
experience for Chestnut Hill Plaza. Shoe
experience preferred. Must be mature, aggressive, hard working, with exceptional people and
management skills. Potential annual earnings
with bonus $20,000 plus benefits.
Send Resume Today'
Action Enterprises
NERPR1SES
Job 139
253 America Place
Jeffersonville, IN 47130
Joan iho strongest rolorl shoo

teem n see Mower

MUF
aoos
1 2
Ptioi
Houi

NCI
105
$21 1
Sow
753no9h

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A "2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

NIC
cen
turn
753

Ell Business

Nee
Wined

110000

MOO*

INVITATION TO BID

0-1

2BR
Lea*
Inc
753-1

0,0

010

010

For Sala Or Lease
..........Horne Loans

.....

435

310 ....

130
140
150

Mobile Homes For Elide

Want To Rent

I iltt\

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

Reader Ads:
270

Motorrytisi 320
Apartmente For Rant
Auto Somme
Auto Parts
Deed Cars 330 ...................Rosin. For Rant
Yana
House* For Rant
Used Trucks 340
.
Campers
For Rent or 1.011/0
Boats * Motors 360

'S ‘7,7 1 7it I 1

....
.....

"It lit II \\tal'.1

%I. 1.•.1.%11.

........Motile Hama, Far Rant
RIO
180.
630

300
EMP1.41Y MEN

Advertisers are requested to chock the
first insertion of thew ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & rum. Inn be
respesahis for oaly one incorrect insorU.& Any error should be monied
inmedisedy so correction' can be
nails

753-1916

a.m.
p m.
p m_
pm.
pm.

FIE

tillillanIENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

I

1)EADLINES

MasterCard

Services
EARN up 10 $1000 weekly
processing mad Start now
No experience Free supplies Free into No obngebon Send SASE to Hi.Lo,
Dept 28, PO Box 3648, San
Angelo, TX 76902
EXPERIENCED meet cuter Apply in person at
Savt-A-Lot Grocery Store
in Murray, between
fiarn-5prn No phone cells
please
GENERAL office work and
cleaning, lOwn-7pm Tues
Ihru Sat, $4 2511r No benefits Send resume to PO
Box 1040 W. Murray, Ky
42071

SEASONED red oak firewood 753-2542

MINNOLTA X700 35(nm
SALES clerk, retail setting. camera. 70mm 8 300mm
computer experience pre- lense Cal 759-1525 after
ferred, full or pal time 5Pfn
Send resume to PO Box NEW 16" 8 165' Blom
1040 C. Murray. Ky 42071 ruck tires $60 8 up Also
XP2000 W L Generals, 1st
SOMEONE to do body
work on a 1977 Mustang hne at low, low prices Lots
of used was $10, $15. $20
Also one antique fan for
each Warehouse Tire, 400
sale 753-3947
Industrial Road. 753-1111
WANTED barmaids, waitNEW meta/ siding 8 roofresses 8 dancers. $500
ing COW!! 36' cut to length
pluo weekly Doll House
ri 10 colors, galvanized
Cafe, Paris. Tn
and galvalume Secondary
901-642-4297 7prn 2am
available 489-2722 or
WILDLIFE/ 489-2724
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens. security-, SATELLITE -dish---syslem,
maintenance, etc No exp 10ft metal dish, posiboner,
necessary Now hying For receiver, 3yrs old, $850
more
info
call obo 492-8446
219-794-0010 ext 7159. 'TWIN bed, new, computer
8arn 8pm, 7 days
table. N & entertainment
stand, table 8 chairs.
070
35mrn camera, couple of
Domestic
musicial items, leather
Childcare
jacket, gold necklace, dog
house
753-8419,
ABSOLUTELY Chian' Ex759-4473 after 5pm
perienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or WHEAT straw. $1 2511Hlie
office References Call 489-2436
436-2569

090
Position
Waned
ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING pobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunity

Mobile
Nome For Sets

ON
run
75
alit

12x65 28R with pull out
utility pole underpinning
porch 8 appliances in
11HP Comet to Coast riding
duded $4203 Must be
lawn mower. 38 deck.
moved CM before 5pm
good condition 753-8838
753-0888
548' DUMP trailer with
14x60, CENTRAL Iva, par
spare We 753-3931
Sally furniehed, appliances
ASHLEY Imperial wood underpinning, 12x24 build
stove. $225 1977 Chevy IN 8 service pole included
pock up 6 cyl straight shift, 753-9431, 753-1541
$1200 Can 435-4158
1470 38R 1'c bath, all
5PITI-5Pln
electric Call 759-1713

615-399-8269

WILL do house cleaning
Cal Betty 474-2131 nights

270

Artless
Full.

JANITORIAL position,
15-20hrs per week Please
apply in person, Boone's BOGARD livelong and exCleaners, 605 Main St, cavating. Inc We haul top
sod, gravel, hi dirt, white
Murray
rock, np rap 759-1828
MATURE person to care for
infant in my home Mori. FISCHER % • slate pool
Tues, Thurs 8 Friday table, $375 Craftsman
30pen Must have table saw, $4350
reliable transportation & 354-8471
provide references Call GREEN tweed sofa, $99,
753-4379 after 5 30pm
brown recliner. rust medrier. $49 each, 6' van top
NEED sitter on Saturdays
caner. $69 Cal 753-7729
3pin to 12midnight Call
before 2prn 753 7846
HARMONY House 8 setSAFETY Advisors $2150 ting silverware set, 1-25
per month Company will volume Universal Standard
train Cal Monday thru Fn- Encyclopedia, used rabbit
day, 9am•1pm only hutches 489-2693

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Cal
Linda 759-9553

NOI
kx I
rig
Sot
Bra
twe
Pflo
Hot

GOOD used electrical fuse K T 1 and Associates oder
or circuit breaker box, rig a full line of investigam
storm windows, used car services Bel At Center
peting 753-4109
753-3868 or 436-6099

FRIGIDAIRE stacked
washer, dryer with new motor 753-4753, 753-8487
GE retreerator. 4 baseboard type electric heaters
753-6967

bit
Sir
Hi
50

71,

91
tic

Vi
Pl
Pi

gi

1991 EXTRA nice 1672
2121( 2 bath central We, on
1 3 acres on north side ot
town 753-1014

rc

1

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing .n mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $321
.
435-4027

2
1

OUR pledge to you If yos.
compote quality, insulabor
options and set-up, you witfond that we have the very
beat value for your housing
dollar,' Dinkins Mob, e
Homes, Inc, Hwy 79E
Pans, TN 1 800 642 4891

ml

5

-1

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 & 3BR, Grogan 8 Mob,.
Home Village Applianci8 water furnished Cole
man RE 753-9898
2BR. 2 bath for rent or sale
furnished or unfurnished
527-7142 after 5pm
2BR trailer, 1 mile East ot
Murray $160/mo with
lease & deposit 759 2570
or 753-3860
2BR, unfurnished, central
h/a, $200/mo plus deposit
No pets 474 2100
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3bi
electnc or gas Walking dos
twice to college 753 5209
290

Nose
Feeble",

A FIREWOOD for sale
IBM Campsite computer 437-4667
some software, $500 Cal
753 5350

'PI
roc

1990 BELMONT 14x7',.:
Electric central hia 2br,
bath, w/dhookup refriger,i
tor. stove, dishwasher, gar
bage dispose 2 porches
walkway, underpinning, ail
healed lumber, fiberglass
insulation, ceding R 21 ex
tenor 8 floor R-11, $15,000
759-9681

NEW condition 74 ton
Irene heat IL air unit Will
accept bids 753-1300 al
ter 7pm 489-2116

THE Kathleen Turner
Beauty Shop and residence on S 12th is available for lease. Great opportunity for beautician to com- FORD 6000 Urine tractor
bine home and business in $2350 753-7901
prime location 753-3600

TA

504

1983 CLAYTON 14x65
furnished or unfurnishe,-2
Must sell Call Grt 4
759-4522 or 345 2345

nosey
And Coolin9

COUCH, 3 chairs. 3 Plctures, dean, very good condean 753-4454

1
75:

1974 12x60 VILLA trailer
$2500 753-1684 after
4Pm

GE refrigerator, frost free
492-8723

BACK In Business
George Hodge, 806 Coldwater Rd. Used furniture
appliances. -WM sell or
buy- Also furniture hand
refinished

Pin
Oef

300

Weiner
Rotel.
4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753-4509
800-2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

BEGINNING Nov 1st 5sta
eon beauty salon and
equipment. $450+mo
753-9992 after 5pm
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

2BR house Must have
good heat source Have
infant arid pets Please cal
762-3185 and leave
MOILIage

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9800
ANTIQUES by the place or
414:Medan Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH pad for good, used
sholgura. and Pee
tots Benson Sporting
Good s, 519 S 12th,
laurray

1BR apt in Coldwater
14UNTERS4We now have 489-2146 or 4892372
.
deer sands (Am Alum
wow, 1 OR 2br apes new down
kwyt) and Hot spot'
town Murray 7534100
Lawn & Treater, Murray
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Aperlatsals
Far Saul

holies

Rakes
is

2BR duets* reel carport
Lease No pets %ler
$425 mo
•nc•s
753-7457

FALL apples Damson
plums Cal to place your
753 4725 or
order
753 9468

eh

28R duplex ilea new ap
plianc•s furnish•d
$403rno Seaunty deposit
requess! 7536E64 days
435-4480 nights

e.

Daly ewer
▪
wily lake"

mum lit
for each
lY. $1.75
$200Isaaafieé
ex

MUR CAL Apertments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3tx apartments
Phone 759 448.4 Equal
Housing Opportunity

tared tii
ad after

NOW taking applacatsons
kir Section 8lows rent haus
rig Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be
hveen 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

ocussesonef
investigatrve
Air Center
436 6099

;or Sale

ONE bedroom and room for
rent, furnished, very nice
753-1252 days 753 0606
after 5pm

with pull out
underpinning
pile nces in
XD Must be
belore 5cen

8 a.m..5 p.m.

VILLA Wafer
-1684 after

TON 14x65
unfurnished
Call Gre;
345-2345

UNFURNISHED 1 or 2br

ONT 14.
al hits 2br
top, refriger.,
hwashgr. gar
a, 2 porches
*pinning all
• fiberglass
brig R-21. ex
1-11, $15,000

VERY nice 2br 1 bath du
plex with carport ap

8 am.-?
Clothes, odd & ends
lots of extras

GIGANTIC
YARD SALE

Yard Sale

on left past East
Elem,
Sat. 9/2513

5 Party
Garage Sale
Sat., Sept. 25
2113 Brookhaven
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Treadmill, home spa.
UK basketball cards,
House of Lloyd, kids
& adults clothes toys.
pears, misc

wrefrigerator sewage 8
garbage pickup furnished
No pets 753 6609

pliances furnished central
gas heat 8 air 5425mo 1
month deposit tyr lease
No pets 753-2905

nice 16)02
entral h/a, on
north side of

1608 Belmont Or,
4

Sat., Sept. 25
7.00 a.m.

Rain or Shine

Yard
Sale

Ircan Pros drop 441 tenni;
lab* furniture baby bed pie,
pen smiler pictures frames
rimer !baskets cashes gemsware cot boats cay pots
basks toys baseball caidIS

norm door cioree DO'S

pans much mont

Murray
Sept. 24 & 25
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Gigantic
Yard Sale
1622 College Farm Rd.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7 till ?
Name brand c.iothing
-lees 213 thru 38, toys Id
thru 26, woolens 4 thiu 16
watermelon 8 decoratng,
cop
collectibles, brass
per. punching beg. wicker
radios, rugs, pictures, imas, shoes, jewelry. knick
knacks too much to list

7-Party
Garage Sale
8 a.m.
Saturday
Turn left on 464 in
Kirksey 2nd house on
right. past Kirksey
Baptist Church
Clothes, lamps, wallpaper and other misc
items

YARD SALE
1105 Larkspur Dr.
(Gatesborough)
Saturday

asn
Howes
For Reid
2BR brick in town carport
1/, bath central h a ap
phances yard mainte
nance included No pets
Depositireferences After
5pm 753 6397

to you If you
insulaboe.
it up. you will
ave the very
your housing
tins Mobile
Hwy 79E
30-642-4891

38R 2 bath brick new
central gas heat available
Coleman RE
now
753-9898

a.

3 OR 4br home newly re
modeled nice appliances
gas heat $450/mo deposit
8 references required
753-8767 or 753-2339

Cle

an Mobile
Appliances
shed Cole
9898

360

For Rent
Or Leese

• rent or sale
unfurnished
r 5pm

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
S20-$40/mo 759-4081

mile East of
50 mo with
sit 759 2570

365
,hed central
Plus deposit
2100

Far Si.
Or Lases
4BR 2 bath brick large
kitchen. fireplace 5 acres
near lake & golf barn with
six stalls $85,000 or
$550imo References
492-8707
WILL lease 1 to 37, acres

2 or 3br
Walking des

e 753 5209

or sell at the nght price 94E
8 miles from Murray at the
end of Grove Heights Sub
Send inquires to Box 1040
B. Murray, KY 42071

in 7 ,, ton
am unit Wit
53-1300 at
116

Yard Sale
Of All
Yard Sales
2006 Gatesborough
Circle off of Doran
Road
Sat., Sept 25
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
10 ft custom Chnstmas
tree, antique mirrors. brass
light fixtures, furniture, designer cothes, and much
much more Must see to
believe'

CARPORT SALE
Saturday
8-3
St.
Olive
810
flowers
&
Dried herbs
ONLY — Artemisia,
cockscomb, yarrow,
lambsear, hydrangia
and flower bunches for
drying Also, wreaths &
topianes 8 quilts
made in 1930's

YARD
SALE
114

mi. east of
Lynn Grove.

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
23, 24, 25

7-??
Lots of
Miscellaneous

with office 8.
4509
Coleman
ov 1st 5sta
salon and
S450mo
5pm

2'.4 YR old Mustang mare.
134 HH, can be redden,
WO 497-4327

Garage
Sale

Pele

102 So. 9th St
Between Main &
Poplar
Sat., Sept. 25

• Space in
iing Center
53 6612

AKC miniature Dachshund.
shots, $150 928-2057

Must have
Jrae Have
Please CAN
nd leave

HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or preys* lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 43628-58

MCC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
top quality bloodlines
Black/white gray/white
with blue eyes 753 8809

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
10% Off

Coldwater
19 2372

•

Cookware, toasters,
lots of linen's, blankets. knick knacks,
some glass and lots
more
Rain or Shine

Moving
Sale

All breeds at sizes
Ask about specials

94 E to Van Cleave
Rd. turn on Todd
Road, first house.
Sat., Sept. 25
8 am.-?
New water healer.

759-1768

lots of odds & ends

All Dog
Grooming

new down
53 4109

Hwy. 94 East across
from First Assembly
of God.
Sept. 24 & 25

11 a.m.
at
CALLOWAY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Murray, KY

7 a.m. - 1 pm.
Odds & ends, toys,
items,
baby
clothes-men's, women's & boys (sz

infant 5)

Garage Sale
Saturday
7 a.m.-??
1565 Oxford Dr.
(Canterbury)
Nice men women &
little

girl's

clothes

3 Party
Garage Sale
Sat Sept. 25 .
Approx. 2 miles out
of Murray on 641
North. Watch for
signs House onfeft.

Mens and misses
clothes. toys, baby
household
items,
items

Yard
Sale
1708 Wells Blvd.
Ext.
Sat.. Sept. 25th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Adult & children
clothes, furniture &
misc items

3 Party
Yard Sale
Sat. 925
7:30-Noon

Inside
Garage Sale

WEST KENTUCKY'S
BIGGEST FALL
CITY-WIDE
YARD SALE

upright
Waterbed,
freezer, VCR, exercise machine, linens,
household items, craft
maternity
items,
clothes, clothes sizes
newborn and up
Something for everyone'

34//P-11110'...•

This is a three-bedroom ranch-style home with deck and carport. It is well located close to town
with city water and city sewer. It consists of a living room,kitchen,three bed rooms,and one bath. The
minimum acceptable bid for this property is $38,500.00.
The deed which contains the legal description to the property may be examined at the Office of the
Calloway County Court Clerk in Deed Book 169, Card 312. Farmers Home Administration holds a
First Mortgage Lien on this property that will be released after the sale.
TERMS: Cash, or 15c,i of the bid price on the day of sale with good and sufficient bond for the
kite.
-balance, bearing interest at t he tega1 rate asset forth on the judgement And Order of Sale filed with
the
having
U.S. District Court,until paid,due and payable 60 days from the date ofsale and said bond
—forfeited.
effect of a judgement. Upon default by the purchaser., the deposit shall be
INQUIRIES should be directed to:
Ronald W. Nelson, County Supervisor
Farmers Home Administration
Murray, KY
Phone: 502-753-0162

Read the classifieds

OnI\ The Real Estate uper mp et- Can Make.fhis

809 Vine St

kerosene
Kerosun
heater, lamp, adult &
children clothes, toys.
dishes, books, shoes

Sat., Sept. 25
8 am.-?
641 So. to Hazel, turn
right at caution light
(West Stateline Rd.)
114 mile on right.

we.

Furniture. odds &
ends, girls name
brand clothing 6-12.

drapes with matching
boards,
cornice
kitchen and household
items, 2 TV's, toys,
fishing tackle and
much more'

Rain or Shine

of
HOUSE AND LOT: 1708 Ridgewood Dr., Murray, KY

8 a.m.-2 p.m.

1604 Parklane

014

Meter Poles
mobile
services 200
30 amp

Tuesday, October 5, 1993

18th & Calloway
Sat., Sept. 25
7 am.-?
Avon bottles. telephones, irons, lots of
MiSC,

1205 Melrose
Sat. 9;25,93
8:00-?
Furniture, toys, bike,
name brand clothes small to large • summer and fall, childtens, teens, boys, ladies Lots of mist
items 'CHEAP"'
Rain or Shine

94E to 280 1st road

TAKING applicabons for
sectton 8 rent subsidized
aparbriens 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms handicap eccessi
ble Equal Housing Oppor
beery Apply Hilhdale Apts
Ky or call
Hardin
502 437 4113

bath, all
759-1713

By U.S. Marshal

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

Sept. 23. 24, 25

SPACIOUS 2br. 2 bath du
pier. appliances furnished
central air 8 gas heat
$475/mo 1 month deposit
1 year lease No pets
753-2905

RAL Ws, per
1. appliances
12x24 build
riole wicluded
3-1541

Yard
Sale

Chain saws, v , Nintendo wilapes. electncal & plumbing items,
office chairs, antique
rocking Clair, glassware, bicycle, crafIs

Murray

NICE brick duplex 2br.
central Pi,a appliances
furnished Coleman RE
7539898

bee

Sept. 24 & 25
7 am.-?
1981 Ford van, blier,

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

505 N. 5th

NICE lb; furnished apt.
105 No 16th St No pets
$210 mo plus deposit
Some utilities furnished
753-1953 days 753 0870
nights

repaid

Public
Sale

C

EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances lumashed
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
Coleman RE 753 9898

5:

Yard Sale
1623 College Farm Rd.
Fri. & Sat.

15

We Help Sell A Home
Every Minute OfEvery Daayy

Murray, KY
Saturday,
September 25
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Over 50 yard sale arm!
For detailed description
of yard sale items avail
able and a map ol var
ious locations come by
the Murray Tourism
Commission office 805
N 12th St
For more Information
call 753-5171

YARD SALE
WALUS STAINED GLASS & DOORS
7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Saturday, September 25 Rain or Shine
5 miles west of Murray On 121 Hwy. • go thru Stella
left On 299 • See sign.
Antiques: Brass sink, buggy wheel, kerosene wall lamp
with reflector, pair coach lamps, small display case.
mason j- ars, porcelain door knobs, oak carved panel. 3
sets A model grille shells and head fights, Italian marble,
wheat reaper, white glass globes, gold scales. stained
glass windows, nail keg, fireplace pot holder
Tools: Elect nc weed eater. cordless drills regular drills,
hand vacuums, Della komecraft band saw, lawn
mower, powermatIc chain mortrser, 5 gallon glue.
shaper bits. heavy duty chain bombers bar clamps,
lamp shade moulds
Material: 55 gallon drum of linseed Oil and turpentine.
2"1:' x 8' steel peelings steel cable, roll caulking, paint,
clear loran stained glass by
pure lead by the pound
etched glass. stained glass
glass.
insulated
the pound.
windows, doors. 250.000 BTU Wood burning stove,
Chevy Van wheel and wheel covers. 1966 international
scout. 1966 Corvette wheel covers. 3 bicycles. 3 weight
benches. recliner answering machine telephone, 2-4
wheeler gun racks gas grill and lank semi truck wind
deflector roof mount ANT 22 auto mag clips and
holster wood gun rack. aPProximately 50 picture

frames portable color TV very small portable TV Neck
& while

Walt:NUR.' \Iles i irganthitN ((OWN
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Pubis
Side

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

507 Whitnell
Sat., Sept. 25
7:30-7

Lawn mower, love seal.
toys, batry clothes, women's clothes, shoes,
household items, otkIS &
ends
No Early Birds
Please

Sat., Sept 25th
6 a.m.-3 p.m.
606 Sycamore St
Some new clothes,
lots of used items

Yard Sale

Garage Sale

Sat., Sept 25
8 a.m.

606 Tarigiewood Ct.
Woodg ate Subd.
Sal, Sept. 25th
7 a.m.-7
Table & chairs, popa-shot, girls bicycle,
stroller. baby carrier,
swing girls clothing,
sheets, toys, fireplace
set, books, household
items

4 milt* south in front
of James Antiques.
Collectibles. old quilts,
toys. Marx tractor &
seep, small G I Joes,
dishes. drum table,
small western chaps,
bottles, books,
old
games. Dale Evans doll

No Early Sakes

4 Family
Yard Sale
Stella corner of 299
& 121
Sal."9/5
8 a.m.-7
New items for gift giving. Some antiques,
furniture

Yard Sale
East Y Grocery Hwy.
94 East
9-25-93
7 a.m. to ?
Clothes, toys, Curtains,
bedspreads,
etc. Lots of good
items. Also an exercise bike.

_

Yard Sale
Sat., Sept. 25
7:30-3:00
301 So. 11th
Brass, 5 h p. tiller,
clothes, cookie lars,
glassware, electric
heaters, washboard,
rolling pin, Matchbox
cars, dolls, bicycles,
kerosene cans.

Yard Sale

Bargains Galore
Garage Sale

Reel
bees

Ma Coldwater Rd.
)11eninc Garrege Electric)
Sat. 8:00-3:00
Name brand boys (7-14)
g" /4 6X), men and women's clotimg new lades
winter coat girls shoes,
toys. ivicnen appliances,
kin; size waterbed sheets,
books. ieweiry, misc furniture, Nintendo & games
Everythtng priced to ;al

ACREAGE for sale also
wil lease or rent 753-1300
after 7pm 4892116
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Moon St

MOVING
SALE

KY Lake near Irvan Cobb
Resort Lakefront wooded
Spacious 2br, eat-in
kitchen, deck and screened
porch, $45,000 firm Owner
financing possible Shown
by appointment only
9(25-9/26 502-241-0882

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Some antiques.

Yard Sale
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Hwy 121 S. to Meadow
Green Acres Sub.
Lie v. "miner's I? wind
mooing couch $ *W1SI1
kola 3.0099. 101S 111 owns.
hie, cher Key chars wo
men's sae 16 dresses brand
name we girri dots cop
sop 5 wet *corm NMI
irct bis of misc
Ram

Kids clothes, home
interior, lots of
other items!

RELOCATING Minimum
fifty acres, outbuildings,
large home or approved
building site. Lake, river
frontage desirable Subweal down payment PO
dos 1040 2< Murray KY
42071
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Bel -Air
Center
502• 753• SOLD
1-800-369-5780
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For aN your real
estate needs call them today at 753-1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St
TRAILER Li smaN cabin on
lake for sale and % of acre
of land 753 1038 after
4pm

Leta
Property
2 ADJACENT lots Anderson Shores Reasonable
price Call 753-6719

2 LOTS in Crappie Hollow
Shores $1250 obo Call BA
Smith (504) 365 0279 in
New Orleans

753-1916

New City Park
Arcadia Circle
Sat., Sept. 25
6:30 a.m.

•,
",r41'

Sat., Sept. 25
730 a.m-11.30 a-m.

put it in the
Classifieds

Yard
Sale

•

Dryer luggage adult &
clothes &
children
shoes,
ball
cards,
books. Christmas decorations, kitchen things,
craft rtems, typewriter.
bedding

garage or
basement

Saturday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Men & women's
clothes all sizes, lawn
mower, toaster, pots
& pans, knick knacks,
lot of misc.

1st

641 N to 1834,
approx. 4 miles,
look for signs

Don't put it
in the attic,

601 N. Pine St.

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

1304 Sycamore St
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 25

1700 Miller
,
Sat., Sept. 25
7 a.m.-2 p.m. Drop-in stove, refrigerator, motorcycle, numerous other items

Yard Sale

NEED
EILTRA
CASH?

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

Some antiques, yard
tools, rob° tillers, metal
pickup tool box $65 00,
other small tool boxes,
lots of man stuff, some
tor the ladies, y'all comes
Rai Cansets

Fri. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
George Weeks
Community Center
Sponsored by the Senior Citizens

4 Party
Backyard Sale

317 North 7th
Street
7 a.m. to ?
Sat., Sept. 25

Sat., Sept. 25
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
1908 Greenbrier Dr.
off S. 16th via
Ridgewood Dr.

Yard
Sale

Slow

•

OUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

3 4BR. 2 bath ranch, in
quiet neighborhood, near
city schools, great room
with fireplace large family
style kitchen newly decorated, all appliances included, neatly landscaped,
freshly painted exterior, 2
car garage, $87,900 Call
for appointment 759-1850
Of drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr.
3800 SO ft of quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
trade CaN 753-3672 after
Sforn
3BR wood sided house.
unfinished basement on 5
acres 5 miles north of Mur
ray $35000 753-2171
BRICK ranch 4bc, 2 bath
12x26 screened deck off
large kitchen, new roof
equipment/1ml shed Appros 3 5 acres fenced for
horses Or cede Off Bethel
Church Rd, 5 miles northeast of Murray 759-4947
after 6pm
NICE 3br brdi, Imp Wing
room, large kilchen. 2 full
baths teeny room. 2 car
garage, large patio, on 1
acre lot with natural gas,
central air, city weer
$85,000 437-4466 maw
Rem

ihnribui

Now
Fes lkie

011orel

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimJUST baled 3br. 2 bats,
ming. use removal, deanbrick home. central heat
mg out sheds, Noce, & odd
(gas) II cooing. large &Free estimates
neva room, private broad lobs
436-2102 Luke Lamb
yard
Upper Ws Bob
Perrin, REiMAX 753-7663. Al lA al around mowing
tee Miming light haulMUST see tea home 3br.2
ing Cie 436-2528 ask for
bath brick on very nice lot. 2
Merk
miles kom Murray krimediate possession 685.000 Al, AL'S hauling. yard
Call today 7591854
work use removal, mowing Free estimates
NEAT and private. 2br. 2
7591683
bath, tucked away near
Kentudiy Utile Grail tor Al TREE Service Slump
year round, on vacation removal and spraying Free
and weekends Low $30's 'senates 753-0006 alter
Bob Perrin RE/MAX 5sen , 759-9816,753-9495
753-7663
ALPHA Builders- CarpenSPACIOUS abr. 2 bath, try, remodeling, porches,
bredi home You will love roofing concrete, drivethe seeing and toe private ways painting maintebackyard & patio Central nance, etc Free essmates
heat (gas) and cooling 489 2303
More details, Bob Perrin,
ANTIQUE refinishing, furRE/MAX 753-7653
niture repair II custom
woodworking 753-10356
470
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Motorcycles
Factory trained by 3 maim
DISCOUNT parts, depend- manufacturers All work
able service for all brands and pare warranted Ask
MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8 for Andy at The Append',
SERVICE, north of Murray Works, 753-2455
on Coles Campground Rd
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Open weekdays 4prn-6pm, Kenmore, Wesenghouse,
10m3prn
Sat
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

1972 EL CAMINO 350 with
Meg wheels. a/c, pis, pit),
am/fm cassette, Candy
Apple red. sporty, $2750
753-9396
1979 MUSTANG, V6, 4sp,
new tires aluminum
wheels, motor runs good,
needs body VIOfil $250
753-8838
19113 PLYMOUTH Reliant,
4dr, 47,XXX miles. extra
clean 753-7523
1988 GRAND AM, while.
sunroof, Ouad 4, auto
power, 86,XXX miles
492-8594
1988 TAURUS whose 4dr,
V-6, good condition
753-3584
1990 RED Grand Am LE,
aniffm cassette, lilt,
cruise. ail power, ground
effects, auto. sharp $6750
753-8098
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic Oink
installation, repair, replacement 7591515

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl sng, panting Free Gammon 18
years experience Local references. 436-2701
HANDYMAN ea do plumbing. *Metrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
K B ASSOCIATES General construction. remodel
ing, garages. decks, paws.
mono( irim 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY using doors 8
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
mates ViuM's Recovery
Murray 4365560
LAWN moving service Insured Coleman Beneiel
phone 7594564
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
M000VS mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668
MR Chimney chimney
CieBfler 402 8723
OLD Punks expertly refinished For information cal
753 8274
PAINTING. exterior, interior. Call Charlie Rains
753 5754

Residential &
Commercial
Service

•K8

Experienced 6 references available
Call 753-0775 for free

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

CARPET and vinyl installa
Sian and repairs Glen Beb
1986 (LATE) GMC Satan,
ber, 7591247
bought new, never
CARPET
Instalabon Carwrecked, excellent condition Pnce reduced Phone pet 8 vinyl commercial 8
residential We install Ber
753-1628
ber tool Cal 753-2504 ask
for tAke Goforth
500
Used
CARPORTS for cars and
Trusle
trucks Special sizes for
1884 WC S15. V-6, a/c,
p/b, Also, 120,XXX
miles, $2300 obo
753-3577 alter 8pm

motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high qualrty, excellent
value Roy He 759466.1

1988 FORD Ranger, 4 cyl,
auto, air, power steenng
brakes, bedliner, 41.XXX
miles. sharp, $4500 firm
753- 7852 after 4pm

C & 0 HOME Repairs Call
753-9669

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We self
1988 FORD Ranger. 5sp, chimney caps and screens
swb, very clean, 67,XXX 435-4191
miles, never wrecked, COUNTERTOPS, custom
$3200 Ky Lake Oil Co, So Homes trailers offices
4th St 753-1323
Wulff's Recovery Murray
1991 XL Ford truck. V8, 436-5560
auto air, arnitm stereo, tilt CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
cruse, new Ores, 84 XXX and Cooing Service Commiles, $8500 obo
plete installation and sun
753-6326 or 7517268
vice Call Gary at
759-475.4
sin
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
Claws
terns, 354-8161 after ilprn
23FT camper, fully self conDRYWALL, finishing, retamed 753-8274
pairs, additions and blow24F1' Nomad Camper, fully ing ceilings 753-4761
see contained, air, awning,
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 Can be seen at
Piney Campground, 0-36
502-437-4902

16FT aluminum boat, 25
electric start Mariner, low
hours, trolling motor. trailer,
batteries. flasher. $2400
753-7410

FREE to a good home(s),
medium size puppies, &wks
old 436-5205

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Advertisers are requested
to check he first insertion
of ads for any error, The
14-rray ledger I Timis wit
be responsible for only
ONE!CORRECT INSERTION. Any error should be
reported immediately so
corrections can be made
CHECX YOUR AO carefully and notify The Classified Adveitising Dewment immediately in OM
of at error

753-1916
CLASSIFIED

Boat Storage
at Lee Marine
Available beginning
Oct. 1st private boat
Storage stalls 11 ft.
wide • 30 ft deep,
101110 ft overhead
door.

Taking
reservations now.
&Sarno-12 mo contract
$55ano -6 mo contract
$60 monthly rate

753-44011

PS
CASINETI

Custom Woodworking
Bath Cabinets

• Drop by and see our stieweoom
Aga SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Swirl SAW)

BOAT 8 camper storage
753-4509

'" -*Or.
*le
.

PURDOM MOTORS. INC.
llYhO
4111.
Gerald Linn
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If you played the jack of hearth

Sheila
Josepl

instead at trick one, declarer would
make the contract if he had a hand
such aiL

dice.'
histor

+A 10 98 2
•6 5
• 10 5 3
+742
Whatever you did next, you'd find

it impossible to defeat the contract.
Declarer would score ten tricks consisting offive spades,four diamonds
and one club.
2. Win the"jack of hearts with

the king and lead a low spade towards dummy's 10-5! This guards
against either opponent holding four
trumps to the K-Q, which -is-the only
holding that might jeopardize the

contract.(If the trumps are divided
2-2 or 3-1, there is nothing at all to
fear.) If North happens to hold the K-Q9-8, he will score only two trump
tricks as a result of your safety play.
But if you started by playing the ace
of trumps from your hand, or by
leading a trump from dummy,North
would score three trump tricks and
you would finish down one.

SATURDAY.SEPTEMBER 25. 1993

w000kroftioieo
All Types Of:

ed

In I
lane o
In

HOROSCOPES

CUSTOU
CUSTOM

Kitchen

shot down 14 enemy fighters.
"The B-17 Flying Fortress was
widely recognized for its high altitude strategic bombing effectiveness and its ability to absorb tremendous punishment and bring As
crew back alive." The champion
this durability and strength was the
91st Bomb Group,323rd Squadrom
Plane "Nine-O-Nine" *42-31909,
with 140 missions without an abort
nor loss of crewmen.
Tours are available through both
aircraft for a donation of S7 for
adults and S3 for children whik they
are at Battles Aviation (901) 6427676 Saturday afternoon until dark.
Sunday from 8:30 a.m. till 7:30 p.m.
and Monday from 8:30 a.m. until
departure at 2 p.m.
There will trso be a limited
number of spaces available to fly on
the planes while at the Henry Co.
Airport for a donation to the Foundation, call for information (508)
568-8924.

TYPING Editing Re•7
• A J 1053
sumes,IBM papers manuAlb Q J 9
* K 108
scripts. etc $1 50/page
759-9660
1. The best chance to defeat the
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR contract is to play the
deuce of hearts
Service Center. cleating.
at trick one! If you make this play,
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route the contract is likely to fail. Assum1 Akno Open 9-12, 1-5 ing West's seven is his fourth best
heart, it will win the trick when you
IfSouth turns up with all the/Tit/BMon Fn , 753-0530
play the deuce on it. Partner should ing trumps, he will also be unable to
WINDOW & door repair
then deduce that you allowed him to score more than two trump tricks
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs hold the trick because you wanted after youlead a low trump to dummy's
ten.
experience 753-2330 him to lead a club at trick two.
prompt service
Tomorrow: Hindsight versus foresight.

•
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Test Your Play

•KJ963

Moving, Rearranging
your present home?
We can move your
furniture
&
appliances along w/
household
other
products.

he on display is the only fully
restored and flying B-24 in the
world! It was named after a 461st
Bomb Group, 15th Air Force plane
which on its July 25, 1944 mission

CONTRACT BRIDGE

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
West leads the seven of hearth,
Removal Insured with lull declarer following low
from dummy,,
line of equipment Free esPlan your defense.
timates Day or night,
2.You are declarer with the West
753-5484
hand atFourSpades,and North leads
THE Gutter Co Seamless the jack of hearts.,How
-would you
aluminum gutters, variety
play the hand?
of colors Licensed. inWEST
EAST
sured Estimate available
itiA.J 76432
+105
759-4690

Vats

520

On Saturday. October 2 at 5 p.m.
the B-17 Flying Fortress "Nine-0Nine" and B-24" "All American"
will arrive at the Henry Co. Airport.
They will be on display at Battles
Aviation (901) 642-7676 Saturday
afternoon until dark, Sunday from
8:30 a.m. till 7:30p.m. and Monday
from 8:30 a.m. until departure at 2
p.m.
Organizing the Pans Area stop is
Harry Rawls of Pans and a former
B-24 Right Engineer with the 492
B.G. Mr. Rawls has noted,"Bringing the aircraft into the Paris Area is
a great way to share a "living
history" with the community. This
is not only a unique chance for local
veterans to share this period of their
lives with children and grandchildren, but an opportunity for younger generations to experience the
realities faced by those dedicated
individuals who flew in these planes
during World War II."
Thc WWII, B-24 Liberators
dropped more bombs and flew more
missions than any other aircraft. B24 served the USAAC in every
theater of the war and were the most
produced American Aircraft of all
time. The "All American" that will

PLUMBING repairman with
BACKHOE Service- ROY same day service Call
HILL Septic system, drrve- 436 5255
1. You are East,defending against
ways. hauling, foundabons PORTRAITS of persons or
four spades.
etc 759-4664
homes Great for a grft Call
NORTH
BILLS Window Cleaning 753-3583
•
K
Q 73
Residential/
Service
ROCKY COLSON Home
K4
Call Repair Roofing, siding
Commerical
• AQJ 62
753-5934
painting plumbing, con•
AQ
crete
Free estimates Call
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
EAST
Service MI work guaran- 474-2307
6
753-1134 or SHEETROCK finishing
teed
IP A J 92
436-5832
textured ceilings Larry
•K 8 4
Chreman 492 8742

estimate If no answer,
leave message

1984 FORD conversion
van. 50.XXX mules. loaded
Must sell Best offer
492-8309

GENERAL Repot plumbing. roofing, tree work
436-2642

Local veterans to welcome
two WWII bombers to Paris

Eddia Linn

7534315
• BODY SHOP
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satt.kraction,
Rental Cars Available
Wark=akes & *dies - Pcrer or Dalesame

-tfor your personalized daily *ark Dixon horoscope.

Ulryourown
-

date of birth, call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 95
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF VI/UR LIFE:
You are able to take an original idea
and build it into a gold mine for the
future. Romantic rewards keep pace
with financial gains. You find a new
happiness at home. Early in 1994.
keep your nose to the grindstone.
Polishing your professional image
will lead to exciting career opportunities. Plan a vacation for early next
summer.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: novelist William
Faulkner. newscaster Barbara Walters, dancer Juliet Prowse. actor
Michael Douglas.
ARIES (March 21 -.April 191:
Negatiye feelings can impede
progress. Step back and see things
as they really. are. Something a parent has said in the past proses comforting. Keep any promises you
make to small fry.
TAURUS (April 21)-May 20i:
Your social life is on the upswing.
There is a new stability on the.
domestic front. You can take credit
for a child's feeling more secure.
Discuss financial issues with romantic partner.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201:
Finalize travel plans while you can
still get reser‘ations. Romance

grows more meaningful when you
become more attentise. Learn to
ignore the annoying habits of those
you love.
CANCER (June 21-July 221: Do
something unusual this weekend.
Add a dash of spice to your social
schedule. There is no time like the
present to let someone know how
you really feel. Show your sentimental side.
LEO clul) 23-Aug. 22): Stubbornness could stand between you.
and good times unless you take a
-new approach. Give loved ones.
especially children, a chance to

-Shine- this weekend. Romance
could get a jolt tonight. Keep calm.

N'IRGOIAug. 23-Sept. 22 Sers ice to others will gi‘e you more
pleasure than you can imagine. Help
make your community a better place
to live...kncourage young people to
show compassion for those v. ho are
less fortunate.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: An
unexpected check 04 phone call will
brighten your day.. Reach an agreement about a family budget and
stick to it. You enjoy good luck
when traveling, especially if visiting
overseas.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-No'.. 2h:
Although new technology. will
improve your environment. some
hard work will also he necessary .
Ask family members to help you
complete a home project quickly. Be
subtle.
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
21): Learn to be more self-reliant. It
is time to assume your fair share of
responsibilities. Trasel in search of
knowledge. New alliances lead to
larger financial rewards.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Significant progress is seen.
thanks to a new attitude on your
part. Member of the opposite sex
makes a lasting impression. A longtime friendship could be turning
romantic.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Manjpulatise beha% tor will not get
you what you want. Lay your cards
on the table. U%e your considerable

TI

GE

talents to advance a humanitarian
project. Think twice before leaping
aboard a romantic roller coaster.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Limit money spent on at-home
entertainment. A secret foreboding
is linked to unfounded fears. Get out
and socialize with people who share
your interests. Good times return.
along with peace of mind.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are dependable and hard-working bui occasionally waste time splitting hairs. Friendly but somewhat reserved, they have a
dry- sense of humor and know how to get a point across without alienating
others. Honest and idealistic. these Libras will remind others of their
promises and chow a strong dislike for hypocntes. Although crude language
and behavior will offend -them, they are not prudes. Their generous, affectionate ways make them very popular.

PE
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LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
Press
By The Assoc.
A feature story about Ryan
99. . There are 98 days
Today is Friday. Sepi 24, the 267 da
Milk Company and its new Extonement, begins at
left in the year. Yom Kippur. the Je ish Day
240 U Pur Pak machine is
cell-o
sunset.
The story is written by
published.
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
Staff Writer Charles Honey and
On Sept. 24. 1789, Congress passed the First Judiciary Act, which
photographs are by Staff Photoprovided for an Attorney General and a Supreme Court.
grapher Jennie Gordon.
On this date:
Playhouse in the Park producWall
a
in
Street
ruined
were
businessmen
Ii 1869. thousands of
tion of George Bernard Shaw's
panic after financiers Jay Gould and James Fisk attempted to corner
The Devil's Disciple opened last
the ,sold market.
night, according to Hal Park,
In 1929. Lieut. James H. DoolitUe guided a Consolidated NY2 Bipdirector.
lane over Mitchell Field in New York in the first all-instrument flight.
Dr. Charles G. Warner of WarIn 1948, Mildred Gillars, accused of being Nazi wartime radio
ner Animal Clinic will speak
propagandist "Axis Sally," pleaded innocent in Washington, D.C., to
about "Spaying — What It Is and
charges of treason. Gillars ended up serving 12- years in prison.
When It Is Appropriate" at a
In 1955, President Eisenhower suffered a heart attack while on vacmeeting of Humane Society of
ation in Denver.
Murray and Calloway County to
In 1957, the Brooklyn Dodgers played their last game at Ebbets
held Sept. 27 at Calloway
be
Field, defeating the Pittsburgh Pirates 2-0.
Public Library.
County
radio
Saturday
his
delivered
Reagan
Ten years ago: President
Jan Reaves and Redding
Diana
address on the Voice of America. Reagan made a direct appeal to the
Jr. were married
Blount
James
of
Kremlin
the
accusing
Soviet people for arms control and peace,
recently at First Baptist Church,
continued "inflexibility."
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Five years ago: Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson won the men's
fell
that
victorya
—
the
- MO-meter dash-at
apart three days later when officials disqualified him for using anabolic steroids. Members of the eastern Massachusetts Episcopal diocese
DEAR ABBY: A close relative
elected Barbara C. Harris the first female bishop in the church's
been planning a second marhad
history.
but without telling anyone.
nage.
One year ago: Acting Navy Secretary Sean O'Keefe stripped three she and her fiance slipped off and
Tailthe
admirals of their jobs for failing to investigate aggressively
got married with only his family
hook sex abuse scandal. Democrat Bill Clinton promised to press for a present CAR her. Matives live withnational health-care system for all Americans; the Bush campaign in an easy commute.4 She showed
countered that the plan would be too expensive for average her relatives videos of the wedding
_and the. reception at his family's
.
Americans.
home, and it appeared to be a very:
Actress
72.
is
McKay
Today's Birthdays: ABC sportscaster Jim
gala affair
Sheila MacRae is 69. Actor-singer Anthony Newley is 62. U.S. Rep.
No we're getting strong hints
Joseph Kennedy II, D-Mass.. is 41.
for a wedding loft, but we are still
Thought for Today: "History is mostly guessing, the rest is preju- smarting from the snubbing she
dice." — Will (1885-1981) and Aridl Durant (1898-1981), American gave us. She also mentions eventually having a "religious" ceremony
historians.
and a reception in the future

ray State beat Tennessee Tech 18
Twenty years ago
A large number of the first stu- to 17 in the football same.
dents to attend Murray State were
Thirty years ago
present for the observance of the
Calloway County 4-H Dairy
50th anniversary of the day upon Judging Team placed fourth at
which, the institution opened its
Mid-South Fair at Memphis,
doors for the first time, 50 years Tenn. Twenty-four teams particitoday. Sept. 24. Speaks at the pated. Members are Marsha Henevent held this morning at what is don, Carolyn Murdock, Michael
now Murray Middle School White and Martha Kemp.
included Dr. Ray Mofield, Dr.
The bid of $33,984.47 by
Harry M. Sparks, Dr. J.J. Hortin, Wilkins Construction Company
Cannon Graham, Fred Schultz for Structure No. 10, five miles
and Dr. Constantine Curris.
southwest of Murray on East
Murray High School Band Fork Watershed Project of Calloreceived a thunderous round of way County, was accepted,
applause on Sept. 22 when it was according to Marvin Hill, conannounced at conclusion of half- tracting officer.
time performance at Murray
Recent births reported at MurState-Tennessee Tech football ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
game that the had had been asked and Mrs. James Dale Cochran, a
to represent the state of Kentucky boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Colat the Orange Bowl Parade in burn, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. JimMiami, Fla., for 1974-75 Orange my Cole, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bowl Festival and Parade. Mur- Venus Wallace, a boy to Mr. and

Mrs. Prentice Morrison, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Max W.
Northern.
Forty years ago
Kentucky Governor Lawrence
Wctherby and a group of 96 persons will be in Murray on Sept.
25. They are touring the western
part of the state.
Homecoming for the nearly
4,000 graduates of Murray State
College will be held Oct. 10.
Joe Tarry on drum, Margaret
Ruth Atkins on piano, and
Edward Ferguson on trumpet presented a program at a meeting of
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club. They were local
students who won scholarships to
Egyptian Music Club at Duquoin,
Ill., this past summer Riven by
the Music Department.
Marriages announced include
Reba Sims to Norman Let, Sept.
16.

Our dilemma: Do we give "Wedding No. 2- gifts now, and a "Wedding No. 2 1 .2" gift down the line?
Or should we give a major gift now.
for the wedding we weren't invited
to, later, or none at all — ever?
Her family feels hurt by her, and
not for the first time. We need your
advice.
ONE RELATIVE.
2 1'2 WEDDINGS

you are invited to a "religious"
ceremony and reception in the
future, and you choose to
attend, you are under no obligation to send a gift.
Whatever you decide, gifts
should come from the heart —
and not from the feeling of
obligation.

DEAR ONE AND TWO AND

DER ABBY A co-worker related
the following incident to me: Several members of her family were at
her sister's home. While the children were outside playing, one of

them was injured and quit breathing. so one of the visiting adults
called 911, but when they asked for
her address, she didn't know it.
My co-workers suggested a simple solution: Tape your address on
your telephone! If an emergency
arises and a visitor needs to call for
help,the address will be right there.
It makes good sense to me.
Now my address is taped to
every telephone in the house.
I hope you think this worth passing along.
WISED UP IN CEDAR
RAPIDS,IOWA

•••

...: Ignore the "hints." Since you
were not invited to her wedding, you are under no obligation tcyiend a gift. And even if
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DEAR WISED UP: It is, and
thanks for sending it. And while
we're on the subject of possible
emergencies, make sure your
house number is clearly visible
from the street in case the fire
or police department has been
summoned.

DEAR ABBY: I have been
known to procrastinate when confronted with certain tasks.
Recently, major decisions and
actions were facing me and my
word was at stake. Considering the
enormity of the situation, 1 needed
focus. so I placed a large Sign on my
refrigerator door. It read: The Best
Way to Get the Joh Done Is to Start
It!
It worked for me. Perhaps some
of your readers may find help in
this message.
R.H. PFINGST,SAN DIEGO
DEAR R.H.: It worked (and is
still working) for me. I have in
my collection of "keepers" the
following:
"If you think you can do it,
begin it! Begin and the mind
grows heated. Begin, and the
task is completed."
GOETHE

•
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DEAR DR. GOTT Recently. a nod
ule was found on my thyroid gland by
ultrasound. All tests were normal
except the anti thyroglobulin antibody
that was elevated, and I'm now wor
ried because of the autoimmune corn
plications. The nodule is now almost
gone after two months of treatment
with Synthroid. Will it disappear corn
pletely. or should I be concerned
about susceptibility to other autoimmune disorders such as pernicious
anemia'
DEAR READER Some types of thy
roiditis (thyroid inflammation( are
caused by an over active immune
response. during which the body mis
perceives normal tissue as "foreign"
and tries to destroy it When this
occurs in the thyroid gland, the organ
may become swollen, lumpy and pro
duce insufficient amounts of hormone
The disorder is confirmed by a blood
test that measures antibodies (pro
teinsi against the thyroid gland
Your affliction was probably discos.
ered early, because of the nodule.
before your thyroid became underac•
tive Your physician treated this prop
erly with thyroid replacement medi•
cine Not only will the Synthroid sup
ply the hormone you need, it will also
shrink the nodule Your problems
should be over
However, as you are aware. autoim
mune disease also affects other
organs. For example. thyroiditis is
sometimes associated with pernicious
anemia, lupus, Sjogren's syndrome
and rheumatoid arthritis Therefore,
your physician will undoubtedly moni
tor your condition with blood tests to
check for these diseases, as well as
assessing his treatment of your thyroid disorder
I don't believe you need to worry,
because these autoimmune diseases
would be treatable, should they devel
op ta relatively rare occurrencei.
Follow your doctor's instructions and
continue the Synthroid indefinitely
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Lupus The Great Imitator"
Other readers who would hie a copy
should send $1 25 plus. a long.
stamped. self addressed envelope to
P0 Box 2433, New York. NY 10163
Be sure to mention the title
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Big business ready for health battle
WASHINGTON (AP) Huddled in a hotel room, four
dozen corporate executives sat
absorbed as they watched Ptesident Clinton's televised pitch for
his plan to radically alter America's health care system.
On the oak-paneled walls
behind them were pictures of
Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman and Richard Nixon - presidents who had tried and failed at
the same ambitious reform.
And on the minds of these
managers of corporate America
- giants like American Express,
Exxon, DuPont • and Federal
Express - already were ideas for
persuading Congress to rewrite
part, of the plan they didn't like.
"There's some skepticism here
about the ability to deliver on

what he's promised." said Kevin
Flaky, board chairman of the
Association of Private Pension
and Welfare Plans, which organized the Wednesday night dinner.
The skepticism springs from
fundamental doubts about
whether the government can manage a massive new health care
system. The companies, which
have plenty of experience running their own benefit plans,
want to make sure they can retain
control over medical costs and
benefits for their employees.
"We want a role that is not
just writing checks," Flatley
said.
The first hints of how to
achieve that goal were already
emerging Wednesday night.
The group's lobbyist, John

DEATHS
James E. (Little James) Hawkins
James E. (Little James) Hawkins, 19, Rt. 2, Hickory, died
Wednesday at 7:25 p.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile accident on Wadesboro Road in McCracken County.
He was an employee of Castleman's Tire and Repair.
Survivors include his parents, James Lee (Fats) and Phyllis
Hawkins, two sisters, Dianna Hawkins and Sharon Hawkins, and
his grandmother, Mrs. Dorothy Burkhart, all of Rt. 2, Hickory.
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ronnie Stinson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Roy Futrell, Joe Dan Morris, Paul Dowdy,
Rich Schramer, Harry Hawkins and Wayne Hawkins, active;
Tony Arils, Mike Bell, Donald Doboe and Collins McCeary,
honorary.
Burial will follow in Clarks River Cemetery.

Harvey Clinton Donoho
Harvey Clinton Donoho, 77, Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tenn., died
Wednesday at his home.
A retired farmer, he was a member and deacon of Old
Bethel Missionary Baptist Church and a member of Palmersville
Lodge No 121 Free and Accepted Masons.
Born,..May 23, -1916, in Weakley County, Tenn.; he was the
Son of the late Alonzo Gus Donoho and Ethel Mullen Donoho.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Griffith Donoho;
two daughters, Mrs. Sylvia Rickman, Murray, and Mrs. Janice
Laws, Fayetteville, Ga.; four sons, Kenneth, Jerry and Stephen
Donoho, all of Palmersville, and Joe Donoho, Springfield,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Browder and Mrs. Ruth
Bondurant, Fulton; one brother, Roy Donoho, Martin, Tenn.; 15
grandchildren, five great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. at Old Bethel Missionary
Baptist Church. The Rev. Tony Michael, the Rev. DeWayne
Irvine. the Rev. Joe Williamson and the Rev. John Clark are
officiating.
Grandsons are serving as pallbearers. Burial will follow in
the church cemetery with arrangements by Jackson Funeral
Horne, Dukedom, Tenn.

Glenn Lynn

Blount, had prepared a list of
telephone and fax numbers for
126 lawmakers and 171 key aides
in the House and Senate who will
be most closely involved in
reviewing the Clinton plan.
First on the group's strategy
list is to "get some champions"
on Capitol Hill, preferably members of the House Ways and
Means Committee, which will
share the lead in negotiating
health care reform, Blount said.
Blount's group is not alone.
Virtually every interest group in
America has a stake in the
debate, and their lobbyists and
public relations firms in
Washington already are hard at
work.
Chief among those seeking
changes are doctors, drug companies, insurers and small
businesses.
The pension and welfare association directors met again Thursday to work on the -battle -plans.
Among their options is the potential to tap the corporations' tens
of millions of employees for
grassroots appeals to Congress.
American Express, for example, has 40,(XX) workers in the
United States alone, spread
through virtually every congressional district. .
To help, the group is exploring
hiring a Washington firm- that
specializes in generating mail
from lawmakers' home districts,
using special computers and software to sort. the most likely prospects from a list of 32 million
names.
"The only way this is going to
get changed is from real people
talking to Congress," said
Blount, a former aide to Rep. Bill
Emerson. R-Mo.
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Glenn Lynn, 78, Gamaliel, Ark., died there Monday.
Memorial services were Thursday at Presbyterian Church,

UNMADE DEALS
PROGRAM CARS
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'92
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'
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'
'93
'93
'93
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'
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Goo Priam
Geo Priam
Geo Storm
Chevy Corsica
Chevy Corsica
Chevy Corsica
Chevy Corsica
Chevy Corsica
Chevy Lumina
Buick Regal
Chevy Caprice
GMC Safari
Buick Roadmaster

Franklin J. Harper
Final rites for Franklin J. Harper were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dave
Riley officiated.
Burial was in McCuiston Cemetery.
Mr. Harper, 67, Utica, Mich., formerly of Murray, died Monday at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Codell Crutcher Harper; one
stepson, John Gulledge; one sister, Dorothy Harper; two
brothers, Marvin Harper and Bill Harper; five grandchildren;
eight great-grandchildren; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Mattic Thomas,
Murray.
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Mrs. Amanda Elizabeth Gansner
The funeral for Mrs. Amanda Elizabeth Gansner was Thurs,!av at 2:30 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians,
:,iris, Tenn. Otis Hinton officiated.
Her grandchildren served as pallbearers. Burial was in Hill:rest Cemetery, Paris.
Mrs. .Gansner, 97, Rt. 2, Hazel, died Tuesday at 11:45 p.m.
at West •View Nursing Home, Murray. She was the widow of
on W. Gansner.
Survivors include one son, Clarence P. Gansner, Hazel: four
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; eight great-greatgrandchildren.

Pikt

CARS

Mr. Lynn, a retired industry foreman, had resided in Gamalicl

1974 after moving from Chicago, Ill. He was born at
>ongola, Ill.
Survivors include two brothers, Paul Lynn and Raymond
Lynn, both of Murray.
Memorials may be made to First Presbyterian Church, Muror to a favorite children's charity.

Mika
29xxx
26xxx

94 W. to Oaks Rd., turn left on
Oaks Rd , right into Oaks Estates.

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

Walter's Pharmacy
Capsule
Summary
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Diagnosing
Alzheimer's
Forgetfulness is common as we age, but serious
memory problems could
signal the onset of Alzheimer's disease. Neurologists,
geriatricians, internists, or
psychiatrists can administer mental status tests and
a thorough physical examination
to
determine
whether the condition is
Alzheimer's or one of approximately 20 other conditions that can cause mental
decline. Although there is
no cure for Alzheimer's, an
early diagnosis is important
because the dementia actually may be the curable
type.
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MS112.21
'81 Ford Pickup F150
'84 Ford F150
'84 Chevy CK10703
'84 Toyota Long Bed
'88 Chevy S10 Pickup
'89 Chevy S10
'89 GMC S15
'86 Ford F150
'79 Chevy Silvered°
'78 Chevy CC10903
'84 Chevy CC10703
'84 Chevy CC20903
'84 GMC 4x4 Long Bed
'87 Chevy C1500
'89 Dodge Ram
'89 Chevy CC10903
'92 Chevy S10
'91 GMC Sanoma S15
'91 Toyota 4x2
'87 Toyota 4x4
'88 Chevy CC10703
'88 Nissan 4x4
'86 Ford F-250
'89 Ford F250
'90 Chevy CC10903
'93 Mazda B2200
'91 Chev. CC10703
'88 Chev 1-Ton 4x4
'93 Dodge Dakota
'92 GMC CC10753
'90 Chevy SS454

I
'85
'86
'86
'85

Chevy Cargo
Ford Cargo
Chevy Astro
Dodge 15 Pass.

'86 Dodge Ram Van
'87
'87
'86
'88
'88
'89
'89
'91
'87
'89
'90
'89
'91
'90

Ford Bronco II
Plymouth Voyager
Dodge Cony. Van
Ford HI.Cube
Chevy Blazer 510
Suzuki Side Kick
GMC Van
Chevy Panel Van
GMC Vandure
Chev. Cony. Van
Chevy Cony. Van
Chevy Astro
Toyota Prey.
Toyota 4 Runn.

C.12.1f2L
White/Yellow
Red/Gray
-Blue
Red
Blue
White
Blue
Brown
Maroon--Silver
Wine/Silver
Black/Tan
Blue/Silver
Yellow/Tan
Red
Blue
White
Wino/White
Blue
Gray
White
Red
Red
Brown/Tan
Red/White
Wine
Teal
Blue-Silver
Red
Black
Silver
Black

MIles

Elk&

160xxx
89xxx
103xxx

$3.988

114xxx
91xxx
65xxx
82xxx
93xxx
86xxx
77xxx
62xxx
50xxx
92xxx
91xxx
39xxx

41xxx
31 xxx
61 xxx
102xxx
63xxx
77xxx
55x x x
88xxx
3xxx
63xxx

62xxx
10xxx
30xxx
23xxx

83.988
$4,988
$4.988
84.988
85.988
$5,988
85,988
85.988
85.988
$8,988
$7,988
$7,988
87.988
$7,988
$7,988
87.988
$7.988
$7,988
$8.988
$9,988
$9,988

$9,988
$9,988

SI0.988
$11 988
812,988
$12,988
$13,988
815.988
$14.988

VANS/BLAZERS
White
While
Brn/Tan
Blue
Wine
White
Brn/Tan
Wine/Gry
White
Red
Black
Yellow
White
Blue
Tan/Wine
Black

Rod
Blue
Silver

132xxx
125xxx
144xxx
172xxx
78xxx
90xxx
84xxx
73xxx
106xxx
43xxx
90xxx
- - 59xxx
62xxx
63xxx
59xxx
81xxx

38xxx

$2988
53.988
S5,988
S5,988
58.988
S8.988
$8,988
$7.988
$7,988
87,988
$7,988
810.988
$10,988
811,988
812.988
$13,988
$15,988

1118.988
$19,983
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IrkS2
E.

39.988
39.988
19.988
S10.888
112.988
112.988
$12.91118
$12,988
$12.988
$12,988
$14,988
815.988
$17988

S2,988
S2.988
83.988
$3.988
$3988
84.988
84.988
84.988
84.988
$5,988
$5.988
$5,988
$6.988
88,988
S6.988
86.988
88.988
88,988
$8,988
87.988
87,988
$7,988
87.988
87.988
88.988
88,988
88.988
88.988
$8,988
$8.988
$8,988
$8,988
$9,988
$9,988
$9,988
$10,988
$10,988
810.988
810.988
$10,988
$10.988
$10,988
$10,988
811,988
812.988
$12,988
$14,988
$14,988
$15988
$17,988
817.988
$28.988

Pr iCtt

83.988
83.988
134.988
84.988
84.988
85,988
$5,988
$5.988
83.988
$5988
$8,988
87.988
$7,988
$7,988
$7.988
$7.988
$7.988
87.988
$7,988
S8.988
89.988
$9.988
$9,988
$9,988
810.988
$11988
812.988
$12,988
813.988
$15,988
$14.988

$2 988
S3.988
$5988
85.988
$6988
56.988
56 988
57 988
$7,988
$7988
$7,988
SI0.988
$10,988
511.988
812.988
$13.988
$15.988
$18,988
$19,988

